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1
INTRODUCT ION

Tobetter understand howan environmental systemworks, or to predict
the state of a system in the past (hindcasting), in the future (forecast-
ing), or under explicitly modified conditions (scenario analysis), it can
be useful to simulate the environmental system and the change thereof
through time, using computer models. In many cases, computer simu-
lations are the only feasible way to achieve these, for example when
the temporal or spatial extents of the considered system are large, the
simulated environment is inaccessible, or because of ethical concerns.
The outcomes of some of these models can have an effect on the lives
and actions of many people, either directly or because they influence
the decisions made by politicians. Models that potentially have this
implication for example simulate the effect of human movements on
the spread of SARS-CoV-2 [171], simulate the effect of climate change
on food insecurity [16], or assess the global water scarcity and ground-
water depletion [160].

The focus of this research lies on computer models simulating geo-
graphical systems. These are systems that typically have a temporal
extent ranging from minutes to geological timescales, and a spatial ex-
tent ranging from local to planetary scale. Phenomena in the real world
are often represented in computer simulation models in very diverse
manners. For example, trees in a forest can be considered as discrete
entities, each having a unique location in space. In an agent-based
model [68] this would be represented by a collection of individual ob-
jects [169]. Other models that use this approach include for example
those that simulate transmission of SARS-CoV-2 [149], the interac-
tions between pedestrians and cyclists [2], and the effects of different
decisions related to the food market on food security [124]. On the
other hand, phenomena exist that are continuous in space, like the
surface elevation of an area. In a field-based model [61], this would
in general be approximated by a raster data structure. Examples of
models in which the simulated systems are represented by continuous
fields simulate soil erosion [136], wildfire [181], and the distribution
of freshwater availability [160]. To achieve an optimal representation
of environmental systems, the two different representations, objects

1



2 introduction

and fields, often need to be combined. This allows the simulation of
interactions between individual agents, between agents and their en-
vironment, and of changes in the environment. This has been used,
for example, to simulate elk migration in Yellowstone [14], the impact
of payments for ecosystem services on human-environment systems
[5], the spread of cholera in a refugee camp [38], and the dynamics of
trout populations under anthropogenic environmental change [7].

The computer models focused on simulate systems which are—in
principle—constantly changing: trees grow continuously, and erosion
processes may continuously lower the surface elevation. Forward sim-
ulation models numerically approximate these continuous changes,
where state 𝑠 of the system is represented for a certain point in simu-
lated time 𝑡, after which this state is incrementally updated for future
points in simulated time (𝑡+1, 𝑡+2, ...). An application of such amodel
is weather prediction, that typically uses the known atmospheric con-
ditions at some point in time as the initial state and predicts subsequent
states starting with this initial state and the relevant simulated pro-
cesses that update this state. A single time increment in a forward
simulation model can then be expressed as

𝑠𝑡+1 = 𝑓 (𝑠𝑡) (1.1)

in which 𝑓 is the state transition function with which the processes are
represented that project the system’s state 𝑠 from one point in time to
the next [95, 178]. The subsequent time increments do not have to be
uniform, but they often are.

A key issue that is limiting the development and use of computer
models for simulating geographical systems, is related to their perfor-
mance and scalability [4, 17]. Increasingly, more information relevant
for use in computer models are becoming available. From new sources
of data, like new generations of satellites and social media, information
can be obtained that often has a larger temporal and spatial extent
and resolution than previous ones. The availability of this information
allows researchers to represent geographical processes in more detail
in their models. As a result, models are increasingly becoming larger
and take more time to execute, or cannot be executed at all. To solve
this issue, the performance and scalability of these models must be
improved.

In this thesis, we do not touch upon the issue of how well a model
is able to represent a geographical system for a certain purpose. In-
stead, the focus is on the software with which computer models for
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simulating geographical systems can be implemented. In particular,
the focus is on the representation of real-world phenomena in models,
and the capacity of models to simulate large systems.

1.1 model development

Given the focus on the software aspects of model development, in
this thesis a model development project is considered to be similar
to a software development project that has the specific purpose of
developing a model. A model development project then starts with an
initial set of functional and non-functional requirements. Functional
requirements describe which processes the model should simulate
and how, while non-functional requirements describe all other aspects,
like the maximum amount of time the model is allowed to take to
finish calculating the set of state transitions. An initial design is then
created and a first version of the model is implemented. During the
implementation phase, and afterwards, for example while calibrating,
validating and performing modelling studies, the requirements are
often updated, necessitating an update of the model. This process of
changing requirements that necessitate an update of the model might
go on for as long as the model is relevant and used.

The time it takes to (re)implement a computer model determines for
a large part the time it takes to perform the whole model development
process. Ideally, model requirements never change and implementing
a model takes little time, but there are multiple reasons why this is
often not the case (Table 1.1). Modelling frameworks can be used to
decrease the time it takes to create a first version of a model and to be
able to respond more quickly to changing requirements.

1.2 modelling frameworks

Modelling frameworks provide the model developer with building
blocks for developing models. Because of the higher level of abstrac-
tion, implementing a model requires less code and thus takes less
time (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). When building a model without using a
modelling framework, the model developer has to develop more code,
some of which is unrelated to representing the simulated system’s
state and processes. For example, the model developer also has to
implement routines for performing I/O and the modelling operations
themselves. In a modelling framework this functionality is already
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Functional
State or processes must be represented differently.
State or processes must be removed or added.
Model must output other state.
Model must be applied in different study.

Non-functional
Performance or scalability must be improved.
Model must be ported to a new platform.
Bugs must be fixed.
Design must be changed to accommodate new functional requirements.
Quality of the code must be improved, also to allow others to understand it better.

Table 1.1: Examples of reasons for changing model requirements. Some of
these may take many months to address.

available, and because a framework is used by multiple model devel-
opers to build multiple models, bugs are detected sooner, andmultiple
model development projects benefit from their fixes.

In this thesis the focus is on modelling frameworks that can be used
to simulate a relatively broad range of processes in the domain of
geographical simulation modelling. Software that can be used for this
purpose ranges from software libraries like Mesa [102] and PCRaster
[44], to integrated development environments like MATLAB [80] and
NetLogo [173]. A requirement is that information can be positioned in
space, and preferably in time aswell, and that a collection of operations
is available for manipulating this information, for use by the model
developer.

Using a modelling framework requires less detailed knowledge
about software aspects not related to representing a system’s state
and processes. An important advantage therefore is that more do-
main experts can build models themselves, instead of having to rely
on a software developer. This prevents errors introduced while com-
municating model requirements between the domain expert and the
model developer. Other advantages are that it supports the exchange
of model components betweenmodel developers, and it makes it more
feasible for model developers to try out alternative representations for
simulating the same system [97].

Representing the state 𝑠 (Equation 1.1) of a geographical system at a
certain moment in time in a simulation model involves mapping real-
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model

base libraries

Figure 1.1: A model built from scratch, without using a modelling framework,
consists of a relatively large amount of code. The blue part represents the
amount of code the model developer needs to write for a model.

model 1 model 2

framework

base libraries

Figure 1.2: Models built using a modelling framework consist of relatively
small amounts of code, in which pre-built building blocks are combined.
The upper layer of coloured boxes of the framework represents the building
blocks. Each string of small coloured boxes represents the amount of code
the model developer needs to write for a model.

world natural phenomena to data structures provided by themodelling
framework. With these data structures those aspects of the state that
are relevant for the simulation must be captured. For example, when
simulating the effect of the changing spatial distribution of biomass
on the spatial distribution of deer through time, there are various
kinds of information that need to be captured: the spatial pattern of a
single continuous biomass field through time, the spatial distribution
of herds of deer through time, and probably additional properties
associated with each deer, like its age and weight.

Similarly, representing the state transition function 𝑓 (Equation 1.1)
in a simulation model involves mapping environmental processes to a
set of operations provided by the modelling framework. For example,
in a model simulating soil erosion, a flow accumulation operation can
be used to partition the amount of rainfall reaching the ground surface
into an amount that infiltrates into the soil and an amount that flows
downstream as surface runoff.
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Modelling frameworks that support forward simulation models in
the geosciences and biological domains can be divided into those that
are optimized for simulating collections of spatially discrete agents,
and those that are optimized for simulating continuous spatial fields
of information. These frameworks are called agent-based modelling1

frameworks and field-based modelling frameworks, respectively.

1.2.1 Agent-based modelling

In agent-based modelling, the focus is on representing real-world
entities by collections of software agents [68, 148]. Since, in general,
the properties and behaviour of each kind of agent is unique, themodel
developer has to be able to define each of them as part of the model
definition. Agent state and behaviour can be conveniently expressed
in model code by class definitions, which is the reason why the object-
oriented programming paradigm is currently the dominant approach
used in the implementation of these models [68]. For example, in
Listing 1.1 the behaviour of a herd of deer is simulated by defining
a deer class (line 1), including the properties and behaviour of an
individual deer, and instantiating it a number of times (line 15). During
the execution of the model, the collection of deer instances is iterated
over and member functions are called on each of the instances, by a
scheduler (line 21). In an agent-based model, most of the state of the
simulated system is represented by the properties of all agent objects
in the model.

1 Within the domain of ecology, agent-based modelling is also called individual-based
modelling. Here, the more general term is used.
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Listing 1.1: Example of part of an agent-based model expressed using Python.
The abm prefix is used to highlight code that could be provided by a frame-
work.

1 class Deer(abm.Agent):

2 def __init__(self, id, model):

3 # Construct deer instance

4 super().__init__(id, model)

5
6 def update(self):

7 # Update instance

8 # ...

9
10 class Model(abm.Model):

11 def __init__(self, nr_deer):

12 # Construct model instance

13 super().__init__()

14 self.scheduler = abm.SomeScheduler()

15 for d in range(nr_deer):

16 # Construct collection of deer

17 self.scheduler.add(Deer(d, self))

18
19 def update(self):

20 # Scheduler calls update on each deer

21 self.scheduler.update()

22
23 model = Model(nr_deer)

24 for t in range(nr_time_steps):

25 model.update()

Examples of agent-based modelling frameworks are MASON (Java,
[115]), Mesa (Python, [102]), and Repast (Java, Python, C++ among
other languages, [126]). NetLogo is an agent-based modelling frame-
work, which does not use an existing general purpose programming
language supporting the object-oriented programming paradigm, but
provides its own domain-specific language to define models [173].

1.2.2 Field-based modelling

Field-basedmodelling frameworks describe themodelled systemusing
continuous fields of information about the environment [61]. The
model developer defines processes in terms of fields and operations.
For the sake of computational efficiency, the raster datamodel is widely
used for representing the fields. Modelling operations are then used
to translate these rasters to rasters representing other or future state.
To express field-based models, a procedural programming approach
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inspired by map algebra [166] is often used, with which modelling
operations can be called using function call and operator syntax. For
example, in Listing 1.2, framework operations are used to translate an
elevation raster into a new raster representing an area’s slope (line
3). Note that, in contrast with agent-based modelling, in field-based
modelling there is in general no reason for the model developer to
be able to define types for model state variables. At each moment in
simulated time, the model state is represented by rasters and scalars.

Listing 1.2: Example of part of a field-based model expressed using Python.
The fbm prefix is used for code that could be provided by a framework. The
operators used could also be part of this framework.

1 for t in range(nr_time_steps):

2 # Lower the elevation of steep slopes

3 slope = fbm.slope(elevation)

4 elevation = fbm.where(

5 slope > threshold, elevation -= 10, elevation)

Examples of field-based modelling frameworks are ArcGIS [46],
Google Earth Engine [64], MATLAB [80], PCRaster [44], R [19, 147],
TerraME [57], and TGRASS [59].

1.2.3 Integrated agent- and field-based modelling

When simulating geographical systems, some state variables are often
best represented by discrete objects while others are better represented
by continuous fields. In the deer-biomass example, deer can be conve-
niently represented by discrete objects, and biomass by a field. Given
the dichotomy in the approaches of implementing agent-based and
field-based models (Section 1.2.1 and Section 1.2.2), expressing pro-
cesses involving agents using a field-based modelling framework, or
expressing processes involving fields using an agent-based modelling
framework, is difficult or impossible.

Agent-based modelling frameworks are not designed with field-
based modelling in mind. Although continuous layers of information
can often be used by agents to sense the environment [126, 158, 173],
simulating processes for which the field-based modelling approach
is best suited requires functionality, like flow routing operations, that
is likely not provided by agent-based modelling frameworks. As a
workaround, GIS extensions, like Agent Analyst [85], can sometimes
be used to allow their functionality to be used in an agent-based mod-
elling framework.
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Implementing an agent-based computer model using a field-based
modelling environment can be done for a specific class of agent-based
models, in which the location of agents or their properties are rep-
resented by a collection of discrete cells. An example of this class of
models are cellular automatamodels, in which each raster cell contains
a value, and simple rules are used to update these values, based on
the information within a small neighbourhood of cells around each
cell. But in a field-based modelling framework it is not possible to
express agent-related information at a higher spatial resolution than
that of individual cells. Also, expressing agents that overlap in space,
or expressing hierarchical relations between agents is difficult.

1.2.4 Scalability

A simulation model that has become larger, due to an increase in the
amount of data used to represent a system’s state or an increase in the
number of operations used to represent a system’s operations, takes
longer to execute when the same amount of hardware is used as before.
It is even possible that the model cannot be run at all anymore, because
it requires too much memory or too much execution time. To still be
able to execute the model as before, it must be able to use additional
hardware. Scalability is a property of softwarewithwhich the ability to
use additional hardware efficiently is characterized. When additional
hardware is available, a simulation model that scales well takes less
time to execute and can execute larger problems.

Models that where not designed tomake use of additional hardware,
like multiple CPU cores or multiple computers, will only ever use a
single CPU core or single computer. Various technologies are available
to parallelize and distribute work to multiple CPU cores in multiple
computers. For example, OS threads and OpenMP [39] can be used
to distribute work to multiple CPU cores within a single OS process,
and MPI [123] can be used to distribute work to multiple processes in
multiple computers. Most of them leak abstractions of the hardware
to the model developer using them, requiring the developer to have
knowledge about low level details unrelated to model development.
This is one reason why developing parallel and distributed software
is much harder than developing serial software.

For a simulation model built using a modelling framework to be
scalable, the modelling framework itself must be scalable. This implies
that themodelling frameworkmust contain building blocks that, when
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combined in models, result in well performing and scalable models,
whatever the specific combination of building blocks. This is a very
different situation than when implementing a well performing and
scalable dedicated model. In that case, all information about the work
to be performed by the model is known to the model developer (the
code represented by the blue box in Figure 1.1), all of which can be used
to implement a well performing and scalable model. The downside of
having all this information available is that it increases the complexity
of the task for the model implementer. Code from various levels of
abstraction, ranging from performing efficient I/O, and distributing
work over CPU cores and compute nodes, to the higher level modelling
operations used by the model, needs to be developed. There is a risk
that this results in a model in which different abstraction levels are
mixed, that is difficult to maintain, and of which the performance and
scalability are not as good as they could be.

In case of a modelling framework, only the individual building
blocks are known (the code represented by the top layer of coloured
boxes in Figure 1.2), limiting the options for increasing the perfor-
mance and scalability of models built with frameworks. This does
not, however, imply that models built using a framework will perform
and scale less well than models built without using a framework. In
contrast to the case of developing a scalable dedicated model, the
framework developer can focus on the performance and scalability of
the model building blocks and does not have to take the complexity
introduced by the actual model into account.

There are multiple options for adding support for scalability to a
modelling framework. For example, individual modelling operations
can be updated so that they make use of all the hardware available to
them. This potentially increases the performance of these operations,
because work is assigned to multiple workers, like CPU cores, instead
of a single worker. A drawback, though, is that each operation has to
wait for the last worker to finish executing the last amount of work
before the next operation can start executing. These synchronization
points add to the serial fraction of the simulation model, which limits
the amount of hardware over which the model can scale well. This
approach is used by ArcGIS, for example.

Another option for adding support for scalability to a modeling
framework is to let the framework interpret the simulation model and
decide how to best compute a result given the available hardware,
and then perform the computations. Good results can be obtained by
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this approach, as shown by Carabaño et al. [27], but it does add to
the responsibilities of the framework. Now at least a language parser,
optimizer, and a runtime have to be part of the modelling framework
as well.

Finally, (some of) the responsibility of parallelizing and distributing
the work to be performed by a model can be forwarded to the model
developer. This complicates the model by mixing code related to the
representation of the simulated system with code related to how the
work should be performed. This is in conflict with the advantage that
a modelling framework prevents the model developer from having
to know about the runtime details of executing models. When using
Repast HPC [34] for example, the model developer is required to
implement models using the relatively low-level C++ programming
language, and be knowledgable with using MPI for programming
distributed memory systems.

Existing modelling frameworks that provide support for scalable
computing are limited by a combination of several factors. Some frame-
works only parallelize work within individual operations, some only
parallelize work within a single process, some leak details about the
parallelization to themodel developer, and some are relatively complex
to develop.

1.3 challenges

We have identified two reasons that increasingly limit the usefulness
of existing frameworks to model developers. The first reason has to do
with limitations in the capability of frameworks to represent and ma-
nipulate both discrete agents and continuous fields, which is required
to be able to represent a broad range of systems from the geographical
domain (Section 1.2.3). The second reason has to dowith limitations in
the capability of models built with frameworks to scale well over addi-
tional hardware, which is required to be able to simulate increasingly
large systems of agents and fields (Section 1.2.4).

1.3.1 Representing geographical state

Because of the differences between the agent- and field-based mod-
elling approaches, in general it is difficult or impossible to express a
field-based model using an agent-based modelling framework and
vice-versa. It is therefore impossible to—conveniently—express a sys-
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tem in which geographical processes interact with each other using
current modelling frameworks. As a solution, models simulating dif-
ferent environmental processes are sometimes coupled, for example
using a model coupling framework like the Open Modeling Interface
(OpenMI) [66]. OpenMI supports a tight coupling between models,
which allows them to exchange information about the various state
variables each of themupdate at each time step. This can be particularly
useful in situations in which models are not updated anymore.

But there is merit in a modelling framework with which a model
developer can conveniently express a model simulating, for example,
the relation between crop growth and soil erosion, where individual
plants are simulated using individual agents, and soil erosion using
fields. Such a framework allows the developer to use a singlemodelling
paradigm for simulating a broad range of geographical systems. Also,
there is then no need anymore to couple multiple models, preventing
the additional work needed for that, and the negative implications
coupling potentially has on performance and scalability.

However, whether building blocks and a model development inter-
face can be designed that allows model developers to conveniently
express integrated agent- and field-based models remains unclear.
The approach taken in this thesis generalizes the approach taken by
most field-based modelling frameworks. As described in Section 1.2.2,
these frameworks provide a set of modelling operations, overloaded
for rasters and scalars. In an expression like elevation + erosion,
elevation will likely be a raster, but erosion might be both a raster
or a scalar. If it is a scalar, the result of the statement is the same as
in the case it is a raster with the same value in each cell. The scalar
value is a convenient way to encode a spatial field which has a constant
value everywhere. Not having explicit information about the spatial
distribution of a property value implies this property has the same
value everywhere. Both rasters and scalars can therefore be used to
represent a spatial field.

The general idea is that when state variables can be considered to be
of a similar kind, the actual differences between them can be hidden
form the model developer, whenever that is appropriate. This prevents
the number of different cases the model developer has to consider.
The previous expression does not need to be updated when erosion is
changed from a scalar to a raster, or vice-versa. This same idea is used
here to the integration of agent-based and field-based modelling, in
order to find out whether these kinds of modelling approaches can be
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generalized. The challenge is to allow the model developer to express a
model in terms of state variables and operations that refer towhat these
variables and operations represent in the real-world, rather than how
they are represented in terms of data structures and algorithms. Thus,
the first challengewe focus on in this thesis is to bridge the gap between
agent- and field-based modelling frameworks. Objectives and research
questions related to this challenge are described in Section 1.4.1.

1.3.2 Scalable computing

The second challenge considered in this thesis is to increase the capa-
bility of modelling frameworks to execute large models, both in terms
of the size of the environmental state 𝑠 and the size of the state tran-
sition function 𝑓 (Equation 1.1), while still being convenient enough
to be used by domain experts without experience in low-level and
high-performance computing.

A major complicating factor that arises when scalable software is
designed are the synchronization points, which are the locations in the
code where all workers—like CPU cores—that are performing part of
a larger task have to finish before other tasks can be performed. In the
case of load imbalance between the workers, synchronization points
often result in some workers having nothing to do. Load imbalance
is very common in large environmental simulation models. Instead
of using a combination of the two popular approaches for expressing
distributed and parallel work, namely communicating sequential pro-
cesses used by theMPI executionmodel [123] and fork-join used by the
OpenMP execution model [39], the ParalleX execution model [90] will
be used, which uses asynchronous many-tasks (AMT). Advantages
of this approach we seek are that AMT results in fewer synchroniza-
tion points, and potentially allows work from multiple operations to
be scheduled for execution in parallel, mitigating (some of) the load
imbalance. Objectives and research questions related to this challenge
are described in Section 1.4.2.

1.4 objectives and questions

The overarching goal the research presented in this thesis aims to
contribute to is to gain knowledge required to be able to develop a
modelling framework for building large models in which both dis-
crete agents and continuous fields can be simulated. This modelling
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framework must generalize existing agent- and field-based modelling
frameworks for forward spatial simulation models, and be useful in
as many research domains as possible. Besides being convenient to
use by model developers, models developed with it must perform and
scale well.

For this, two objectives and associated research questions were de-
fined. The first objective is related to bridging the gap between the
agent- and field-based modelling approaches to allow for the simu-
lation of heterogeneous geographical state variables, and the second
objective is to increase the scalability of models created with a mod-
elling framework.

1.4.1 Representing geographical state

The hypothesis is that once all model state variables are represented in
a similar way, using a single data model, a single set of operations can
be defined that can manipulate this state. The objective therefore, is to
merge the different data models currently used to represent the state
in agent- and field-basedmodelling frameworks, as a first step towards
a single language to express both agent- and field-based models. The
associated research questions are:

Research question 1A

How can the different data models currently used to represent
spatio-temporal agents and fields be generalized into a single
conceptual data model supporting the integrated simulation of
both agents and fields?

Research question 1B

How can information related to large collections of spatio-tem-
poral objects and fields be stored using a single physical data
model?

A single conceptual data model is relevant for the model developer.
It defines how all model state variables are organized. Besides being
able to represent all relevant model state, an additional goal for the
conceptual data model therefore is that, to be convenient to use in
models, it should be as simple as possible. The physical data model is
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relevant for modelling framework developers. It allows model state
organized according to the conceptual data model to be stored in a
dataset for reuse. The model developer should not have to know about
the details of the physical data model.

1.4.2 Scalable computing

Ideally, it should be possible to develop models using a modelling
framework without having to know about how to write scalable paral-
lel and distributed software, allowing more domain experts to develop
their own models. The objective is to assess to what extent AMT is
useful to reach this goal and the associated research questions are:

Research question 2A

How can the AMT approach be applied in the implementation
of a modelling framework which results in models that perform
well and scale well over CPU cores and cluster nodes?

Research question 2B

How can the AMT approach be applied in the implementation
of a set of parallel and distributed flow accumulation operations
that perform well and scale well over CPU cores and cluster
nodes?

The answers to these questions can be used bymodelling framework
developers to help decide whether or not AMT should be used in the
implementation, and how.

1.5 societal and scientific relevance

It is easy to underestimate the societal and scientific relevance of sim-
ulation models in general. They help increase our understanding of
how geographical processes work, and subsequently they can help
make decisions about what future measures to take. For example, us-
ing models to find ways to effectively limit the negative effects of high
rainfall intensities in urban areas, can save lives and money. It is also
easy to overestimate the ability of models to completely represent the
processes they simulate. Although the accuracy of weather predictions
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for the short term (several days) has increased during the last decades,
longer term daily weather predictions are still of limited value.

The societal and scientific relevance of modelling frameworks is that
they allow models to be developed in less time, because the building
blocks of the models are already implemented and tested. They “only”
need to be combined to represent the geographical processes. This
requires less time than when models are created from scratch. Also,
because of the higher level of abstraction, models based on modelling
frameworks are easier to understand, because many details not related
to representing system state and processes are hidden. This facilitates
open science.

The research presented in this thesis aims to increase the understand-
ing of several aspects related to modelling frameworks for simulating
large spatio-temporal systems of objects and fields. All improvements
made to modelling frameworks amplify the benefits just described
of models and modelling frameworks. Additionally, improvements
to the performance and scalability of models created by the future
frameworks will make it possible to execute models faster, use larger
amounts of more detailed data about the state of the environment,
simulate geographical processes in greater detail, and perform more
advanced modelling studies, some of which require models to be
executed hundreds of times or more.

Whether or not electrical energy be saved by the future frameworks
is hard to predict. Although a model that finishes sooner requires less
energy to run, the rebound effect may be that it will free up hardware
for additional model runs.

1.6 outline

This thesis is divided in two parts. In the first part, the focus is on the
integration of objects and fields. The first step towards an integration
of agent- and field-based modelling frameworks is the development
of a conceptual data model. Chapter 2 describes how information that
is traditionally represented by discrete agents and continuous fields,
can be organized in a single uniform data model. This conceptual data
model can serve as a blueprint for types used by model developers to
represent model state. Given the conceptual data model, Chapter 3
shows how actual model state can be uniformly and efficiently be
represented by a physical data model. The physical data model allows
storing model state in a dataset for reuse.
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In the second part of the thesis the focus is on the scalability of
models created with a field-based modelling framework containing
modelling operations inspired by map algebra. In Chapter 4 we use
the AMT approach to define a type for representing continuous fields
and a set of generic modelling operations, and assess the scalability
of the operations individually and in combination. Additionally, we
look at the usability of the AMT approach in the context of this field-
based modelling framework. Given the knowledge gained the AMT-
based modelling framework is extended with an additional set of
modelling operations operating on a flow direction field (Chapter 5).
We again look at the scalability of the operations individually and
in combination. Moreover, their composability is considered, which
is defined as a property of modelling operations to perform better
in combination than when executed individually, one after the other.
Composability is a new measure of how well operations are able to
mitigate each other’s load imbalance.

The thesis is concluded with a synthesis (Chapter 6), in which an-
swers are provided to the research questions defined in Section 1.4
and remaining challenges are highlighted. Additionally, we describe
potential implications our results have, and provide an overview of
remaining research challenges that need to be solved to gain all knowl-
edge required for developing a modelling framework for simulating
large spatio-temporal systems of agents and fields.





Part I

REPRESENT ING GEOGRAPHICAL STATE





2
A CONCEPTUAL DATA MODEL FOR
SPAT IO -TEMPORAL OB JECTS

Adapted from: M. P. de Bakker, K. de Jong, O. Schmitz, and D. Karssen-
berg. “Design and demonstration of a data model to integrate agent-
based and field-based modelling.” In: Environmental Modelling & Soft-
ware 89 (2017), pp. 172–189. doi: 10.1016/j.envsoft.2016.11.016

Dynamic environmental modelling of spatio-temporal sys-
tems often requires the representation of both fields and
agents. Fields are continuous with values in the whole spa-
tio-temporal domain of a model, while agents are bounded
in space and often mobile. It is currently difficult for en-
vironmental modellers with limited software engineering
background to construct such field-agent models, as mod-
elling frameworks mostly do not support the integration
of fields and agents. To overcome this issue, we describe a
data model combining fields and agents in a single concept.
This data model represents fields, agents and relations by
grouping items sharing properties into a phenomenon.
The concepts domain, property-set and value handle spa-
tio-temporal attribute representations. The data model is
implemented in a software prototype that shows how data
on fields and agents is stored and manipulated.

2.1 introduction

Dynamic environmental models represent the temporal evolution of
the environment by applying a state transition function on the system’s
state variables, mostly at each time step or for a series of events occur-
ring over time. Their state variables often vary in the spatial domain
as well as in the temporal domain, which requires that an appropriate
representation of modelled phenomena has to be used that is capable
of storing spatio-temporal information. Two approaches currently ex-
ist [49, 60, 137], as shown in Figure 2.1. In the field-based approach,
attributes are assumed to have a value defined everywhere in space-
time, often discretized in cells or voxels and time steps. Examples of
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field-based approaches are aboveground biomass represented by a
raster map, where each grid cell value represents the biomass in the
grid cell, for each time step, or atmospheric pressure, where each voxel
is assigned a pressure value. In the agent-based approach, attributes
are assigned to, sometimes mobile, entities bounded in space-time.
Agents are sometimes referred to as individuals in ecology and objects
in geographical information science (e.g. [62, 68]). An example of
the agent-based approach is where the modeller chooses to represent
biomass as a biomass value assigned to each individual tree, in order
to simulate, for instance, tree growth of individual trees (e.g. [169]).

In a large number of environmental problems, in particular those
that require an integrated approach, there is a strong need to use en-
vironmental models that combine the agent-based and field-based
approaches. This is because many systems contain both phenomena
that are better represented by fields and those that are better repre-
sented by agents. In addition, there is often interaction between fields
and agents (Figure 2.1). In ecosystem models, for instance, animals
are often best represented as agents, while their habitat is better repre-
sented as a field (e.g. [14, 152]). Other examples include interactions
between water users (agents) and groundwater dynamics (field) [28],
the influence of weather (fields) on trees (agents) [151], andmodelling
of air pollution (field) and personal exposure to this air pollution of
mobile individuals [150].

The integration of fields and agents inmodels is however still compli-
cated from the perspective of model implementation, as standardized
software is lacking. Generally speaking, field-agent integration can be
approached in two ways. One is to build models from scratch with a
general-purpose language (Figure 2.2a), for instance Fortran or C++.
With such a language, the modeller has to implement software using
elementary constructs which requires extensive software engineer-
ing skills, especially if the model implementation is challenging, e.g.
when the model needs to be executed on a supercomputer. With a
few exceptions in certain research areas this exceeds the programming
capabilities of most domain specialists. Using these languages comes
with a number of disadvantages [45, 97] and shifts the modeller’s
focus from describing domain processes to implementing numeri-
cal algorithms. A solution to this problem is offering model builders
specialized programming interfaces tailored to their domain of knowl-
edge (Figure 2.2b). Domain experts then program models using a
model building software framework (e.g. [101]), which provides a
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programming interface matching the conceptual level of thinking of
domain specialists. The building blocks of models can be offered in
a generic scripting language or, in its most sophisticated form, as a
Domain-Specific Language (DSL) [42, 119], which is a language that
matches the semantics of a specific domain of use, improving produc-
tivity, verification and optimization [50, 164]. This approach of using
model building software frameworks is promising because it becomes
easier for domain specialists to program models [79]. However, the
current key limitation of model building software frameworks is that
they focus on either field-based (e.g. [101]) or agent-based modelling
(e.g. [173]), but not both [57]. This is inconvenient because coupling
involves additional technical overhead and thus makes it more difficult
for domain experts to build models.

The disadvantages of the current situation would be resolved by a
model building framework supporting both fields and agents (Fig-
ure 2.2c), which preferably includes a domain-specific language capa-
ble of manipulating fields and agents. The design of such a language is
mostly based on a semanticmodel of the application domain (e.g. [51]),
e.g a (conceptual) data model. In this chapter, we aim at the develop-
ment and software implementation of a conceptual and physical data
model integrating fields and agents that is useful in a domain-specific
language by supporting multi-paradigm operations. The development
of a new data model is required as existing data models, with respect
to field-agent integration in dynamic environmental models, are still
lacking regarding a number of aspects. Recent important contributions
have approached integration of fields and agents from a theoretical
point of view (e.g. [54, 62, 104]), but the use of these concepts in a
framework for dynamic environmental modelling is thus far under-
developed. Also, existing physical, implemented, data models used
in environmental model building frameworks (e.g. [101, 126]) do not
integrate fields and agents. Further, to our knowledge, concepts and
generic software frameworks that explicitly deal with spatio-temporal
attribute variation within the extent of agents do currently not exist.
This is relevant in models that model the evolution of individual fea-
tures in a landscape, including their internal variation, for instance
ecosystem models simulating temporal changes in the heterogeneity
of foliage in individual tree crowns [169].

A key requirement of the conceptual data model is that it needs
to function as an input argument of functions in a domain-specific
language for dynamic environmental modelling. We build upon the
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Figure 2.1: An integrated agent-based and field-based model consists of
agents, which are discrete entities in space (points, lines, areas) and are
possibly mobile, and fields. Fields represent continuous attributes. Many
agents have continuous variation within their spatio-temporal extent. Agents
and fields interact depending on location and extent of agents.

concept of map algebra, introduced by Tomlin [165] and since then
used in many model building software packages for manipulation of
fields (e.g. [42, 46]).Map algebra offers syntactically simple statements
in the style of algebraic expressions on rasters instead of numbers. In
our envisioned modelling language, the input arguments, which are
raster maps in the case of map algebra, could also be agents. This
implies that at the highest level, fields and agents need to have a
common representation in our conceptual data model.

The key question that needs to be answered is how agents and
fields can be conceptualized such that these can be represented by a
single conceptual data model that can function as input argument in a
map-algebra like environmental modelling language. In the following
sectionwe therefore specify requirements of the conceptual datamodel
and review existing conceptual and physical data models. Section 2.3
describes the conceptual data model and in Section 2.4 we describe
how we address the posed requirements. We also provide a prototype
software implementation of the data model based on HDF5, using
an example of a vegetation grazing model that integrates field-based
and agent-based modelling (Section 2.5). Section 2.6 discusses the
approach and results of this chapter.

2.2 requirements of the data model and previous work

The conceptual data model that is being developed is required to
represent fields, agents (including agents with internal variation) and
relations between these, i.e. networks. Also, it needs to integrate these
types and it needs to be applicable in a map algebra like-language.
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Figure 2.2: Share of model code, framework code and general-purpose pro-
gramming libraries code in three different approaches to programming mod-
els. (a) Using generic, general-purpose programming libraries to build a
model from scratch. (b) Using separate model building frameworks for
agents and fields. (c) Proposed approach using a model building framework
that supports fields and agents. Of the approaches presented in the figure,
approach (c) requires the least programming effort from the modeller.

This section discusses these requirements and existing concepts that
we can build upon in the development of the conceptual data model.
Table 2.1 provides an overview.

2.2.1 Fields

Field-based modelling is defined as approaches that give a spatially
and temporally continuous representation of attributes in the envi-
ronment, which implies that values of an attribute are in principle
modelled everywhere in 2D or 3D space and time [55, 101, 142]. In
modelling practice, a field is typically bounded in space and time, for
example by the study area. Examples of attributes represented as fields
are air temperature in weather forecast models [121] and topographi-
cal elevation in hydrological models [159] because these phenomena
have a value defined everywhere in space and time. When modelling
continuous fields, the modeller translates the continuous attribute
into a physical data model by discretization, in order to apply numer-
ical algorithms. Widely used spatial discretizations are rasters and
TINs [104, 174]. Several programming environments for field-based
modelling exist, among which are MATLAB [116], a general purpose
modelling environment, and PCRaster [43, 101] for spatio-temporal
modelling.
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2.2.2 Agents

Next to field-based modelling, modellers can choose to model their
system using discrete entities, or objects. The main characteristic of
objects as opposed to fields is that they are bounded in space. The
spatial characteristic also translates to the temporal dimension, which
implies that an object exists for a certain period of time [142]. Table 2.1
provides examples of agent-based models.

From a modelling perspective, objects are often referred to differ-
ently. In ecology, the term individual-based modelling is used, while
in the Geographical Information Science (GIS) community one often
prefers the term object-based modelling. Object-based modelling in
GIS has traditionally concentrated on spatial modelling only and little
attention has been paid to the time domain [21, 145]. This is opposite
to individual-based models in ecology which are often dynamic, and
are often called agent-based if applied to societal problems [18]. In
these models, individuals or agents are usually mobile and interact
with each other and the environment (e.g. [37]). Hence, we choose
to use the concept of agent instead of object to represent all kinds of
discrete individuals that are bounded in space since it also includes
mobility and interaction, which are both important in many dynamic
models. This deviates from the traditional use of object as opposed to
field, which we view as having a subset of the properties of an agent.

Many specialized agent-based libraries, frameworks and tools exist
[1, 37]. Some are not intended to explicitly model spatial behaviour
(e.g. [3]), but many allow for explicit spatial modelling, of which
GAMA [67], GeoMason [158], NetLogo [173] and RePast [126] are
notable examples. Field-based modelling in these agent-based frame-
works is often troublesome. Except for GAMA [67] andNetLogo [173],
agent-based modelling frameworks usually require modellers to use
general-purpose object-oriented data models and languages [37].

2.2.3 Agents with internal variation

Many research questions include agents that have a continuous spa-
tial and temporal variation within their spatio-temporal extent. For
instance, in a number of air pollution cloud models [84], the move-
ment of clouds is simulated, including spatio-temporal variation of
pollutant density within a cloud. Likewise, in vegetation models sim-
ulating competition for solar radiation between individual trees [169],
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the biomass of a tree crown may vary within its spatio-temporal ex-
tent. Other examples include channel belts [100], spatial variation of
albedo over glaciers [120] or solar energy models simulating hetero-
geneous cloud covers and their effect on solar radiation diffusion (e.g.
[106]). These examples reveal that systems that can be represented as
agents often also have properties that vary continuously within the
spatio-temporal extent associated with each agent.

Few concepts are designed that model agents with internal vari-
ation and to our knowledge there is no conceptual data model that
represents such agents, although the Deltatrons introduced by Clarke
[33] are an important contribution and starting point. The same goes
for software implementations. To our knowledge no framework sup-
ports the modelling of spatio-temporal bounded agents with internal
variation. As conceptual models and software for agents with inter-
nal variation are lacking, models using this representation are cur-
rently programmed from scratch using general-purpose programming
languages or programmed by adding components to field-based or
agent-based software frameworks (e.g. [84, 100]).

2.2.4 Networks between agents

Agents often are part of a network, e.g. social and physical networks
(e.g. [15, 20, 29, 138, 151]). Networks can have temporal variation that is
unrelated to the variation in the attributes of the connected agents. For
instance, the duration and properties of an interaction event between
persons is often different from other temporal attributes of the persons.

Peuquet [142] and Kuhn [108] argue that a data model for discrete
entities ideally incorporates the representation of networks, whether
they are spatially explicit, such as roads and rivers, or implicit, e.g.
social networks. Network and graph theory in general is well estab-
lished, and also in the area of spatial modelling literature deals with
networks (e.g. [56, 63]).

Specialized software exists to model networks, often as libraries
designed for particular programming languages, e.g. NetworkX [72]
and graph-tool [141]. Besides these, other frameworks, such as R [147]
and Repast [126] have network programming capabilities.
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2.2.5 Useful in a modelling language

In dynamic environmental models, fields and agents often need to
be connected (e.g. [14, 49, 151, 152]). Figure 2.1 schematically shows
the ideal situation in which fields and agents (including agents with
variation within their extent) are represented and dynamically interact
within a system. Consequently, a modelling language is required that
facilitates the integrated modelling of systems containing fields and
agents.

We envision that map algebra [166] is a suitable principle as foun-
dation for such a modelling language, because it provides modellers
with a technique to manipulate data at a high conceptual level, cor-
responding to the way modellers think of spatial data. Tomlin [166]
developed map algebra as an algebra to manipulate raster maps, i.e.
fields. Currently, map algebra is widely used for manipulating raster
maps using algebraic notation. In Esri ArcGIS [46], map algebra is
implemented as a calculator in which raster maps can be manipulated
and combined. The map algebra concept is also realized in MapScript
[144] and TGRASS [59]. Likewise, PCRaster [43, 101] includes opera-
tions on maps that implicitly iterate over cells in the map. Extensions
of the original map algebra have been studied [26, 117, 172], but to
our knowledge not in the domain of agent-based modelling. In the
following, we show in a very simple manner how we aim to suit map
algebra for modelling both fields and agents.

Consider the map algebra statement:
map.c = map.a + map.b

In this statement, where a, b and c are variables, two maps are com-
bined into a new map. This is done by applying the operation + to
the values of the variable a and b for each cell in the map using im-
plicit iteration. Field-based modelling frameworks, such as PCRaster
[43, 101] have implemented this style of map algebra. The underlying
data model contains rasters for the maps. If we consider agent-based
modelling frameworks, it becomes clear that their data model and
high-level modelling perspective is very different. Suppose that one
wants to apply the same addition operation to attributes of agents in
a particular simulation. In agent-based tools, such as NetLogo [173],
one typically has to program the procedure using explicit iteration
over agents:
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agents = [agent definition and instantiation]

for agent in agents:

agent.c = agent.a + agent.b

This way of programming at a low level of abstraction is not the
most convenient for modellers. Firstly, when an object-oriented ap-
proach is used in model development, which is usually the case in
agent-based modelling [1], one has to handle the process of object
definition, instantiation and management. Secondly, in the part of the
model where agents are updated to represent their evolution over time,
one has to take care of control flow procedures to iterate over agents.
Together, this requires a considerable amount of code which possibly
results in a time consuming and error prone development process.
Thus, we propose to eliminate the low-level procedures in agent-based
modelling, by following an approach similar to map algebra:
agents.c = agents.a + agents.b

Now, the operation iterates implicitly over all agents in agents, adding
variable a to b for each agent. Next, we can make the arguments for
fields and agents uniform, leading to a field-agent algebra similar to
map algebra:
phenomenon.c = phenomenon.a + phenomenon.b

Now, phenomenon can take the place of a field or an agent. To be able
to do this, we need a data model that can represent both fields and
agents. A common data model instead of two separate data models
comes with clear semantics for the modeller, both when modelling
fields and agents. This is an advantage when using a domain-specific
language. Further, many phenomena appear to have characteristics
of both fields and agents, as will be shown below. In a common data
model, we can address this more easily compared to a situation where
different data models are used to represent fields and agents.

2.2.6 Integration of fields and agents in a data model

The preceding section has shown how we envision the integrated
modelling of fields and agents. It was argued that a common data
model for fields and agents is required to reach this objective.

Much work has been done on the design or improvement of inte-
grated representations from theoretical and implementation oriented
perspectives. Liu et al. [113] introduce the General-Field as a gener-
alization of objects and object-fields. General-fields are constructed
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by mappings from fields to object-fields to objects. Geo-atoms and
geo-dipoles are introduced in Goodchild et al. [62]. Moreno et al.
[122] present the VecGCA model, replacing raster-based cellular au-
tomata by a set of geometrically evolving objects (polygons) in order
to dismiss the sensitivity of cellular automata to scale. Transition rules
determine how the objects transform during a simulation, supported
by the vectorization and rasterization between rasters and objects. Data
models proposing an integration of objects and fields have been de-
scribed in Câmara et al. [25], Kjenstad [104], and Voudouris [170].
Câmara et al. [25] presents the geographical object, under which sim-
ple, composite, homogeneous and non-homogeneous geo-objects are
classified. A minimal set of common GIS operations on these types
of geographical objects is introduced. The PGOmodel [104] is intro-
duced as a base model for fields and objects in GIS. Kjenstad [104]
conceptualizes fields as a set of functions from a parameter space do-
main to a value space that is multidimensional instead of a mapping
from a geometry domain to a value space. It is not explained how the
temporal dimension is accounted for in this model. Voudouris [170]
proposes an extension of Kjenstad [104] to allow for the modelling of
object-fields [36] and uncertainty and semantics. In the Object-Field
Model reflective phenomena are linked to Elementary_geoParticles,
which are central in the model. The Elementary_geoParticle itself does
not have predefined geometry, but gets its definition from attributeset,
behaviourset, semantic and uncertainty classes. Ferreira et al. [48]
takes a different perspective on spatio-temporal data representation. It
is shown by Ferreira et al. [48] that three data types, that is time series,
coverages and trajectory, are sufficient to represent changing objects
and events. An algebra on these data types allows for the manipula-
tion of spatio-temporal data. However, the model does not represent
relations and the presence of different data types still requires specific
operations dependent on the data type. Yuan [177] and Li et al. [111]
approach integration of discrete and continuous dynamic modelling
via the representation of events, processes and states.

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) has worked on standard-
ization for geographic data representation and exchange, amongwhich
is theOGCGeneral FeatureModel [133]. Several abstract specifications
have been designed (e.g. [130–132]) in order to provide programmers
with standards for implementations in which data interoperability
and exchange are important [175]. The OGC specifications for repre-
senting geographical data have not yet resulted in an integrated data
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model that is implemented in a modelling language for heterogeneous
systems.

As was argued in the introduction, the distinction between the field-
based and agent-based approaches can be found in software used in
modelling of environmental systems. Geographic Information Systems
are still divided into the raster and vector data models. Also, GIS is
currently not well suited for dynamic modelling. Although the urge to
generalize the modelling of geographic phenomena is recognized, it is
considered unlikely that GIS data models for dynamic modelling and
simulationwill emerge in the near future [60]. Specialized frameworks
such as PCRaster [101], Repast [126], R [147] (with the correct mod-
ules) andMatlab [116] are currently often used for dynamicmodelling,
but they do not integrate fields and agents within their data model or
language. An exception is Garcia de Senna Carneiro et al. [57], which
brings together field-based and agent-based modelling in a single
framework. The urge to store data on both objects and fields is also
recognised in the database community. Baumann [11] identified that
conventional DataBase Management Systems (DBMS) are not suited
for the storage of raster data. Research in this area of database systems
has resulted in the development of array databases such as RasDaMan
[12] and SciDB [22] as an alternative for relational databases. However,
databases are not well suited for dynamic modelling and simulation.

2.3 conceptual data model

In this section we introduce a conceptual data model for the represen-
tation of spatio-temporal data as described in the previous section.

2.3.1 Elements of the conceptual data model

The conceptual data model consists of six basic concepts, namely phe-
nomenon, item, property, domain, property-set and value (Figure 2.3);

• The phenomenon is the top level concept in the data model. It
represents a thing or occurrence in the real world system. A
phenomenon contains one or more individuals, called items.

• An item is an individual contained in a phenomenon.

• A property is a particular attribute of a phenomenon.
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Figure 2.3: Conceptual data model for spatio-temporal data, consisting of five
concepts which are connected by has-a relations (represented by arrows).

• A domain is the area and time period for which a property exists,
for each item.

• A property-set groups properties that have the same domain.
The property-set relates to the domain that is shared among the
involved properties.

• The value represents the values for each item in a phenomenon
for a particular property. Each property has one value.

A phenomenon is related to zero or more properties. Properties rep-
resent certain traits of the phenomenon. All domains and all values
represent the same number of individuals, i.e. each item has an entry
in both the domain and the value.

2.3.1.1 The phenomenon concept

Different from most existing spatio-temporal models in which data
is regarded either as consisting of individual objects/agents or as a
continuous field, the conceptual data model presented here starts from
the idea that everything in the world can be captured by the notion of a
phenomenon. This notion is somewhat more specific than for instance
the feature concept in ontology, which is used in order to represent a
general and homogeneous set of things [71]. The phenomenon concept
is used to represent sets of things that share properties, but also share
spatial and temporal types.

In the conceptual data model, the concept phenomenon is used to
describe a concrete or abstract constituent of the system that is being
modelled. For example, if one models an ecosystem in which trees
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and groundwater flows are involved, two phenomena could be used
to represent the system, trees and groundwater. A phenomenon can
represent a single object, for instance the groundwater over the whole
study area, or multiple objects, such as individual trees contained in
the phenomenon trees. A phenomenon often consists of multiple
individuals, which are called items in the data model. This is the
case for instance with the example of the phenomenon trees, which
includes multiple individual trees as items.

2.3.1.2 The property and property-set concepts

A property describes, by means of a reference to a value a particular
property, attribute or trait of a phenomenon for a given spatio-tem-
poral domain. A property is included in exactly one property-set and
has exactly one value concept (see Section 2.3.1.4).

A phenomenon can have one or more property-sets. A property-set
can be thought of as a set of properties sharing a particular spatio–
temporal domain, i.e. the area and time period for which the property
exists. The property-set refers to exactly one domain and a domain be-
longs to exactly one property-set. For example, the phenomenon birds

has a property-set foraging area, which refers to the spatio-temporal
domains of the foraging areas of each of the individual birds in the
phenomenon. The property-set groups several properties sharing the
spatio-temporal domain. The properties residence time and amount

of food collected for example, share the same spatio-temporal do-
main and hence are grouped into the property-set foraging area. A
useful consequence of the binding between properties by means of a
property-set is that change in the spatio-temporal traits of a property-
set affects all properties the property-set entails.

2.3.1.3 The domain concept

The properties of phenomena always have a spatial and temporal
location and/or extent. For instance, the maximum height of trees
is defined at certain spatial and temporal locations, for example the
location of the stem of each tree, while the seed dispersal area of trees
is defined for the spatial and temporal extents that can possibly be
reached by each tree.

The conceptual data model represents this spatial and temporal
definition of a property as the domain. Properties sharing the same
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domain are grouped into the same property-set. The domain is the spa-
tial and temporal area or period for which a property is defined. In the
domain concept, for each item in the phenomenon (see Section 2.3.1.1),
a domain item is defined. A domain item is the spatio-temporal lo-
cation and extent of an individual in the phenomenon. The spatial
domain can consist of points, lines, polygons, polyhedrons, but can
also contain discretized data, for example cells describing the extent of
a phenomenon. Note that in this case the cells do not contain property
values but merely dichotomous values describing a phenomenon’s
presence. The temporal domain has equivalents for the spatial types.
A time point represents a particular location in time. An interval is a
duration of time with reference to a time point. As can be seen from
Figure 2.3, the domain is a necessary concept for the modelling of a
property or property-set, i.e. if a property or property-set is defined,
there must be a domain defined.

Using the example of trees, two domains could be associated with
the phenomenon trees, namely one domain containing a point set
of tree locations, and another domain containing a set of polygons
representing the tree crowns (see Figure 2.4). For each tree item
defined in the phenomenon, a point location is defined in the tree
locations domain. The property height for example, is associated
with the point domain. The property biomass area is associated with
a polygon domain. As can be seen from Figure 2.4 there is no temporal
variation in the location of the tree. The temporal domain consists of
bounded periods of time in which the change in value of the property
is defined.

2.3.1.4 The value concept

Properties of real world phenomena often have meaning because of
the associated value within their specific spatio-temporal definition.
Such a value can be constant over time and spatial extent, such as
the species of a tree, or the weight of a stone within a given temporal
domain. The value can also vary continuously in space or time, such as
the height of a tree crown or the attenuation of a signal over distance.

In the conceptual data model, the value of a property is represented
with reference to the domain of the property-set the property belongs
to. Since the value is defined for a particular domain, a property has
exactly one reference to a value concept (Figure 2.3). The value allows
for the modelling of spatial and temporal variation within the domain.
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(a) Tree crown extent (b) Tree stem location

Figure 2.4: Spatio-temporal domain of the trees phenomenon in two spatial
dimensions and time. (a) Biomass area domain, extent of tree crowns, grow-
ing continuously in time and thus extending in the spatial domain over time.
(b) Tree locations domain, point locations of tree stems through time. The
tree stems are stationary in space, while the tree extent (shown in (a), and
in (b) copied as background) increases.

It does so by supporting the possibility of discretization. If there is spa-
tio-temporal variation for an item, the value discretizes space and time,
containing a value for multiple 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡. If there is no spatio-temporal
variation, the value consists of a single value for each item.

In the example of the biomass of trees, the value will represent the
biomass of the crown of a tree individual as shown in Figure 2.5.

2.4 addressing the requirements

In this section we explain how the conceptual data model addresses
the requirements put forward in Section 2.2 and provide examples
supporting our rationale.

2.4.1 Representing fields in the conceptual data model

The conceptual data model is capable of representing classical exam-
ples of fields. For instance, a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), storing
the level of the area surface as a two-dimensional discretized field of
topographical height values over the whole study area, is represented
by defining a phenomenon area, which has a property-set surface,
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(a) Tree crown biomass (b) Tree stem height

Figure 2.5: Examples of different values. (a) Biomass of the tree crowns repre-
sented as a two dimensional array value. (b) Height of tree stems represented
as scalar value. These values belong to the tree items represented by the
location of the tree stems.

containing the property level (Figure 2.6). In addition, the same prop-
erty-set can contain other properties that exist in the same domain,
such as soil type used here. One domain, extent, is defined and
related with the surface property-set, describing the area over which
soil data is available. The elevation of the surface is represented by
means of the property level. The related value contains the actual
DEM in the form of a two dimensional array. The soil type property
stores for the same area a field containing the soil types present in the
area phenomenon. It contains data for the same area as the DEM and
is thus stored in the same property-set surface. The representation
works also for three dimensional cases. The property-set subsoil is
related with a porosity property, which defines the porosity of the
subsoil in three dimensional space, 3D blocks, to be used for instance
in a groundwater flow model.

2.4.2 Representing agents and agents with internal variation

Agents are represented using the same layout as fields. For example,
Figure 2.7 illustrates how attributes of individual trees represented
as agents can be modelled. Different from the case of the field, now
the phenomenon consists of several items, all having a domain and
a value defined for each property. The tree stem height is a property
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Figure 2.6: A study area with exemplary properties as represented by the
conceptual data model. The property-set surface combines two properties
sharing a spatio-temporal domain. The property porosity uses a different
domain and is therefore put in a different property-set.

trees

stem

height

scalar location

Figure 2.7: Phenomenon trees consists of several individual trees. The point
domain and the value representing the stem height define for each tree the
property value and the location in space-time.

that is defined for each tree at its location in space and time, given
by a single scalar value for each tree.

Agents with internal variation can be represented using a combina-
tion of the agent and the field representation. In this case, the value
consists of a discretization, allowing a field-based representation for
each item in the phenomenon. An example is the crown of a tree agent
(Figure 2.8). The biomass may vary within a certain area, i.e. the area
covered by the crown. Therefore, the property-set crown is connected
with a domain extent representing the crown covered by each tree
and the value has for each item a field discretized as a two- or three-
dimensional array storing the values of the biomass of the tree inside
the tree crown.
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Figure 2.8: Agents with internal variation, i.e. variation within their extent.
The combination of a bounded area in the domain with a discretized field
in the value represents for each agent the internal variation. This internal
variation can exist next to other representations within the phenomenon, as
shown by the stem property-set, which is a single location for each tree.
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1: 2.3

3: 5.62: 6.8

4: 1.9

Value
item_id from to value

1 1 2 2.3
2 3 2 6.8
3 2 4 5.6
4 3 4 1.9

Figure 2.9: Representation of a network. The arrows represent items in the
network phenomenon. The dots represent items, for instance persons, in
a different phenomenon. The numbers in the dots represent the item ID’s.
The arrows also have ID’s followed by a value, for example the amount of
information exchange. The table shows the data contained in the value.

2.4.3 Representing networks between agents

To represent networks, the same concepts from Figure 2.3 are used.
This is possible since networks have properties (also called weights)
and domains in which they are valid. From the perspective of the
modeller it is an advantage that networks can be represented by the
same concepts as other phenomena because it means consistency in
data storage and modelling language.

Network phenomena associate items of phenomena with each other.
This association can occur between items within a phenomenon, or
of items between different phenomena. Figure 2.9 schematically il-
lustrates a network. The circles represent for instance items in the
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phenomenon people. The arrows represent items, associating people

to each other. In network context, these are the nodes and edges re-
spectively. The association is made by means of the properties in the
phenomenon, which can be seen as edge weights in a network. The
property-set in a relation phenomenon groups weights sharing the
same domain of the relation. The value of a property defines for each
item (that is, each edge in the network) which items from the associ-
ated phenomena (that is, the nodes) are involved and what the value
(that is, the weight) of the edge is. Note that the value thus contains
references to other phenomenon items.

2.5 software implementation and case study

This section shows the design and implementation of a physical data
model following the concepts of the conceptual data model presented
in this chapter. The conceptual data model has been implemented in
HDF5 [162], with APIs written in C, C++ and Python. We selected
HDF5 for implementation because of its flexibility in defining hierar-
chical models, portability, interoperability with other programming
languages, and support for parallel I/O. The HDF5 framework is cur-
rently often used in among other things data intensive research (e.g.
[77, 105]).

2.5.1 Software stack

The conceptual data model presented in this chapter gives a uniform
representation of various kinds of data at a high level of abstraction,
where the phenomenon concept is the highest level of abstraction. The
phenomenon may contain a considerable range of different types of
data. For instance, Figure 2.8 shows the trees phenomenon containing
both data at point locations and data related to a spatial extent, de-
scribed by the location and extent domains, respectively. Examples
of other data that can be stored in a phenomenon are relations and
discrete time series. We call these kinds of data in the conceptual data
model data types. Data types are any valid combination of domain
and value, such as agent, field and relation.

While different data types are treated equally at the abstraction level
of the phenomenon, for performance reasons they each require a spe-
cific data structure for physical implementation. Thus, an HDF5 data
model has been designed for each data type, resulting in a set of HDF5
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HDF5 dm1 HDF5 dm2 HDF5 dm...
data model interface
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Figure 2.10: Data model implementation. The implementation consists of
several HDF5 models (e.g. HDF5 dm1) which are created and maintained by
means of the data model interface. Together, these blocks form the physical
data model. The map algebra block consists of an in-memory data model
reflecting the conceptual data model which reads and writes data from the
physical data model. On top of the in-memory data model is the modelling
language which is the interface to the modeller.

data models (e.g. for agents and fields) embedded in our physical data
model (Figure 2.10). These data models are constructed and managed
by a layer on top of HDF5, the data model interface (Figure 2.10),
which is written in C and C++. This layer provides an interface between
our conceptual data model, which stores data as phenomenon, prop-
erty-set, property, domain and value (see Figure 2.3), and the various
data models in HDF5. Together, the HDF5 data models and the data
model interface form the physical data model.

The physical data model is about storage and retrieval of data from
disk. It would be inefficient in a modelling context to work directly
on the physical data model due to the file access overhead. Hence
an in-memory data model (see Figure 2.10) has been built to read
and write data from and to the physical data model when needed.
The in-memory data model reflects the conceptual data model and
allocates the data retrieved from the physical data model in memory.
The in-memory data model allows the quick retrieval of data, which
is often necessary in calculations.

In addition, the in-memory data model is the basis for a modelling
language (Figure 2.10), which has been discussed earlier (Section 2.2)
as a requirement of the conceptual data model. The modelling lan-
guage provides modellers with map algebra like language constructs
that manipulate the data in the data model. The modelling language
prototype is currently implemented in Python. The behaviour of an
operation depends on the operation class and the data type of the argu-
ments. Examples of operation classes are local operations, movement
and selection (or querying). In the modelling language, implementa-
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tion details are hidden from the modeller, who only needs to think at
the level of the conceptual data model in order to understand how to
use an operation.

2.5.2 Prototype implementation of key data types

We demonstrate the implementation of two data types that enable inte-
grated field-based and agent-basedmodelling (Figure 2.1), namely one
data type for modelling a single, gridded field, and one for modelling
a set of mobile agents. The field data type has one or more continu-
ous properties, which are discretized in equally sized cells. The cell
values are stored at discrete time steps. The data type consisting of
a set of mobile agents stores for each agent a location in space and
attributes, which are both updated at discrete time steps. Note that
these data types enable only a particular type of integrated field-based
and agent-based modelling, as they are restricted to, for instance, fixed
time step modelling. Other data types for field-based and agent-based
modelling are implemented as well, for instance those representing
a set of agents having a spatial extent, or with a domain discretized
by irregular time steps. The explanation of the implementation of all
data types however requires the design of a formal taxonomy of data
types, which is beyond the scope of this chapter. Therefore, we restrict
ourselves to the two data types used in a case study.

The two data types are each implemented by a specific HDF5 data
model (HDF5 dm1 and HDF5 dm2 in Figure 2.10). These HDF5 imple-
mentations make use of the HDF5 objects, which are groups, attributes
and datasets [162]. An HDF5 group is the organizing object, and it can
contain (multiple) other groups, datasets or attributes. HDF5 datasets
objects contain n𝐷 arrays of data. HDF5 attributes contain data about
HDF5 groups or HDF5 datasets. The structure of HDF5 data sets is
analogous to a file system, in which groups are folders and datasets
are the files. Using these HDF5 objects, we have designed the HDF5
implementation of the two data types discussed here, the field and
the set of agents. We make use of HDF5 groups and HDF5 datasets in
order to store the data. Appendix 2.7 discusses the implementation
in detail and shows that the HDF5 file structure for both data types is
very similar, except for a few details.

A software layer, the data model interface (Figure 2.10), written in
C and C++, creates the HDF5 data models, and contains operations
to update and retrieve data. The software layer contains templates of
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the various data types to allow for the maintenance of the HDF5 data
models. A less extensive version written in Python is used in this case
study.

2.5.3 Case study model

The case study model represents grass biomass growth and grazing
cows. We use a highly simplified representation of the processes re-
taining key elements of interaction between fields and agents, as our
case study is intended only to illustrate the use of the data model and
map algebra language.

The change in biomass 𝐵(𝑘𝑔 ⋅ 𝑚−2) at a location is represented by
the logistic growth equation with grazing and dispersion components
[99, 127]:

𝑑𝐵𝑥,𝑦

𝑑𝑡 = 𝑟𝐵𝑥,𝑦(1 −
𝐵𝑥,𝑦

𝑘 ) − 𝑔 + 𝑑𝐷𝑥,𝑦 (2.1)

where 𝐷𝑥,𝑦, the dispersion, of a cell (𝑥, 𝑦) is determined by

𝐷𝑥,𝑦 = 𝐵𝑥,𝑦−1 + 𝐵𝑥,𝑦+1 + 𝐵𝑥+1,𝑦 + 𝐵𝑥−1,𝑦 − 𝑛𝑥,𝑦𝐵𝑥,𝑦 (2.2)

In Equation 2.1, 𝑘 is the carrying capacity 10 (𝑘𝑔 ⋅ 𝑚−2), and 𝑟 is the
growth rate 0.02 (𝑑𝑎𝑦−1), and 𝑔 is grazing (𝑘𝑔 ⋅ 𝑚−2 ⋅ 𝑑𝑎𝑦−1). Biomass
is represented by a discretized field, using raster cells with a constant
size of 1 ⋅ 𝑚2. For each grid cell, Equation 2.1 is solved at a set of time
stepswith a duration of one day. Biomass removal is represented by 𝑖 =
1, 2, .., 𝑛 mobile, foraging, cows. Each cow eats biomass at a maximum
rate of 𝑔𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖 ⋅ 𝑤𝑖 ⋅ 𝑘𝑔 ⋅ 𝑑𝑎𝑦−1, with 𝑎𝑖, a parameter 0.0008 (𝑑𝑎𝑦−1),
and 𝑤𝑖, the weight of the cow (𝑘𝑔). The grazing 𝑔 in Equation 2.1 at a
particular grid cell and time step is the sum of the 𝑔𝑖 values of all cows
𝑖 in the grid cell at that time step, divided by the cell area, which is in
this case 1. Grazing at a particular grid cell stopswhen biomass 𝐵 is less
than 0.01 𝑘𝑔 ⋅ 𝑚−2. The dispersion 𝑑𝐷𝑥,𝑦 is calculated by summing for
each cell the biomass of the directly surrounding cells and subtracting
the biomass at the cell itself multiplied by the number of surrounding
cells. This number is four for all cells except cells at the border. The
parameter 𝑑 is the dispersion rate.

At each time step the cowsmove. For simplicity, themovement of the
cows is random, based on a bivariate (𝑥, 𝑦) normal distribution with
the current location of each cow as the mean and a 𝜎 of 30 𝑚. However,
the cows only move to a certain cell if the cell contains enough biomass,
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that is, if there is at least 0.5 𝑘𝑔 ⋅ 𝑚−2 available. If this amount is not
available, a new random location is calculated until the requirement is
met.

The cows increase per time step in weight with an amount of 0.3%
of their current bodyweight, until the maximum weight of 750 𝑘𝑔 is
reached.

2.5.4 Implementation of the case study model

The implementation of the case study model consists of two phe-
nomena, namely grass of the field data type, and cows of the agent
data type, shown in Figure 2.11. The grass phenomenon contains one
biomass property at the start of the simulation. The cows phenomenon
contains a weight property. The model is programmed using the mod-
elling language (Figure 2.10).

The modeller uses a syntax that is related to the concepts in the
data model. Following map algebra, the form of the operations in
the language is 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 = 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑎𝑟𝑔1, ..., 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑛), with 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 and 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖 a
phenomenon, value or domain.

Listing 2.1 shows the code of how the grazing model is programmed
by the modeller. Model parameters are set as Python variables in lines
1–6. Two initial data sets exist, one containing the cows phenomenon
and one containing the grass phenomenon. These datasets are loaded
using the function 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝐻𝐷𝐹5_𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡), as is done in lines 7 and 10.
Appendix 2.7 provides a description of the file structure of these HDF5
datasets. The variables grass and cows now have the initial value
of the data in the datasets stored in the in-memory data model, i.e.
the initial state before the time updates start. Dot notation is used to
access these components, in the order phenomenon.property_set.property.
For example, grass.area.biomass gives access to the value of the
property biomass in the property-set area of the phenomenon grass.
Also, because a property-set refers to exactly one domain, grass.area
provides directly access to the domain of the property-set area.
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Listing 2.1: Grazing model programmed in Python using the map algebra
modelling language.

1 grass_datapath = "../data/grass.hdf5"

2 cows_datapath = "../data/cows.hdf5"

3 growth_rate = 0.02

4 carrying_capacity = 10.0

5 d = 0.01

6
7 grass = read(grass_datapath)

8 grass.area.nr_neighbours = window(

9 grass.area.biomass, "count", "manhattan")

10 cows = read(cows_datapath)

11
12 for t in range(1, nr_of_timesteps):

13 grass.area.capacity = 1 - grass.area.biomass / carrying_capacity

14 grass.area.growth =

15 grass.area.capacity * growth_rate * grass.area.biomass

16 grass.area.biomass = grass.area.biomass + grass.area.growth

17 grass.area.diffusion =

18 d * (window(grass.area.biomass, "sum", "manhattan") -

19 grass.area.nr_neighbours * grass.area.biomass)

20 grass.area.biomass = grass.area.biomass + grass.area.diffusion

21 grass.area.biomass = maximum(

22 0.01, grass.area.biomass - (cows.location.weight * 0.0008))

23 grass.area.enough_food = grass.area.biomass > 0.5

24
25 cows.location.weight = minimum(

26 750, cows.location.weight * 1.003)

27 cows.location = gaussian_move(

28 cows.location, grass.area.enough_food, 30)

29
30 write(grass, grass_datapath, t)

31 write(cows, cows_datapath, t)

The model runs for a specified number of time steps with a du-
ration of one day using standard Python iteration (line 12), where
the number of time steps is defined outside this script. Lines 13 to
22 represent all terms of Equation 2.1. Note that the operations are
applied to all cells on the biomass map. For example, line 13 retrieves
the biomass using grass.area.biomass and divides the value of all
cells by the carrying capacity. The result of the operation is assigned a
new property, capacity, in the same property-set area.

The last term in Equation 2.1, diffusion of biomass, is represented by
the 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 operation in line 17, which aggregates over a spatial man-
hattan neighbourhood (all directly neighbouring cells next to a cell).
The inputs of the calculation are the current biomass (calculated on line
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16), the diffusion parameter 𝑑 (line 5) and the number of neighbours
for each cell in the grass.area.biomass. This last map is calculated in
line 8 with a window(property, aggregation method, neighbourhood) oper-
ation counting for each cell the number of cells at manhattan distance.
This means that all cells are assigned four neighbours except cells at
the border of the map, which have two or three neighbours. The result
of the calculation at line 17, grass.area.diffusion is added to the
biomass map grass.area.biomass (line 20).

In line 21, the cows phenomenon is used to calculate how much the
cows eat. The cows eat an amount of biomass proportional to their
weight, which is 0.008 percent. This amount, divided by the cell area
(which is in this case 1 𝑚2) is subtracted from the biomass of the cell
where each cow resides. Because operations apply to all items in the
phenomenon, the operation 𝑐𝑜𝑤𝑠.𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 0.0008 is applied
to all cows. Line 21 thus combines the agent and field data types by
calculating the new value of the field on the basis of the value of the
agent data type. Themaximum(scalar, property) operation takes for each
cell in biomass the maximum of the cell value and 0.01. This represents
the model assumption that grazing does not occur below a biomass of
0.01 𝑘𝑔 ⋅ 𝑚−2.

Line 25 increases the bodyweight of each cow by multiplying the
weight property of each cowwith 1.003. To avoid that the cows’ weight
continues to increase, the operation minimum(scalar, property) assigns
the newweight or 750 to the cows.location.weight property, for each
cow.

The movement of the cows is represented by the move operation
gaussian_move(agent_property_set, field_property_set, sigma) (line 27).
This operation calculates the new location of each cow by taking its
current 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinate and uses these coordinates as the mean in
a bivariate (𝑥, 𝑦) normal distribution. The standard deviation is pro-
vided by the modeller. The move operation generates a new random
𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinate on the basis of this distribution. An underlying
boolean field, grass.area.enough_food, calculated in line 23, deter-
mines whether this new location is possible, namely if the biomass
exceeds 0.5 𝑘𝑔 ⋅ 𝑚−2. If not, the gaussian_move operation calculates a
new location until the location is valid.

The new values that are calculated during the model run are stored
in the in-memory datamodel.We oftenwant to store the (intermediate)
model data to disk. Thus, lines 30 and 31 write the content of the in-
memory data model as a new time step to the HDF5 files stored at
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disk. The new data values become the current state in the in-memory
data model at the following time step iteration.

Figure 2.12 shows the state of the model stored to disk at several
time steps. Initial biomass is assumed close to zero. It can be seen
that the biomass increases while the cows wander randomly over the
area. In the beginning, cows are concentrated in a single area. As the
simulation continuous, the cows search for patches (cells) with enough
food. While the simulation proceeds and the biomass increases, the
cows seem to form new smaller clusters.

2.6 discussion and conclusion

We introduced a new data model for representing several types of data
commonly used in environmental modelling. We have shown that this
data model is able to combine field and agent data and is suitable for
a modelling language that is built upon the concepts of map algebra.

A number of model building frameworks already exist and inter-
facing between frameworks is in principle possible. However, our
conceptual data model can be a valuable contribution to the modelling
community. For instance, a number of authors [6, 41, 164] have stressed
that it is advantageous to programmers and modellers if the semantics
of the language they use is near to their application domain. This is
exactly what is provided by our data model: the modeller gets access
to fields, agents and relations, and is capable of manipulating this
information through a single conceptual representation of the data.
Also, it is stressed in the literature that domain-specific languages are
important for more efficient and effective model implementation as
they take away programming complexity from the user [6, 119]. This
is particularly relevant for modellers of spatio-temporal systems be-
cause the systems being modelled are becoming increasingly complex
and thus require more complicated calculations and coding. Our data
model is, as shown here, a relevant step in this direction, as it can
be used as argument in a map algebra like domain-specific language.
Map algebra is known to be a concept that can easily be grabbed by
domain specialists without a strong programming background [117].

The value of the data model is thus to offer an approach for mod-
elling fields and agents. This is not to say that the datamodel prescribes
the way a modeller represents a certain problem. What representation
to choose given the research question and the available data is still a
task of the modeller. Our conceptual data model does not prescribe
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Figure 2.12: grass.area.biomass (shown as a green field) and
cows.location (shown as red dots) at 0, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500
days.
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how to represent data in a particular modelling question. For example,
in the case of modelling land-use, it is the modeller who decides to
represent land-use either as a field, where a nominal attribute value
represents the land use type, or alternatively as set of agents, where
each individual field is an agent. In a similar fashion, it is up to the
modeller to choose the representation of biomass, as a continuous field
of biomass values for each pixel, for instance derived from a remote
sensing image, or as a set of agents, where each tree is represented by
an agent. Our data model can accommodate these different represen-
tations, which can coexist, and which can be chosen according to the
preferences of the modeller. This flexibility is advantageous because
the choice for a representation is usually specific for a particular study,
and dependent on, for instance, the research objectives and the data
availability.

The idea of integrating the modelling approaches is not new, and
we have build upon existing work on conceptual data models for
geographic data representation (see Section 2.2). For instance, as is the
case for the OGC specification [130], we represent relations separate
from the nodes in the relation. Also, like Voudouris [170] we allow
the representation of phenomena having properties that are both field-
like and object-like, and like Grignard et al. [67] we aim at providing
an easy to use modelling language. Still, our conceptual data model
is distinguished from existing work in several ways. For example,
having multiple individuals with different domains included in a
single phenomenon is new. Implementations of agents having internal
variation do currently not exist in the agent-based frameworks without
the need of ad hoc workarounds (e.g. NetLogo [173], GAMA [67],
Mason [158], Repast [126] and TerraME [57]). Also, from the point
of view of language design, our work is distinguished from other
examples in the literature. For instance, it differs from recent work by
Kuhn [109] which aims at developing generic queries for geographic
information, but still uses two different representations for objects and
fields.

The prototype of the datamodel andmodelling languagewas demon-
strated in Section 2.5. The implementation shows that the conceptual
data model can be implemented as a physical data model with a mod-
elling language on top to manipulate the data stored in the data model.
The prototype reveals advantages of the work presented in this chapter.
Firstly, it shows that it is possible to integrate different data types at
a high level of abstraction by implementing several representations
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in the lower level physical data model. Secondly, using the modelling
language it is possible to manipulate data in the physical data model.
An example of this is that operations implicitly iterate over all items
in the phenomenon, as is exemplified by the addition of two maps
and the window operation (see line numbers 16 and 17 in Listing 2.1).
Thirdly, the language is capable of performing operations on combined
data types, e.g. fields and agents, for example subtracting biomass
from the field on the basis of the weight of the cows, and the move
operation (see line numbers 21 and 27 in Listing 2.1).

Current and future research needs to focus on a number of concep-
tual and implementation related issues. Ongoing research includes
the definition of physical data models in HDF5 for the many other
data types that can be derived from the conceptual data model. Two
data types (field and agent) where discussed in Section 2.5, which are
being extended to more advanced data types such as agents having
internal spatial variation. Current research also focuses on supporting
high-performance computing of any dynamic environmental model
developedwith the data model and language introduced here by using
the parallel computing version of HDF5. In addition to this current
work, a number of important challenges remain for future research.
One is that the incorporation of time in the conceptual data model
poses questions regarding temporal modelling. Modelling and simu-
lation of continuous time and uncertainty should also be included in
our framework. Another open issue regarding the modelling language
is the extension of the set of intuitive generic operations that are mean-
ingful given particular combinations of data types. The modelling
language (Section 2.5) now consists of a limited number of operations
and interactions. As new data types are being developed, the number
of combinations of arguments in operations increases, meaning that
an approach to assess valid combinations of arguments is needed.

2.7 appendix

In this appendix, the structure of the HDF5 files is explained.

2.7.1 General structure of the data model in HDF5 files

We have designed the HDF5 implementation of the field and the set of
agents data types. Wemake use of HDF5 groups and HDF5 datasets in
order to store the data. HDF5 groups represent phenomenon, proper-
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Figure 2.13: Hierarchical structure of HDF5 file of a field data type. Oval
shapes represent HDF5 groups and square shapes HDF5 datasets.

ty-set, property and domain. This implies that for each property-set or
property a new subfolder exists, which results in a hierarchical folder
structure. This hierarchical structure is illustrated in Figure 2.13 and
2.14. HDF5 datasets represent the value concept from the conceptual
data model. Furthermore, HDF5 datasets are used to store the data
contained in the domain and discretization information. Note that if,
for example, a new property is created during the model run, a new
HDF5 group is added to the structure.

In Figure 2.13 and 2.14 the concepts of the conceptual data model
are recognizable. Some extra datasets are necessary to store additional
information on spatial and temporal dimensions of the data (space and
time HDF5 groups and related datasets in both figures). Furthermore,
for the field data type, we must store how the field is discretized. This
is done by means of the space discretization HDF5 group and related
dataset. The temporal discretizationHDF5 group and related dataset is
present for both the agent and the field data type. Because differences
between the data types is only made in the domain and value, the
general HDF5 structure is almost equal for both the field and the set of
agents. The layout of the HDF5 dataset, which is an n𝐷 array, however
differs somewhat. Since the field data type only consists of one item,
this item is represented by one HDF5 dataset, a 2-dimensional array.
In the case of the set of agents data type, the HDF5 dataset represents
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Figure 2.14: Hierarchical structure of HDF5 file of a agent data type. Oval
shapes represent HDF5 groups and square shapes HDF5 datasets.

multiple items, that is one, the first dimension of the array represents
the item, while the second dimension represent the value.

2.7.2 HDF5 structure for grass and cows phenomena from the cases study

The figures show the structure of the files after running the model. Fig-
ure 2.15 thus contains all properties that were created while executing
the model.
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Figure 2.15: The structure of the HDF5 file grass.hdf5 after running the
model (Listing 1 in the main text).
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Figure 2.16: The structure of the HDF5 file cows.hdf5 after running themodel
(Listing 1 in the main text).
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A PHYS ICAL DATA MODEL FOR SPAT IO -TEMPORAL
OB JECTS

Adapted from: K. de Jong and D. Karssenberg. “A physical data model
for spatio-temporal objects.” In: Environmental Modelling & Software
122 (2019), p. 104553. doi: 10.1016/j.envsoft.2019.104553

Modellers simulating the state of the physical and biolog-
ical environment using agents and fields, face the chal-
lenge of storing the state variables, like the distribution of
biomass and the location and properties of animals. These
variables differ from each other, depending on how exactly
they represent their state. In this chapter we describe an
approach for storing multiple kinds of representations of
model state variables using a unified physical data model.
We identified a set of aspects in which these representa-
tions differ from each other and which have an implication
for the data model. Based on these aspects we defined a
physical data model for storing spatio-temporal objects,
which we implemented in an open source software library.
We illustrate how the resulting data model can be used
to store multiple kinds of model state variables and ex-
plain how this data model can be useful in environmental
modelling software.

3.1 introduction

When simulating the state of the physical and biological environment
using a computer model, model developers face the challenge of stor-
ing this state, as represented by the model variables, in one or more
datasets for post-processing. Depending on how the model variables
represent state, storing each of them may require different physical
data models (dataset formats or database designs). For example, when
modelling the influence of grazing deer on the spatial distribution of
biomass, the state to be stored might be the continuous distribution of
the biomass through time and space, the changing location in space of
each deer, the changing non-spatial weight of each deer, and the sex
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of each deer, which is not dependent on time and space. The modeller
might in this case decide to store biomass using a collection of rasters
(one raster per simulated location in time), stored in one of the raster
formats supported by the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL)
[58], animal location using a collection of spatial points per animal
stored in one of the vector formats supported by GDAL, animal weight
by a collection of floating point numbers per animal stored in an SQLite
database [156], and sex by a single code per animal also stored in the
SQLite database. Since GDAL does not support time, some ad hoc
convention is needed in this case to relate information in the datasets
to simulated time. An additional convention is needed to relate the
information about the simulated deer in the various datasets to each
other. Having to use multiple physical data models and conventions
is inconvenient for modellers, error-prone and results in models that
are less easy to maintain.

Which kinds of representations of state variables are used in envi-
ronmental models depends on various factors, of which the modelling
paradigmused is an important one. Twomain paradigms formodelling
environmental processes are field-based modelling and agent-based
modelling [49, 60, 137]. In field-based modelling, modelled systems
are represented by continuous spatial fields of information. These
fields are often represented by rasters, like a raster containing amounts
of biomass in an area. In agent-based modelling, systems are repre-
sented by interacting discrete objects of information that are mostly
bounded in time and space. These entities can be representations of
physical real-world phenomena, like deer, but they can also represent
organizational entities, like stakeholders or companies.

Many field-based models exist in which agents are manipulated
and vice-versa, such as in the example of the deer – biomass system.
Instead of choosing between a field-based or agent-based modelling
approach, often an integrated approach is taken, in which both contin-
uous fields and discrete agents are manipulated, examples of which
can be found in Bennett et al., [14], Castilla-Rho et al., [28], Sbihi et al.,
[150], Schelhaas et al., [151], and Schippers et al. [152].

In both field- and agent-based models, and especially in integrated
field- and agent-based models, multiple kinds of representations of
state variables are manipulated. Various physical data models exist for
storing these kinds of state variables. APIs for storing rasters and ob-
jects are, for instance, provided by GDAL [58], HDF5 [162], netCDF4
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[168], rasdaman [10], SciDB [13] and PostGIS [143]. There are impor-
tant shortcomings of current options for storing state variables:

• Most physical data models support either the storage of rasters
or of objects, but not both. When creating integrated models,
the modeller needs to be familiar with multiple data models,
store information in multiple datasets, and may have to store
information like the locations in time multiple times. This results
in a complex, error-prone, and inefficient workflow.

• Some physical data models do not support random access. This
implies that when a certain piece of information needs to be
found, possibly the whole dataset needs to be read first. This
increases the runtime of models and their memory requirements.

• Existing physical data models often have limited support for
storing locations in time, or only support locations in time relative
to the Gregorian calendar. Forward models working with very
small or long time scales, ranging from nano-seconds to millions
of years, then need to resort to ad hoc conventions for storing
locations in time.

• Some physical data models do not benefit from the increased
amount of resources offered by high performance computing
(HPC) facilities. For example, they do not have support for paral-
lel I/O. Also, for performance reasons, someHPC facilities do not
support the installation of server processes. This precludes the
use of data models that require a database management system
(e.g. PostGIS, rasdaman, SciDB).

• Some physical data models have limitations with respect to the
number of objects that can be stored, or the size of the objects
that can be stored. Ideally, the number of objects and the size of
the objects should only be limited by limitations of the hardware,
not by limitations of the data model.

In this chapter we tried to answer the question whether it is possible
to design a unified physical data model that can be used to store differ-
ent simulation model state variable representations in an integrated
way. Such a data model should ideally simplify the way environmental
modellers handle the storage of model state, and not suffer from the
above mentioned shortcomings of current data models. Also, the data
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Figure 3.1: The concepts implemented in different abstraction layers of the
software stack implementing the physical data model. The right columns
show the names of the corresponding software implementing the abstraction
layers and the programming languages used to implement them. The left
column shows the expected user of the concepts in each abstraction layer.
The yellow colours represent the three layers of the software stack discussed
in this chapter.

model should be receptive of features currently not found in some of
the popular data models, like the handling of simulated time, mobility
and collections of objects.

How model state is organized in a dataset might influence the way
state is represented by model variables at runtime. Whenever pos-
sible, time consuming conversions must be prevented, for example.
Although in this chapter we focus on the physical data model and not
on the representation of model state variables, our results align with
the conceptual data model described in Bakker et al. [8], which could
be used as a basis for representing model state variables.

In order to answer our research question, we first looked at the
different kinds of information that are relevant to store in a unified
data model. This is described in Section 3.2. The objective was to
extract the commonalities from different kinds of representations of
state variables and use these as a basis for our data model. This work
resulted in a definition of spatio-temporal objects, which can be found
in the same section. This definition of spatio-temporal objects allowed
us to frame different kinds of model entities as variations of a single
kind of spatio-temporal object.

Two important factors guided our data model design: performance
and the management of complexity of the data model. In the case of
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simulation models that read and write much data, the total runtime
can become a performance bottleneck. For a data model to be relevant
in environmental modelling, it must offer good performance. For this
we applied the principle of locality to our data model. This is described
in Section 3.3.1.

When permuting the different approaches for representing locations
in time, locations in space, and properties, we initially ended up with
a large number of different kinds of representations. We concluded
that it was unfeasible to design a physical data model for each of
these. Instead, we focused on identifying a lowest abstraction level for
representing abstract temporal object information and built our data
model on top of that, using abstraction levels of increasing functionality
(Figure 3.1). Arrays of temporal information form the first and lowest
layer of a stack of three layers of abstractions. This layer is described
in Section 3.3.1. In the second layer, described in Section 3.3.2, various
kinds of spatio-temporal object information are defined, in terms of
the arrays of temporal information from the first layer. In the third and
highest layer of abstraction, the spatio-temporal objects are defined, in
terms of the abstractions in the second layer. This layer is described
in Section 3.3.3. In section 3.4 we describe the implementation of our
data model. Using this implementation, we were able, in a case study,
to see how well different kinds of state variables from environmental
models could be represented. Section 3.5 shows how this was done.

This work resulted in a physical data model for storing spatio-tem-
poral objects, on top of the HDF5 data model (Figure 3.1). The data
model is implemented in C++ and is currently exposed through a C++

API and a Python API. Appendix A contains information about how
to obtain a copy of the source code.

3.2 spatio-temporal objects

A unified physical data model for storing state variables from envi-
ronmental models must be able to represent the different kinds of
representations of state variables in a uniform manner. With this we
mean that it must be possible to view each kind of state variable as
an example of a more general kind of state variable. For example, it
must be possible to view a global variable representing growth rate
for grass, a collection of multiple wandering deer (Figure 3.2a) and a
single temporal biomass field (Figure 3.2b) as similar in terms of the
physical data model.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Example output of an integrated simulation model with objects
(deer) and a field (environment). The third dimension, pointing up, is used
here to represent time. Fields are shown for one in ten time steps. Darker
coloured cells contain more biomass. (a) Locations of deer vary through
time. Deer wander from cells containing less biomass to those containing
more. (b) Biomass variation through time and space. Cells where deer have
grazed recently contain less biomass.

In order to come up with an approach for such a unified physical
data model, we first looked at the differences and commonalities be-
tween the different kinds of information represented by these state
variables. In the simplest case, a state variable represents a single value
that does not change during the simulation and is not located at a spe-
cific location in space. A floating point value representing the Earth’s
standard gravity in a plot-scale environmental model is an example of
this. At the other extreme, a state variable might represent a collection
of objects, each of which is located at a specific location in space and
has a property value, both of which change during the simulation.
A variable containing information about the locations in space and
weights of a collection of wandering deer is an example of this. Besides
these two extreme cases there are many more kinds of state variables,
differing with respect to the size and variability of the collection of
objects they represent, whether or not information changes through
time or space, and the kind of property values they contain. We will
now describe each of these aspects in turn, in order to end up with an
approach to viewing each different kind of state variable as an example
of a more general one.

We define an object as a uniquely identifiable entity whose state is
simulated by amodel. Objects of the same kind (for example, deer) are
grouped in collections. Objects can be added and removed from such a
collection (for example, deer are born and die). So, during a simulation,
the set of objects that participate in the calculations may change. We
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call this changing set of participating objects the set of active objects,
or the active set. The active set represents who are active. Although we
use concrete examples for objects in this discussion, we want to stress
that we assume as little as possible about the nature of the objects;
what a collection of objects represents is up to the application (that is:
the simulation model).

Current kinds of state variables do not always represent collections
of objects, as in the case with the floating point variable representing
the Earth’s standard gravity mentioned above. As a first generalization
step towards unifying all kinds of state variables, we decided that
all information represented by them must be associated with one or
more objects. In the case of the Earth’s standard gravity, this object
represents the planet Earth.

All our objects have a presence in time and in space. With presence
in time we mean that for each object, information must be stored about
when the object was active. Objects might be active at very specific
locations in time, or during longer periods. For example, it is common
for objects representing living things, like deer, to be active from sim-
ulated birth to death. With presence in space we mean that for each
location in time that an object was active, information must be stored
about where the object was active. Objects might be active at specific
locations in space, or in regions with a spatial extent. A bird’s location
can be represented by a point, and a tree’s crown by a polygon, for
example. Additionally, objects can be stationary, in which case the
location in space is fixed through time, or mobile.

We use the concept of properties to represent what is present at
locations in time and space that an object is active. For example, a
relevant property manipulated by the model might be the weight of
each deer. All objects in a collection have the same set of properties.
So, either weight is stored for each deer, or weight is not stored at all.

For a single object, there are multiple ways to represent a property
value, depending on the kind of property. A deer’s weight can be
represented by a single number, a natural park’s biomass field by a 2𝐷
array, and a bird’s direction and speed by a 1𝐷 Euclidean vector. The
final step we took towards unifying state variables, is to represent all
individual property values by n𝐷 arrays, where the dimensionality of
these arrays is the same per property.

Given these generalization steps and in the context of our physical
data model, we can now define spatio-temporal objects as uniquely
identifiable objects for which locations in time, locations in space and
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properties are stored for those locations in time that the objects where
active. Our goal is that all model state variable representations, ranging
from scalar constants to mobile agents with discretized properties, can
be framed as collections of such spatio-temporal objects. A physical
datamodel capable of storing such collections of objects is then capable
of storing such a diverse set of state variable representations. In the
next section we describe our approach to representing these objects in
a physical data model.

3.3 storing spatio-temporal objects

3.3.1 Arrays of temporal information (abstraction level 1)

Arrays of temporal information are at the lowest level of abstraction
of our data model (layer 1 in Figure 3.1). They represent any kind
of information for which variation through time has to be stored in
the data model. At this abstraction level it is not relevant what kind
of information is stored exactly. This could be the ID of an object, a
coordinate in time or space, or an object’s property value.

The principle that guided our approach was the principle of locality
[140]. In the context of modelling, this principle states that, at any
moment in time, a model accesses a relatively small portion of the
data. There are two types of locality. Temporal locality means that
if a model uses data, it will probably use the same data again soon.
Spatial locality means that if a model uses data, nearby data (in terms
of memory addresses) will probably be used soon.

The principle of locality and the fact that different kinds of memory
differ a lot in speed and price, with the fastest memory being the
most expensive, led to the memory hierarchy found in computers. The
fastest memory is located near the CPU cores and the slowest memory
is located further away, on SSD drives and spinning disks, for example.
In betweenmultiple levels of caches are available, like the caches in the
storage devices themselves, the main memory and the CPU caches.

Memory is copied from lower (distant to the CPU cores) levels to
upper levels in blocks of multiple values. Besides the values requested,
nearby values are also copied, under the assumption that the CPU will
probably need those values soon, too (spatial locality). For software
to benefit from the memory caches in the memory hierarchy, it must
store the values compactly, in the order in which they are accessed.
That way, the caches are filled with relevant values more often. This
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approach to organize the values based on what is beneficial in the
context of the principle of locality and the memory hierarchy is called
data-oriented design [47, 154]. The goal of data oriented design is to
decrease the idle time of CPU cores, by increasing the likelihood that
required values are in the nearby memory caches.

To understand what this means in the context of forward modelling,
we looked at the data access patterns in forward models defined using
three modelling environments: PCRaster field-based modelling envi-
ronment [101], NetLogo agent-based modelling environment [173]
andMason agent-basedmodelling environment [115]. In these models
we can typically (but not always) identify a number of nested iterations
(from outer to inner):

1. Time: A model iterates through time until the final state of the
modelled system has been calculated. Each system’s state is
calculated based on the system’s previous state(s).

2. Operations: Each individual state is calculated by performing a
number of operations in sequence. This set of operations is the
core of the model and implements the modelled processes.

3. Objects: Each individual operation iterates over a set of objects to
calculate some result. In this calculation, the operation typically
uses a small number of object properties. An example of this is
an operation that calculates the health of each deer in a collection,
based on each deer’s age and weight.

This iteration scheme assumes that a simulation model consists of a
sequence of operations performed iteratively through time on (selec-
tions of) objects. This is a relatively simple approach, but it has some
benefits we think are good to have, the most important one being that
the approach naturally aligns with data-oriented design. The iteration
scheme suggests a preferred ordering for the storage of information.
Values for (only) the same kind of object information, like the values of
a single property for all objects, should be stored close to each other (in
terms of memory addresses). These collections of values should then
be ordered by time. This will increase the likelihood that modelling
software benefits from the caching in the memory hierarchy. When an
operation iterates over a collection of objects, reading specific property
values, the memory caches will likely be filled by relevant property
values, not including information that is not currently needed.
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Based on the principle of locality, data orientation and the iteration
scheme often used in forward modelling, we decided to store infor-
mation for each specific kind of object information as close together
as possible and sorted by time. This means that, for example, for all
objects all locations in space are stored close together, and property val-
ues of a single property are stored close together as well. This contrasts
with an approach where, for each object individually, all information
is stored together.

Themost compact way to storemultiple values in computer memory
is as an array, whose element values are stored in contiguous memory
locations. Therefore, we concentrated on finding ways to organize
spatio-temporal object information as arrays. Each array has a shape,
which is the collection of the size of each of the array’s dimensions. The
number of these dimensions is the array’s rank. For example, a spatial
raster can be represented by an array with rank two whose shape is
equal to the number of rows and columns. A single array can contain
multiple arrays with a smaller rank. For example, multiple spatial
rasters associated with multiple locations in time can be represented
by an array with rank three, whose shape is equal to the number
of locations in time, rows and columns. This packing of arrays in
larger arrays results in the most compact way to store object related
information, which is beneficial in the light of the above mentioned
memory caching.

Whether or not individual arrays containing information per object
and per location in time can be packed in larger arrays depends on the
shape of each individual array. Here we define object arrays as arrays
containing a piece of information for a single object and for a single
location in time. This could be an object’s ID, or a property value, for
example. We call the array resulting from packing one or more object
arrays in larger arrays the value array.

Multiple object arrays can be tightly packed in value arrays when
the shapes of the object arrays are equal. Object arrays containing
object IDs are all 0𝐷 arrays that can be packed in a single 1𝐷 value
array. Object arrays containing 2𝐷 arrays representing, for instance,
the biomass property of multiple natural park areas cannot be packed
in a single 3𝐷 value array.

The criteria for deciding whether or not object arrays can be packed
in value arrays are shown in Table 3.1. Permuting these criteria resulted
in six approaches for packing object arrays into value arrays. Here, it is
not yet relevant what exactly is represented by the information in the
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Do arrays contain information that changes through time?
Does the shape of arrays differ per object?

Does the shape of arrays change through time?
no no no constant value× same shape array
no yes no constant value× different shape array
yes no no variable value× same constant shape array
yes no yes variable value× same variable shape array
yes yes no variable value× different constant shape array
yes yes yes variable value× different variable shape array

Table 3.1: Taxonomy of object arrays. Permuting object array value variability
through time (constant value versus variable value), object array shape differ-
ence per object (same shape array versus different shape array and object array
shape variability through time (constant shape array versus variable shape array)
results in six kinds of object arrays. The terms in the last column are used in
the text.

object arrays (for example object IDs, locations in time, or property
values).What is relevant is that there are different kinds of object arrays
and that the differences between them determine how to represent
them in a physical data model. Our hypothesis is that with a limited
set of six kinds of relatively low-level data models for storing arrays of
temporal information, we can represent themuch larger set of different
kinds of higher-level spatio-temporal objects.

Six figures corresponding with the six object array kinds from Ta-
ble 3.1 illustrate the object array kinds and their packing into value
arrays. Object arrays of different objects can have the same shape (Fig-
ure 3.3, 3.5, 3.7) or a different shape (Figure 3.4, 3.6, 3.8). Note that the
object arrays shown in the figures are small 1𝐷 arrays, but in reality
object arrays can be very large and have a very different shape. Object
arrays for temporal information can have a constant shape (Figure 3.5,
3.6) or a variable shape (Figure 3.7, 3.8).

Packing object arrays into value arrays is not possible for every kind
of object array. Figure 3.8 shows that for each object array and each
location in time, the object information needs to be stored in a separate
value array. This potentially results in a large number of value arrays.
The approach taken in this extreme case will not be beneficial for the
memory caching. On the other hand, Figure 3.3 and 3.5 show that
all object arrays (of all locations in time in the case of Figure 3.5) can
be stored in a single value array (ordered by location in time). This
approach will potentially be beneficial for the memory caching.
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(a) Object arrays (b) Value array

Figure 3.3: constant value× same shape array: Object arrays for different objects
have the same shape. Only a single object array needs to be stored per object.
All object arrays are packed into a single value array. In this example, five 1𝐷
object arrays for five different objects are shown. Each object array contains
two values, for example, an x and y-coordinate pair. The value array is a
2𝐷 array of shape (5, 2). Applicability: object IDs, stationary space points
and constant n𝐷 property values where each array has the same shape, like
scalars and Euclidean vectors.
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(a) Object arrays (b) Value arrays

Figure 3.4: constant value× different shape array: Object arrays for different
objects have different shapes. Only a single object array needs to be stored per
object. Each object array is packed into a separate value array. Applicability:
constant n𝐷 property values where each array has a different shape, like
spatial rasters for differently discretized areas.

The collection of active objects often changes during a simulation
(Section 3.2). In case of the packing of the temporal object array kinds
shown in Figure 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, this information is not part of
the value arrays; it has to be explicitly stored somewhere else in the
data model. For details about our approach for doing this for each of
the temporal object array kinds, we refer to Appendix 3.8.1.

3.3.2 Spatio-temporal object information (abstraction level 2)

In Section 3.2 we defined spatio-temporal objects as uniquely identifi-
able objects for which locations in time, locations in space and proper-
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Figure 3.5: variable value× same constant shape array: Object arrays for different
objects have the same shape, which does not change through time. All object
arrays are packed into a single value array. Object arrays with the same colour
are related to the same object. Applicability: mobile space points, temporal
n𝐷 property values, like scalars and Euclidean vectors.
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(b) Value arrays

Figure 3.6: variable value× different constant shape array: Object arrays for differ-
ent objects have different shapes, which does not change through time. Per
object, object arrays for multiple locations in time are packed into a single
value array. Applicability: temporal n𝐷 property values, like spatial rasters
for differently discretized areas.
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Figure 3.7: variable value× same variable shape array: Object arrays for different
objects have the same shape,which changes through time. Per location in time,
object arrays formultiple objects are packed into a single value array. Example:
temporal n𝐷 property values, like spatial rasters for equally discretized areas
and for which this discretization changes through time.
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Figure 3.8: variable value× different variable shape array: Object arrays for differ-
ent objects have different shapes, which changes through time. Each object
array is packed into a separate value array. Applicability: temporal n𝐷 prop-
erty values, like spatial rasters for differently discretized areas and for which
this discretization changes through time.
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Figure 3.9: Examples of object arrays for representing spatio-temporal object
information. (a) IDs associated with constant object information of three
objects (see Figure 3.3 for packing). (b) Time boxes to be associated with
collections of objects that are active (see Figure 3.5 for packing). (c) Mobile
space points of three objects (see Figure 3.5 for packing).

ties are stored for those locations in time that the objects where active.
We will now describe for each of these pieces of object-information
how we decided to represent it in terms of the six kinds of object ar-
rays described in the previous section. These abstractions correspond
with the second abstraction layer implemented in our data model
(Figure 3.1)

3.3.2.1 Identity

Object identity can be represented by a unique unsigned integer value
which, represented as an array, corresponds with a 0𝐷 array with an
empty shape. This shape is the same for all objects (same shape array).
In case of object information that does not change through time, the as-
sociated object identity can be represented by the constant value× same
shape array object array kind (Figure 3.9a). In case of object informa-
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Figure 3.10: Three approaches for representing locations in time that objects
can be active: three time points, three time boxes, ten time cells. The red
lines are the time points that are stored in the data model. For time cells, an
additional count per time box is stored.

tion that does change through time, for each location in time the IDs
of the active objects can be represented by the variable value× same
constant shape array object array kind (Figure 3.5, Appendix 3.8.1.1,
3.8.1.2 and 3.8.1.3), or by encoding the IDs of the active objects in the
meta-information of the value array used to store each object array
(Appendix 3.8.1.4).

3.3.2.2 Locations in time

We implemented three different approaches for storing locations in
time that objects can be active: time points, time boxes and time cells
(Figure 3.10). Which objects are actually active at these locations is
handled by object tracking ( Appendix 3.8.1). A time point is used to
represent a specific location in time objects can be active. A time box
is used to represent a period of time objects can be active. It is defined
by a start time point and an end time point. Time cells are used to
discretize time boxes for more fine grained tracking of object activity.

We represent time points by positive integral numbers represent-
ing an amount of time (duration) since an epoch. Details about this
approach for handling time can be found in Appendix 3.8.2. Time
durations can be represented by 1𝐷 object arrays with shape (1), and
this shape does not change through time. This matches the variable
value× same constant shape array object array kind (Figure 3.5).

Time boxes can be handled similarly as time points, but instead of
storing a single time point per location in time, two increasing time
points need to be stored. So, a single time box can be represented
by a 1𝐷 array with two durations in it, representing the start and
end time points. The shape of this array is (2) and this shape stays the
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same through time (Figure 3.9b). This matches the variable value× same
constant shape array object array kind (Figure 3.5).

For time cells, we store an additional count for each time box. Counts
are unsigned integers, represented by variable value× same constant
shape array object arrays.

3.3.2.3 Locations in space

Representing locations in space where an object is active can be done
in multiple ways. For example, the Simple Feature Access standard
[134], defines points, lines, triangles, and multi-polygons, amongst
others. We implemented a sub-set of these approaches: space points
and space boxes, which we extended to support defining locations in
1𝐷, 2𝐷 and 3𝐷 space. Both stationary and mobile locations in space
are supported.

A space point is used to represent a specific location in space where
an object is active. A space box is used to represent a linear, rectangular
or cuboidal region of space where an object is active. It is defined by
two diagonally opposite space points.

A space point can be represented by a coordinate in each spatial
dimension. A coordinate can be represented by a number (integer
or floating point). The corresponding object array of a space point,
then, is a 1𝐷 array with a shape equal to the rank of the space (1, 2,
or 3 dimensions). For each point, this array contains the coordinates.
Stationary space points are represented by the constant value× same
shape array object array kind (Figure 3.3). Since object arrays containing
space points for multiple locations in time have the same shape (the
same 1𝐷 array as in the stationary case), mobile space points are
represented by the variable value× same constant shape array object array
kind (Figure 3.9c).

As with space points, a space box can be stored in a 1𝐷 object array,
but this time the shape is equal to twice the shape of a single space
point. The object array kinds for representing this information are
the same as those for representing space points: constant value× same
shape array object array kind (Figure 3.3) in case of stationary space
boxes, and variable value× same constant shape array object array kind
(Figure 3.5) in case of mobile space boxes.
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3.3.2.4 Properties

In environmental modelling various kinds of property values are used
to represent an object’s trait. These kinds of values differ from each
other based onwhether or not these values vary through time, whether
or not the shape of the arrays representing the values differ per object,
and whether or not the shape of these arrays varies through time.
For example, the weight property of each deer can be represented
by a single number, which varies through time, while the surface
elevation property of a natural park area can be represented by a
constant or variable 2𝐷 numeric array, depending on whether the
elevation changes through time.

The criteria with which property values can be classified match
the ones we identified for our six kinds of object arrays, described in
Section 3.3.1. In the previous sections, specific kinds of object arrays
were used to represent specific kinds of object information. In the case
of properties, all six object array kinds from our taxonomy can be used
for storing property values. This way our data model can support
a wide variety of kinds of property values used in environmental
modelling.

As an example, the weight of deer through time can be stored in a
variable value× same constant shape array object array kind (Figure 3.5).
For each location in time that each deer was active, the value array will
contain a floating point number representing the weight. As another
example, a simulation model modelling the evolution of the elevation
of the land surface of multiple research area objects can store 2𝐷 digital
elevation models as variable value× different constant shape array object
arrays (Figure 3.6, assuming the research areas are stationary and have
a different, but constant shape).

Property values can be discretized through either or both time and
space. We decided to store information about how property values are
discretized as a property itself. In case of a spatial raster, for example,
information about the number of rows and columns a 2𝐷 property
value is discretized in is stored in a separate property, and linked to the
property being discretized. The advantage of handling information
about a discretization as a property is that this information itself can
vary through time and potentially even through space. This is useful
in simulation models where the spatial resolution of rasters changes
through time, for example.
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3.3.3 Spatio-temporal objects (abstraction level 3)

Since we are now able to represent the individual kinds of object infor-
mation (identity, locations in time, locations in space and properties),
we can focus on the representation of actual spatio-temporal objects,
in which all this information is combined and can be accessed in an
integrated way. The abstractions mentioned in this section are part of
the third and highest abstraction level implemented in our physical
data model (Figure 3.1).

One of the goals we had when designing the abstractions at this
level was that it must be possible to coherently store object-related
information at different (kinds of) locations in time and space. For
example, for a collection of birds, it has to be possible to store informa-
tion about the winter grounds, the migration route and the summer
grounds. Another goal we had was that no information should be
stored twice in the data model.

We identified two levels of grouping of object-related information.
At the first level of grouping we combine information about which
objects exist (identity), when they are active (locations in time), where
each object is (locations in space) and what is present at those loca-
tions (properties). We call this level of grouping the property-set, the
collection of locations in time the time domain, and the collection of
locations in space the space domain.Within a property-set the informa-
tion about the active sets, locations in space and properties is ordered
by the locations in time. Also, within a property-set there can only be
one time domain and one space domain. These domains are shared
between all properties in the same set. Object-related information that
is located at different locations in time or space is stored in different
property-sets. For example, the constant sex of deer and their variable
weight are stored in separate property-sets, having different time and
space domains.

At the second and higher level of grouping, we group objects of
the same kind with their property-sets. We call such a collection a
phenomenon. Within a phenomenon, all objects are of the same kind,
like deer or natural parks, and each object can be identified by a unique
ID (identity). Also, all information related to a specific kind of objects
is stored within a single phenomenon, in one or more property-sets.

This grouping of spatio-temporal object information is similar to the
conceptual datamodel presented in Bakker et al. [8], whose design had
a similar goal as our physical datamodel: to represent different kinds of
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Figure 3.11: Conceptual data model for representing different kinds of state
variables (adapted from Bakker et al. [8]). A phenomenon contains zero or
more property-sets, each of which contains a single domain (locations in
time and space) and zero or more properties.
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Figure 3.12: The deer phenomenon represented by the conceptual data model
of Bakker et al. [8]. The colours correspond with those from Figure 3.11.

state variables in a uniformmanner in order tomake itmore convenient
for environmental modellers to create models in which these different
kinds of variables are manipulated. The conceptual data model is
shown in Figure 3.11. It defines what information is represented, and
the physical data model defines how this information can be stored in
a dataset. In an environmental modelling environment, the conceptual
data model can be used as a basis for the representations, or data types,
of the model state variables, whereas the physical data model can be
used to allow these state variables to be persisted for later retrieval.

To illustrate the grouping of spatio-temporal object information in
our data model, we will describe how to represent wandering deer.
The implementation of this example is described in more detail in
Section 3.5. Figure 3.12 shows the conceptual data model for a deer
phenomenon. These deer are simulated using a model in which the
spatial distribution of biomass in an area, and the location and weight
of the deer are influenced by each other. The representation of the deer
in our physical data model (Figure 3.13) is very similar to the concep-
tual data model. For each deer the following information needs to be
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Figure 3.13: Graphical representation of the physical data model of the deer
phenomenon. Most colours correspond with those from Figure 3.11. The
orange boxes are collections of values represented by one of the six array
kinds described in Section 3.3.1. To keep the figure readable, the object ID
tracker is not expanded into arrays.

stored: a unique ID, the sex, the location in space and the weight. The
ID and sex do not change through time, while the location in space and
the weight do. Since within a property-set, there can only be a single
combination of a time and space domain, this means that two property-
sets are defined. In the first property-set, named constant, no locations
in time and space are stored. For each deer, we store whether the deer
is male or female in a property. In the second property-set, named
variable, we use the time cell time domain kind, the mobile space point
space domain kind, and a property for storing 0𝐷 numeric values
representing the weights. Figure 3.13 shows that all object-information
is stored using one of the six array kinds described in Section 3.3.1.
In this case, most information is stored using the variable value× same
constant shape array array kinds, but this depends on the specific kind of
information stored. When storing rasters for differently shaped areas,
for example, a property containing variable value× different constant
shape array array values must be used. And when these rasters change
shape through time, a property with variable value× different variable
shape array array values must be used, instead.
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3.4 implementation

We implemented our physical data model using HDF5 [162]. Besides
being a software library and a file format, HDF5 is a data model itself.
The HDF5 logical data model can be used to organize information to
be stored in a file. The most important parts of the HDF5 data model
are groups, datasets and attributes. Groups are used to aggregate other
groups and datasets, while datasets are used for storing multidimen-
sional arrays. With attributes, additional information can be associated
with groups and datasets. The hierarchical nature of the data model
(groups can contain other groups) allows for complex nested struc-
tures to be represented. Multiple HDF5 datasets (and groups and
attributes) can be stored in a single HDF5 file. HDF5 datasets can be
optionally configured to be extendable along one or more dimensions.

We have defined our data model in terms of the HDF5 logical data
model, using mainly groups, datasets and attributes. The implementa-
tion, named LUE1, consists of a C++ library that implements the data
model, and a Python package with which the data model is made
accessible from Python scripts. In the C++ library we implemented the
abstraction layers as discussed in Section 3.3 separately (Figure 3.1).
We will now describe the implementation of each of these layers.

3.4.1 Arrays of temporal information

For each of the object array kinds described in Section 3.3.1 and shown
in Figure 3.3 – 3.8, we have implemented code to store the value arrays.
This low level of abstraction is implemented on top of a C++ library
that wraps the HDF5 C library. For each object array kind, this layer
contains code for reading and writing individual object arrays, or,
when applicable, collections of object arrays. HDF5 datasets are used
to store value arrays. It is possible to read or write a single 1𝐷 object
array containing three floating point values, or multiple 1𝐷 object
arrays in one go, each containing three floating point values, or such a
collection of object arrays for multiple locations in time.

1 LUE stands for Life, the Universe and Everything, which is the title of one of the
books in Douglas Adams’ Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy “trilogy”. Here, it refers
to the fact that in designing LUE we try to make it applicable in as many contexts as
possible.
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3.4.2 Spatio-temporal object information

For all kinds of object information as described in Section 3.3.2, we
developed code to read and write this information from and to a file.
This code reuses the code mentioned in the previous section. Instead
of reading and writing arrays of abstract temporal information, here
object IDs, locations in time, locations in space, and properties are ex-
plicitly handled. The implementation contains higher level classes like
MobileSpacePoint and Property which, in their implementation, use
the lower level code for reading and writing arrays of temporal infor-
mation. This makes it more convenient in higher level code to handle
information related to spatio-temporal objects. For example, Listing 3.1
shows the declaration of a function for creating a MobileSpacePoint

instance. Such an instance manages the I/O of space points that move
through space. The function is implemented in terms of the lower level
API for handling arrays of temporal information. How this is done
exactly is a detail that the caller does not have to be constantly aware
of.

Listing 3.1: Subset of C++ API for creating mobile space points
// Add mobile space point to the parent group and return

// a corresponding MobileSpacePoint instance.

MobileSpacePoint create_mobile_space_point(

hdf5::Group& parent,

hdf5::Datatype const& memory_datatype,

std::size_t rank);

class MobileSpacePoint

{

// Construct instance, based on parent group and

// in-memory datatype of coordinates. The rank of

// the space (1, 2, or 3) is read from file.

MobileSpacePoint(

hdf5::Group& parent,

hdf5::Datatype const& memory_datatype);

};

3.4.3 Spatio-temporal objects

As described in Section 3.3.3, the highest layer of abstraction of our
physical data model contains mainly grouping constructs for aggregat-
ing information about the IDs, locations in time, locations in space, and
properties of the objects. We have mapped these groups onto HDF5
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groups. For example, Listing 3.2 shows the declaration of a function
for creating a PropertySet instance. Such an instance provides access
to its object tracker, its time and space domains, and its properties.

Listing 3.2: Subset of C++ API for creating a property-set
// Add property-set to the parent group and return a

// corresponding instance. Information about the domain is

// used to setup the HDF5 constructs for writing locations

// in time and space.

PropertySet create_property_set(

hdf5::Group& parent, std::string const& name,

TimeConfiguration const& time_configuration,

Clock const& clock,

SpaceConfiguration const& space_configuration,

hdf5::Datatype const& space_coordinate_datatype,

std::size_t rank);

class MobileSpacePoint

{

// Construct instance, based on parent group and name.

// Information about the object tracker, time domain,

// space domain and properties is read from file.

PropertySet(

hdf5::Group& parent,

std::string const& name);

};

It is possible to combine multiple phenomena into a single HDF5
file. This makes it possible to store all simulation state in a single LUE
dataset.

3.4.4 Python package

In order to make it possible to manipulate LUE data sets from Python,
we implemented a Python package on top of the higher abstraction
levels of the C++ library. NumPy arrays [129] are used to interface
object arrays between the Python and C++ code. This makes it possible
to integrate the LUE physical data model with Python applications
manipulating NumPy arrays, like SciPy [86] and PCRaster [101]. The
pybind11 C++ library [83] is used to expose the relevant parts of the
LUE C++ API to Python and vice versa. Examples of using the LUE
Python package can be found in the next section.
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3.5 example: deer and biomass model

In this section we will describe how the state variables from a simple
integrated agent-based and field-based model can be represented by
our data model using the LUE Python package. We will highlight
parts of the code. The complete model can be found in the source code
repository associated with this manuscript (Appendix A).

The purpose of the deer and biomass model used in this example is
to illustrate that our data model is capable of storing both traditional
agent-based and field-based model output. In this case the deer are
the agents and the natural park area with a biomass raster is the field.
Example output from the model is shown in Figure 3.2. The model we
used is simple and not realistic. The data is what we want to focus on
here, not the validity of the model. It is possible to store more complex
kinds of data than used here in our data model too, like properties
with temporal discretizations, and phenomena with multiple time and
space domains.

We realize that what we call a high level of abstraction can be con-
sidered a low level of abstraction by modellers. We envision that in
real-world applications, an additional layer of abstraction will be built
on top of our highest level of abstraction, making it easy for modellers
to read and write model state information. This is shown as the upper
layer of abstraction in Figure 3.1. Concepts for how this can be done
have been described in Bakker et al. [8].

The following examples assume that the LUE and NumPy Python
packages have been imported, a dataset is created and two phenomena
are added to it (Listing 3.3). The returned Phenomenon instances (deer
and park in this example) can be used to add property-sets to the file.

After the model has finished executing, all model state variables
have been stored in a single file, formatted according to the conventions
described in this manuscript. Given that each LUE dataset is also an
HDF5 file, the dataset can be copied to any other platform and the
information stored can be retrieved again, using the LUE APIs and
HDF5 APIs.
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Listing 3.3: Import required packages
import lue

import numpy as np

dataset = lue.create_dataset("deer.lue")

deer = dataset.add_phenomenon("deer")

park = dataset.add_phenomenon("park")

3.5.1 Initialize dataset

Before we can write the state of simulated spatio-temporal objects to a
dataset, we must initialize the dataset. This will prepare the dataset
for receiving state information.

In the deer and biomass model, the location and weight of each deer,
and the distribution of biomass in the park within which the deer are
located, change through time. As described in the previous text, time
domains are contained in property-sets. Instead of storing multiple
time domainswith the same locations in time inmultiple property-sets,
they can be shared. This makes the resulting file smaller and prevents
inconsistent time domains. In our example, the time domains of the
property-sets containing temporal deer and park information can be
shared. For this we create a separate phenomenon, called simulation,
whose sole purpose is to contain a property-set with a time domain to
be shared with other property-sets (Listing 3.4). We could also have
shared the time domain of a property-set in the deer phenomenon
with a property-set in the park phenomenon, or vice-versa.

Listing 3.4: Create property-set with time cell domain and three-hourly time
steps
simulation = dataset.add_phenomenon("simulation")

epoch = lue.Epoch(lue.Epoch.Kind.common_era, "2019-01-01",

lue.Calendar.gregorian)

clock = lue.Clock(epoch, lue.Unit.hour, 3)

time_extent = simulation.add_property_set("time_extent",

lue.TimeConfiguration(lue.TimeDomainItemType.cell), clock)

The park phenomenon in our example model contains only a single
object: the park within which all the deer are located. It contains a
property-set named space_extentwith a property named biomass for
storing the 2𝐷 biomass arrays that change through time (Listing 3.5).
It also contains a property-set named constantwith a property named
space_discretization for storing the 1𝐷 space discretization infor-
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Figure 3.14: Graphical representation of the physical data model of the deer
and park phenomena. The dashed lines denote symbolic links to shared
information. For clarity, the collections for tracking the object IDs are not
shown.

mation (number of rows and number of columns). The latter property
is linked to the first tomake explicit that biomass is discretized through
space. The simulated biomass field is shown in Figure 3.2b.

Listing 3.5: Create park phenomenon property-sets
space_extent = park.add_property_set("space_extent",

time_extent.time_domain,

lue.SpaceConfiguration(

lue.Mobility.stationary, lue.SpaceDomainItemType.box),

space_coordinate_dtype=space_coordinate_dtype, rank=2)

biomass = space_extent.add_property("biomass",

dtype=np.dtype(np.float32), rank=2,

shape_per_object=lue.ShapePerObject.different,

shape_variability=lue.ShapeVariability.constant)

constant = park.add_property_set("constant")

space_discretization = constant.add_property(

"space_discretization", dtype=lue.dtype.Count, shape=(2,))

biomass.set_space_discretization(

lue.SpaceDiscretization.regular_grid, space_discretization)

The deer phenomenon contains for each deer the sex, the location
in space and the weight. Preparing the LUE dataset for receiving state
information during the simulationworks similar to the previous case of
the park phenomenon. In the case of deer the space domain is different
(mobile space points are used instead of a stationary space box) and
the weight property value has a different shape (0𝐷 instead of 2𝐷).
The simulated deer are shown in Figure 3.2a. Figure 3.14 shows the
resulting state of the data model.
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3.5.2 Write model state

Once the dataset is initialized we can start the simulation and write the
state of simulated spatio-temporal objects to the dataset. In our case,
this implies writing the initial state of the biomass raster of the park,
and the sex, location andweight of each deer. After that, the interaction
between the biomass field and the deer agents are simulated through
time, and the biomass, location and weight of each deer are iteratively
updated and written to the dataset.

In Listing 3.6 the sex of each deer is written to the dataset. Given a
phenomenon, property-sets can be obtained by name, and given those,
properties can be obtained. Querying and assigning to property values
works as if they are NumPy arrays. In this example, the value array
is expanded to make space for an object array per deer. The expand

method returns the value array on which it is called, which is then
indexed for all object arrays. Assigning to these object arrays writes
the new values to the dataset.

Listing 3.6: Write the sex of each deer to the dataset
constant = deer.property_sets["constant"]

sex = constant.properties["sex"]

sex.value.expand(nr_deer)[:] = np.random.randint(

low=0, high=2, size=nr_deer, dtype=np.uint8)

Writing state that changes through time requires also writing the
object IDs of the objects for which this state is written (the active set,
Appendix 3.8.1). Tracking the object IDs of the active deer is shown in
Listing 3.7. Mobile space points are represented by variable value× same
constant shape array object arrays, which implies that for tracking the
IDs of the objects the index of the active set and the collection of active
object IDs must be stored.

Listing 3.7: Write the object IDs of the active deer to the dataset
location = deer.property_sets["location"]

object_tracker = location.object_tracker

object_tracker.active_set_index.expand(1)[-1] = \

object_tracker.active_set_index[-1] + nr_deer

object_tracker.active_object_id.expand(nr_deer)[-nr_deer:] = \

deer_ids

Writing the updated location in space of active deer is shown in List-
ing 3.8. After the new deer locations have been simulated, additional
space is created in the dataset and their coordinates are written.
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Listing 3.8: Write the locations of the active deer to the dataset
deer_location = ...

location.space_domain.value.expand(nr_deer)[-nr_deer:] = \

deer_location

3.6 discussion

We have designed and implemented a physical data model for sim-
ulated spatio-temporal objects. With this data model, information
about the state of the simulated environment can be stored for post-
processing. Although there are multiple approaches to represent state
variables, depending on how they represent a value and the tempo-
ral and spatial extent and variability, we identified common aspects
of these approaches, using a limited set of six kinds of object arrays
(Figures 3.3 – 3.8). These object arrays and the packing of them into
value arrays form the basis of our data model. Layers with increasingly
more domain-specific code are defined on top of this base layer, with
the layer containing the support for spatio-temporal objects at the top
(Figure 3.1). Using this top-level layer of abstraction, we were able to
represent some example kinds of state variables, suggesting that our
data model is able to represent a diverse set of state variable kinds that
otherwise would require multiple data models (Section 3.5).

Our data model provides a unified approach to storing spatio-tem-
poral objects. Using this data model, the environmental modeller can
represent multiple kinds of state variables. The modeller is not forced
to use a single data model for all state variables, or use multiple very
different data models. In our view, this is the main contribution of this
chapter.

In our data model, information about objects is stored in multi-
ple arrays where each array contains a single kind of object-related
information. This contrasts with many existing data models, where
this information is stored in database table records. As mentioned in
Section 3.1, how information is organized in a physical data model
might have an effect on how information is best organized in state
variables in simulation models. Our data model suggests these state
variables to be organized using arrays per kind of object-related in-
formation, with for the current modelled location in time the state of
the current active sets of objects. This is different from the common
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approach in agent-based modelling of representing state variables by
class instances aggregating all object-related information.

During this work we have identified some limitations of our data
model, which have to do with usability and functionality. Our data
model is capable of representing complex kinds of state variables, with
changing collections of mobile objects and temporal discretizations of
property values, for example. Although the data model is currently
usable, we think it could be made more user-friendly for simple cases
by adding an additional layer of abstraction, on top of the layer im-
plementing the storage of spatio-temporal objects. This higher level
data model would represent popular existing data models, like scalars,
rasters and raster stacks, and time series, and serve as an easy to use
replacement for existing data models. This would allow modellers to
get familiar with the LUE data model without having to learn about
the lower level details first, which are necessary for the more complex
cases.

With respect to functionality, some aspects are still missing from the
current version of our data model, that will be added at a later stage.
Examples of these are the representation of relations between objects,
uncertainty in temporal and spatial locations and property values,
spatial projections, discretization of presence in space, other kinds
of discretizations through space, more space domain item type like
lines and polygons, spatial indices, and information about topology.
Whether or not the data model has to be adjusted for these additional
aspects to be added remains to be seen.

Although it is of crucial importance in a high-performance comput-
ing context, we have not evaluated the performance of our data model.
Since our data model is implemented in terms of the HDF5 library, the
performance characteristics of this library determine the performance
of our data model. To reach maximum performance we must tune
our use of HDF5 for our specific use case of storing spatio-temporal
objects, and probably use parallel I/O on parallel file systems. This
will be the focus of future research.

3.7 conclusion

In this chapter we showed the feasibility of a physical data model
capable of storing different kinds of simulationmodel state variables in
an integratedway. First, we defined spatio-temporal objects as uniquely
identifiable objects for which locations in time, locations in space and
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properties are stored for those locations in time that the objects were
active. By assuming that absence of information about presence in time
or space just means that information is valid for all simulated time or
space, we were able to frame all considered kinds of state variables
as spatio-temporal objects, including simple state variable kinds, like
scalars or non-temporal rasters.

Next, we presented our physical data model as consisting of multi-
ple levels of abstraction. At the lowest level, arrays of general temporal
arrays are represented. On top of that, spatio-temporal object infor-
mation (object identity, locations in time and space, and properties)
is represented, in terms of the general temporal arrays. At the high-
est level of abstraction, spatio-temporal objects are represented, as
aggregates of spatio-temporal object information.

The resulting datamodel has been implemented in the LUE software
package which contains APIs in C++ and Python. We have described an
example of how LUE can be used from an integrated field-based and
agent-based simulation model to store various kinds of state variables
in a single dataset.

3.8 appendix

3.8.1 Object tracking

Here we describe in some more detail how we keep track of for which
objects information is stored in the physical datamodel. This is relevant
for the four object array kinds used to store temporal information. For
each location in time and for each active object we store where each
object array can be found. How this is done differs per object array
kind.

3.8.1.1 Variable value × same constant shape array

Per location in time, the value array 𝑎 contains the values for all active
objects (Figure 3.5). An additional array 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 is used to
store the IDs of the active objects (an ID is a unique number, see
Section 3.3.2.1). The order of information in 𝑎 and 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 is
the same. An additional array 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 is used to store the index
into 𝑎 and 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 where, for each location in time, the ID and
object array of the first active object can be found. See also Table 3.2.
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store Append ID to 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 and object array to 𝑎
find Given index of location in time, read index (𝑠) of section of active objects

from 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 and determine index (𝑜) of object ID in
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑. The object array is located at 𝑎[𝑠 + 𝑜].

Table 3.2: Procedures for storing and finding variable value× same constant
shape array object arrays.

store Append ID to 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 and object array to 𝑎𝑡

find Given index of location in time, read index of section of active objects
from 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 and determine index 𝑜 of object ID in
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑. The object array is located at 𝑎𝑡[𝑜].

Table 3.3: Procedures for storing and finding variable value× same variable
shape array object arrays.

3.8.1.2 Variable value × same variable shape array

Per location in time, a separate value array 𝑎𝑡 contains the values for
all active objects (Figure 3.7). Similar to the previous case, additional
arrays 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 and 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 are used to track the IDs
of active objects and the offset into 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 of the ID of the
first active object, respectively. Each value array 𝑎𝑡 is named after its
corresponding (index of) location in time. See also Table 3.3.

3.8.1.3 Variable value × different constant shape array

Per object, a separate value array 𝑎𝑜 contains the values for all locations
in time that the object was active (Figure 3.6). Again, an additional
array 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 is used to track the IDs of active objects. Array
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 is used to track the indices into the 𝑎𝑜 arrays of
the active objects. Array 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 is used to store the offset
into 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑 and 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 of the first active object per
location in time. See also Table 3.4.

3.8.1.4 Variable value × different variable shape array

Per location in time and per object, a separate value array 𝑎𝑡,𝑜 contains
the object array (Figure 3.8). See also Table 3.5.
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store Append ID to 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑, append index of object array in 𝑎𝑜 to
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥, and append object array to 𝑎𝑜

find Given index of location in time, read index of section of active objects
from 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 and determine index of object ID in
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑑. Given this index, lookup index 𝑡 of object array in
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥. The object array is located at 𝑎𝑜[𝑡].

Table 3.4: Procedures for storing and finding variable value× different constant
shape array object arrays.

store Create value array named after current location in time and object, and
write object array to it

find Open value array named after current location in time and object

Table 3.5: Procedures for storing and finding variable value× different variable
shape array object arrays.

3.8.2 Representing time

In order to be able to represent time points of different resolutions
(like nanoseconds and centuries), we used an approach inspired by
the C++ chrono library2. Time points are dependent on a clock. A
clock represents a period of time since an epoch, and has a certain
resolution. This resolution is defined by the clock’s tick period, which
has a unit (seconds or years, for example) and a count (two for ticks
of two seconds or years, for example). Given this, a time point can be
represented by a duration, which is represented by a number of ticks.

We decided to represent a collection of time points by a single clock,
represented by an epoch, a unit (a string) and a count (a positive
integral number), and a duration for each time point, represented
by counts (positive integral numbers). We represent epochs by an
epoch-kind, and an optional origin and optional calendar (all strings).
Currently supported epoch kinds are Common Era (CE) and Forma-
tion of Earth, butmore can be added. The currently supported calendar
is Gregorian.

2 http://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/header/chrono
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AN ENVIRONMENTAL MODELL ING FRAMEWORK
BASED ON ASYNCHRONOUS MANY-TASKS :
SCALAB IL I TY AND USAB IL I TY

Adapted from: K. de Jong, D. Panja, M. van Kreveld, and D. Karssen-
berg. “An environmentalmodelling framework based on asynchronous
many-tasks: scalability and usability.” In: Environmental Modelling &
Software 139 (2021), p. 104998. doi: 10.1016/j.envsoft.2021.104998

Environmental modelling frameworks allow domain ex-
perts, rather than software developers, to implement and
run numerical simulation models in earth and environ-
mental sciences. Because of the need to use more detailed
process representations or larger datasets as input to mod-
els, it may become infeasible to perform modelling studies,
due to the increased amount of time it takes for models to
calculate results. The objective of this study is to evaluate
the asynchronous many-task approach in the implemen-
tation of a prototype scalable modelling framework. We
evaluate the scalability of local, focal, and zonal map al-
gebra operations, and an example model in which these
operations are combined. Our results show that the ca-
pacity of the operations and the example model to use
additional hardware, like nodes in a computer cluster, is
good. With our freely available prototype framework, mod-
els can be executed faster andmodelling studies processing
considerably more data can be performed.

4.1 introduction

Environmental modellers simulate the physical and biological environ-
ment using computer models. These models can be developed using
a multitude of software, ranging from relatively low-level general
purpose programming languages with no built-in support for environ-
mental modelling, like C, C++, D, Fortran, Java and Rust, to high-level
modelling frameworks containing pre-built model building blocks,
like Google Earth Engine for earth science data and analysis [64],
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Figure 4.1: Two stacks of model and support code. Amodel developer writing
a model from scratch has to write more code (left) than a developer using a
modelling framework (right). The green boxes represent the amount of code
the model developer has to write. The blue box represents the framework
code.

MATLAB [80], the NetLogo agent-based modelling framework [173],
and the PCRaster field-based modelling framework [101]. An advan-
tage of using modelling frameworks is that they, in different degrees,
hide some of the low-level complexities of implementing models. This
speeds up model development and allows domain experts without a
background in software development to develop models (Figure 4.1
and [96]).

Some of the model development interfaces are inspired by map
algebra [166], which is also the approach that will be followed here.
Existing examples using map algebra include the Python program-
ming language packages provided by PCRaster, ArcGIS, and QGIS.
In map algebra, fields of spatially varying environmental attributes
are represented by rasters, which can be combined and translated into
new rasters using a procedural programming style. A set of such trans-
lations, simulating environmental processes during a single time step,
can be used by a modelling framework to do forward iteration through
time, error propagation, and data assimilation [101]. The framework
provides the elementary data structures and modelling algorithms
used by modellers in their models. Ideally, models built with such
a framework offer good performance, whatever the combination of
modelling operations used. In our study we look at designing and
building such a framework for developing environmental models.

Over time, models often outgrow their capacity to calculate results
in a timely manner. This may be because of an increase in dataset sizes
used bymodels, an increase in temporal or spatial resolution or extents,
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or an increase in model complexity. In order to solve this discrepancy
between the size and performance requirements of large models, and
their capacity to provide results, models must increase their ability to
use the current generation of hardware. In general, newer generations
of hardware are more powerful, but also more complex, than earlier
generations. Typically, current computers contain more cores, more
kinds of cores, and a deeper memory hierarchy. Additionally, the
availability of computer clusters to modellers, containing multiple
compute nodes connected by low-latency network connections, has
increased. The challenge we focus on is that of building a modelling
framework that makes better use of the available hardware.

There are multiple approaches for developing a modelling frame-
work implementing a collection of parallel and distributedmap algebra
operations. An intuitive and popular approach to creating parallel ver-
sions of such operations is to use the synchronous fork-join paradigm,
supported by OpenMP [39] for example, in which individual algo-
rithms implementing these operations are parallelized and called in
sequence. Examples of frameworks using this approach are the Parallel
Raster Processing Library (pRPL) [70], the Parallel Raster-based Geo-
computation Operators (PaRGO) [146], and the Parallel Cartographic
Modeling Language (PCML) [155]. A drawback of this approach is
that it introduces implicit synchronization points. At least at the end of
each operation, the flow of control will wait for all tasks to finish before
returning to the caller, resulting in workers (like CPUs and GPUs)
being inactive for some time. This negative effect of synchronization
points increases with the number of workers and the degree of load
imbalance between the workers. Note that load imbalance between
workers is common in environmental modelling operations, resulting
from an uneven spatial distribution of no-data values, or because of
high spatial dependencies between cell values, as is the case in some
operations that operate on a flow direction network.

An alternative approach for implementing a collection of parallel
and distributed map algebra operations is to use asynchronous many-
tasks (AMT). One of the advantages of this approach is that it avoids
unnecessary synchronization points. With AMT, work to be done is en-
coded in a set of relatively small tasks with data dependencies among
them. Tasks are spawned asynchronously, allowing the main flow
of control to continue into multiple modelling operations, resulting
in more tasks being spawned. Tasks get scheduled on workers after
their inputs have become available. This approach results in a larger
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collection of tasks than is possible when parallelizing algorithms in-
dividually, as in the case of the synchronous fork-join approach. The
advantage of having a larger collection of runnable tasks is that it
decreases the chance of workers being inactive. Examples of runtime
systems that support AMT on distributed memory systems are Chapel
[30], X10 [31], HPX [91] and Charm++ [94], of which the first two are
specific languages and the latter two are software libraries. For a tax-
onomy of task-based parallel programming technologies see Thoman
et al. [163]. We will use the AMT runtime system implemented by the
HPX software library for implementing our environmental modelling
framework.

The objective of this research is to evaluate the use of AMT for the
development of a modelling framework containing implementations
of map algebra operations, that can be used on all kinds of commodity
hardware in use by the modelling community (ranging from laptops,
desktops, to computer clusters). The main question we want to answer
is whether the use of such a framework results in scalable models. For
this we perform different kinds of scaling experiments over different
kinds of workers. Scalability of models is determined by both the
software implementing the compute part and the I/O part. In this
study we focus on the compute part. Additionally, we review the
resulting framework in terms of its usability by model developers, and
we review the use of AMT in the implementation.

This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.2 we describe the
approach of developing environmental models using map algebra in
more detail; in Section 4.3 we provide more information about AMT
and the HPX implementation thereof; in Section 4.4 we describe how
we used AMT to implement a map algebra development interface
on top of modelling algorithms; in Section 4.5 we present results of
scaling experiments we performed with individual algorithms and
an example model simulating wildfire, in which some of the imple-
mented modelling algorithms are combined. We end this chapter with
a discussion of the results in Section 4.6.

The AMT runtime system implemented in HPX enables us to write
an initial set of high-level modelling algorithms that can be called from
a map algebra-like model development interface in a modelling frame-
work. Implementing algorithms in terms of asynchronous tasks that
translate asynchronously produced input data into output data, results
in a flexible system in which modelling algorithms can be combined
in any order, according to the model, and still offer good scalability.
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The framework developer is responsible for defining tasks and the
dependencies between them, and is relieved of the responsibility of
scheduling tasks and explicitly sendingmessages in between processes.
The framework implementation is freely available for inspection and
use (Appendix A).

4.2 model development using map algebra

Originally, the map algebra language was designed for creating car-
tographic models, where the models were collections of maps [166].
The language consisted of a specific set of relatively simple generic
operations that translate raster data. A combination of such operations
could be used to, for example, determine suitable locations for land
development. The advantages of using map algebra are that a finite
set of generic operations can be used to handle multiple use cases, and
that it provides a level of abstraction that makes it suitable for users
without a background in software development.

The principles behind cartographic modelling using map algebra
have been extended towards forward numerical simulation of environ-
mental processes as well [44, 101]. Amap algebra-like language is then
used to define the initial state of the modelled environmental system
and to define the state transitions over time. In this context, the model
refers to the code, not to the collection of maps. The model shown in
Listing 4.1 is an example of an environmental model, implemented
using a map algebra-like language, simulating wildfire. We used it in
our experiments (Section 4.4). Outputs from the model are shown in
(Figure 4.2).

Listing 4.1: Pseudocode of model simulating wildfire.
# ----- Initialize state -----

# Burning locations: area that is burning

fire = uniform(clone, 0.0, 1.0) < 1e-5

# Currently burning

burning = copy(fire)

# Two areas that differ in how fast they

# catch fire

kernel_51x51 = circle_kernel(25, 1.0)

burnability =

focal_mean( uniform(clone, 0.0, 1.0), kernel_51x51) < 0.5

# Probabilities for catching fire
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ignite_probability = where(burnability, 0.05, 0.01)

# Probabilities for jump fire

spot_ignite_probability = ignite_probability / 50.0

fire_age = array_like(fire, 0)

nr_burnt_cells = where(fire, zonal_sum(1, fire), 0)

# ----- Transition state -----

for t in range(nr_time_steps):

# Find cells where at least one

# neighbour is burning and that

# themselves are not yet burning

# or burnt down

kernel_3x3 = circle_kernel(1, 1.0)

cells_not_burning_surrounded_by_fire =

focal_sum(burning, kernel_3x3) > 0 and not fire

# Select cells that catch new fire

# from direct neighbours

new_fire = cells_not_burning_surrounded_by_fire and

uniform(clone, 0.0, 1.0) < ignite_probability

# Find cells that have not burned

# down or at fire and that have fire

# cells over a distance (jump

# dispersal)

kernel_5x5 = circle_kernel(2, 1.0)

jump_cells = focal_sum(burning, kernel_5x5) > 0 and not fire

# Select cells that catch new fire by

# jumping fire

new_fire_jump = jump_cells and

uniform(clone, 0.0, 1.0) < spot_ignite_probability

# Currently burning or previously

# burned

fire = fire or new_fire or new_fire_jump

# Age of fire in timesteps

fire_age = where(fire, fire_age + 1, fire_age)

# Number of cells that are burning or

# have burnt

nr_burnt_cells = where(fire, zonal_sum(1, fire), 0)

# Burning cells

burning = fire and fire_age < 30

# Classify cells in burning, burnt or
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Number of time steps since burned

(a) 𝑡 = 750 steps (b) 𝑡 = 1500 steps (c) 𝑡 = 2250 steps

Figure 4.2: Output maps of the example model simulating wildfire for three
time steps. Black cells represent cells that are burning (fire front). Green cells
represent the area with the highest susceptibility for being burned. The other
colours represent the age of burned cells in number of time steps, with red
cells being burned most recently. The area shown is 500 × 500 cells.

# not burnt yet

state = where(burning, 1, where(fire, 2, 3))

Map algebra operations are often classified according to the kind
of neighbourhood from which input raster cells are selected that con-
tribute to the calculation of output raster cells. In this studywe consider
three kinds of operations [24, 101, 166]: local operations (Figure 4.3a),
focal operations (Figure 4.3b), and zonal operations (Figure 4.3c).
Operations not considered in this chapter include global operations,
which can be seen as a subset of zonal operations, and network opera-
tions, operating on a flow direction network.

4.3 asynchronous many-tasks and hpx

The AMT programming model supports defining relatively small
tasks of work that need to be executed, and the dependencies between
them. The tasks and their dependencies form a directed acyclic graph
that is used by the AMT runtime system to determine the order in
which the tasks must be executed, and to determine which tasks can be
scheduled to execute concurrently. Given enough hardware resources,
the runtime system will execute concurrent tasks in parallel.
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(a) Local operation (b) Focal operation (c) Zonal operation

Figure 4.3: a: Each output cell is a function of input cells at the corresponding
location in one or more input rasters. Example: 𝑝ℎ = − log(ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑚). b:
Each output cell is a function of input cells within a neighbourhood of input
cells at and around the corresponding location in an input raster. In principle,
these neighborhoods can have any size and shape, but they are often square
or round and small. Example: 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ_𝑝ℎ = 𝑓 𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙_𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑝ℎ, 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙). c: Each
output cell is a function of input cells sharing the same class according to a sec-
ond input raster. Here, the blue cells at the same locations as the purple cells
contribute to the output cell shown. Example: 𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑝ℎ = 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙_𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑝ℎ, 𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙).

The requirement for the runtime system to always be able to sched-
ule tasks for execution, is that there are enough tasks defined and few
dependencies between them. In order to achieve this, tasks are created
asynchronously, and do not depend on more tasks than necessary. An
asynchronously created task is spawned off from its operating system
(OS) thread, which continues doing other work, for example spawning
off more tasks.

HPX is an implementation of theAMTprogrammingmodel and run-
time. It is an open source software library written in portable C++11/-
14/17/20 code and does not depend on a compiler from a specific
vendor or on compiler extensions. It has been used to implement par-
allel software successfully in multiple studies [73–75, 103].

UsingHPX the developer of an environmental modelling framework
can define tasks and their dependencies in the usual imperative style
of programming in C++. Using the HPX API, the graph of tasks is built
implicitly and does not need to be explicitly managed by the developer.
The framework developer’smain responsibility is to correctly represent
the total amount of work to be executed by a collection of tasks and
their data dependencies. The size of each task is measured in terms
of its latency, which depends on the amount of data processed by
the task, the number of computations performed, and on latencies
involved in accessing the data. The ideal task size is large enough for
the overheads of parallelization to be amortized over the sum of the
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latencies of all tasks, and small enough to provide the schedulers with
enough concurrent tasks to schedule onworkers [69]. Since the latency
of tasks is partly dependent on aspects that are only known at runtime,
like data values and hardware characteristics, it is important that the
task size can be influenced by the user. One way to do this is to support
a parameter representing the amount of data processed by individual
tasks.

To illustrate the differences between the AMT approach and other
approaches to writing a modelling framework, we assume a model
exists, similar to the map algebra model simulating wildfire shown in
Listing 4.1, that calls three modelling operations from the framework.
For simplicity, we will ignore the overheads of parallelization. A serial
framework executes these operations one after the other on a single
worker (Figure 4.4a). The latency of this program is the sum of the
latencies of all the work that needs to be done. Since only one worker
is used by this program, adding more workers will not decrease its
latency. When the three operations are independent from each other,
they can be executed in parallel (Figure 4.4b). The program’s latency is
determined by the operation taking the most time to finish. Since each
operation is executed by one worker, adding more workers will not
decrease this program’s latency. In the implementation OS threads can
be used, for example, to spawn threads doing work on multiple CPU
cores. When the three operations contain concurrent tasks that can be
executed in parallel (Figure 4.5), another approach can be taken. In
this case, the operations are still executed one after the other, but they
are partly executed in parallel (Figure 4.4c). This program’s latency is
determined by the sum of the latencies of the serial regions and the
parallel regions. Adding more workers will not decrease the latency of
the serial regions but, given enough concurrent tasks, may decrease the
latency of the parallel regions. In this example it will not, though, since
none of the parallel regions has more than three concurrent tasks. In
the implementation, OpenMP [39] can be used for example, to create
parallel regions in which multiple OS threads are used to execute tasks
on multiple CPU cores.

When using the AMT approach, concurrent tasks from all three
operations are executed in parallel, taking the dependencies between
the tasks into account (Figure 4.4d). The latency of the program is
determined by the maximum of the sums of the latencies of the tasks
per worker. Given enough concurrent tasks, adding more workers will
decrease the program’s latency. Because tasks frommultiple operations
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are considered there aremore options to avoid load imbalance between
workers.

In environmental models, most rasters processed by the modelling
operations depend on each other: the output rasters from operations
are used as input in other operations. It is therefore unlikely to find
many modelling operations whose tasks are completely independent
from each other, as is shown in the idealized example in Figure 4.4d.
But, since tasks are created asynchronously in AMT, tasks from dif-
ferent modelling operations can be scheduled for execution, as long
as the input data of each of these individual tasks is ready. Depend-
ing on the modelling operation, input data of individual tasks can
be relatively small subsets of the full input rasters of the operations.
For example, in a model containing multiple local operations, tasks
from every operation may be executing at the same time, even though
output rasters from some of these operations is input of others. The
AMT runtime considers individual tasks, not operations.

In HPX a data structure called future exists which represents the
output of a task. This outputmay be ready to be used, or it may become
ready later on. Dependencies between tasks are defined by attaching
tasks to futures output from other tasks. Once a task is finished, its
output future is marked ready and dependent tasks are notified. The
HPX runtime manages task schedulers (one per OS thread) that man-
age multiple queues of tasks, some of which are ready to be executed,
while others are still waiting for input dependencies to be satisfied.

When spawning HPX tasks, the framework developer has to specify
the target each taskmust execute on. Common targets are OS processes
and object instances within processes, called components in HPX.
Processes and components can be local to the computer onwhich a task
is spawned, or remote. This is transparent to the software developer.
When using the HPX API, the developer programs a single abstract
machine consisting of one or more processes running on one or more
computers. Because of this, HPX can be used transparently for parallel
computing on both a single shared memory computer and on multiple
distributed memory computers. This is an advantage over existing
popular approaches that use multiple APIs, like using MPI [123] for
the distribution and OpenMP for the parallelization of work.
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Figure 4.4: a: Serial execution of three operations by one worker. Each colour
represents an operation. Latency is the duration of executing all the work. b:
Parallel execution of three operations by three workers. c: Serial execution
of three operations, but parallel execution by three workers of the concur-
rent tasks within each operation (Figure 4.5). d: Parallel execution by three
workers of concurrent tasks of all operations.
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Figure 4.5: Each operation has concurrent tasks that can be executed in paral-
lel. Each colour represents an operation and each numbered box represents
a task. The length of each task represents its latency which, for simplicity, is
assumed to be constant.
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4.4 method

4.4.1 Implementation

An implementation of map algebra requires a data structure for rep-
resenting rasters, and operations translating input rasters to output
rasters. We designed a partitioned multidimensional array data struc-
ture with two capabilities that are important for our purposes. First,
the size of the partitions is configurable, which is important because
it influences the size of tasks translating array partitions. Second, the
partitions can be distributed over multiple operating system processes,
which is important because tasks translating array partitions are sent
to the data. The distribution of partitions therefore determines the
distribution of most of the computational load.

Array partitions are implemented in terms ofHPX component clients.
These are light-weight objects providing a convenient API for inter-
acting with, possibly remote, component server instances, containing
the actual array partition elements. HPX component client objects are
semantically equivalent to futures. They refer to data that may or may
not be ready to use yet, but as any HPX future, they allow a task to be
attached to them, which will be scheduled for execution once the data
has arrived and the future becomes ready. In Figure 4.6 an example
of a partitioned array is shown, whose partitions are distributed over
three nodes in a cluster. The partitioned array allows the whole raster
to be stored in the memory available to a single process or distributed
over multiple processes, possibly on multiple nodes. The client code
using partitioned array instances, like modelling algorithms, does not
need to make a distinction between these two cases.

Given the partitioned array data structure, we developed algorithms
implementing a set of local, focal, and zonal operations. The goal of the
algorithms is to generate and distribute tasks that will perform the nec-
essary calculations in such a way that the computational load is evenly
balanced over the available processes. They are fully asynchronous.
None of the algorithmic steps block the flow of control. Each algorithm
may finish executing even before any of the input array partitions are
available.

Input partitions may be the result of another asynchronous task, like
an I/O operation reading partition data from a data set, or another
local, focal, or zonal operation. This means that the array elements
in such a partition may not be available yet. The idea is to attach the
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node 1 node 2 node 3

Figure 4.6: A partitioned array instance is stored in a single process and con-
tains an array of partition client instances. Each of these refers to a component
server instance actually containing the array elements, and which is possibly
located in a different process. Each partition’s elements are ready to be used,
are currently being calculated, or will be calculated in the future.

task for translating input elements to output elements to the future
representing the input array partition. HPX will schedule such a con-
tinuation automatically for execution, once the input partition data
becomes available.

Our algorithms always contain parts that execute in the process
where the input partitioned arrays are located, and parts that execute
in the processes where the input array partitions, referenced by the
input partitioned arrays, are located. These latter parts are used by the
former part to performmost of the computations. Themain steps of the
algorithms implementing local, focal, and zonal operations are shown
in Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, and Algorithm 3, in Appendix 4.7.1.
Although some of the steps may suggest that the flow of control blocks,
this is not the case. For example, when an input partition of a task is
not ready yet, or partition data has not arrived yet, the flow of control
will continue, generating more tasks. As soon as partitions do become
ready, or data arrives, the state of associated tasks is changed (by the
HPX runtime) from staged (waiting for dependencies to be satisfied)
to pending (ready to run). From then on these tasks can be scheduled
for execution.

The latencies involved in requesting data from an array partition
depend on the location of the partition server relative to the partition
client. If they are located in separate processes, latencies are (much)
higher, because memory has to be copied from the server’s process to
the client’s one, possibly involving network traffic. Instead, if they are
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located in the same process, no memory is copied, only the address
of the data is. Because input array partitions are never changed them-
selves, the partition data can be assumed to always be in a valid state,
and no synchronization primitives, like mutexes and locks, are needed
to enforce that.

The result of our approach is that calling multiple local, focal, and
zonal operations after each other creates many tasks for the HPX
runtime to schedule for execution, once their input data requirements
are met. As long as there are more tasks that are ready to be executed
than there are workers to execute them, the hardware will be fully
occupied. The creation of a model’s tasks will generally finish before
the tasks themselves, at which point the execution of a model will
block until the last task has finished executing.

4.4.2 Scalability and performance

To characterize the scalability of our modelling framework, we de-
veloped an example model, simulating wildfire (Listing 4.1). This
model is based on concepts from existing fire models (e.g. [32, 53, 112,
167]) and its scalability and performance can thus be representative
for this type of environmental models. The model is implemented
by combining local, focal, and zonal modelling operations from our
framework. Two processes relevant in fire models are represented by
the model. The first is surface fire, where an area catches fire because
it contains burnable material and a neighbouring area is already burn-
ing. The second process represented is spotting fire, where an area
catches fire because an area further away is burning. The example
model serves as a typical use-case for an environmental modelling
framework containing map algebra operations.

Results of the scaling experiments of the example model provide
information about the usefulness of AMT in the implementation of a
modelling framework. We also assessed the scalability of individual
local, focal, and zonal operations. Results from these experiments are
useful to detect scalability issues with a specific (kind of) modelling
operation.

We performed scaling experiments on a partition of a computer
cluster. The hardware and software platform of each of the nodes in
this partition is listed in Table 4.1. In each of the cluster nodes, CPU
cores are grouped into NUMA (non-uniform memory access) nodes.
Main memory is distributed over these NUMA nodes, and CPUs can
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CPUs 2 AMD EPYC 7451 (2 packages)
NUMA nodes 8 (4 / package)
Cores 48 (6 / NUMA node)
Clock frequency 2.3 GHz
L1d / L1i 32 / 64 KiB / core
L2 513 KiB / core
L3 8 192 KiB / 3 cores
RAM 256 GiB (32 GiB / NUMA node)
OS CentOS 7
GNU GCC version 10.2.0
HPX version 1.5.0 [92]

Table 4.1: Hardware and software platform of nodes used in experiments.
All nodes are interconnected with InfiniBand.

reference values stored in memory of their own NUMA node faster
than values stored in the memory of neighbouring NUMA nodes. This
is relevant when designing scaling experiments. When scaling over
CPU cores it matters in which NUMA node these cores are located.
Randomly picking CPU cores results in non-reproducible scalability
measures.

We performed separate scaling experiments over three kinds of
workers: 1) over the 6 CPU cores within a single NUMA node, 2) over
the 8 NUMA nodes within a single cluster node, and 3) over 12 cluster
nodes within a cluster partition. For smaller problems scalability over
CPU cores is relevant, and for increasingly larger problems the scala-
bility over NUMA nodes and cluster nodes is. When scaling over the
6 CPU cores, a single process was assigned to a single NUMA node
and CPU cores were assigned in order from within this NUMA node.
When scaling over the 8 NUMA nodes within a cluster node, as many
processes were used as NUMA nodes used by each specific run, each
of them assigned to the CPU cores within a separate NUMA node.
When scaling over cluster nodes, on each node 8 processes were used:
one per NUMA node. Using a process per NUMA node is a convenient
way to make sure memory allocations and references are resolved by
the nearby main memory, in the same NUMA node as the process.

We calculated both the relative strong and weak scaling efficiencies.
The relative strong scaling efficiency provides information about how
well the modelling framework is able to use additional workers, while
the total problem size (the number of cells in the rasters processed by
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individual operations model
worker strong weak strong weak
core 10 000 × 10 000 4 000 × 4 000 5 000 × 5 000 2 000 × 2 000
NUMA node 30 000 × 30 000 10 000 × 10 000 15 000 × 15 000 5 000 × 5 000
cluster node 96 000 × 96 000 30 000 × 30 000 48 000 × 48 000 15 000 × 15 000

Table 4.2: Sizes of raster maps used in the scaling experiments. In case of
strong scaling, the same array sizes are used for all numbers of workers. In
case of weak scaling, the array sizes given in this table are multiplied by the
number of workers used in the experiment.

the model) is kept constant. It is calculated by dividing the software’s
latency 𝑇𝑆,1 on a single worker by the latency 𝑇𝑆,𝑃 on 𝑃 workers, mul-
tiplied by 𝑃 (Equation 4.1). In the case of linear scaling 𝑃 × 𝑇𝑆,𝑃 equals
𝑇𝑆,1. In that case, doubling the number of workers halves the latency.

strong scaling efficiency =
𝑇𝑆,1

𝑃 × 𝑇𝑆,𝑃
× 100% (4.1)

The relative weak scaling efficiency provides information about
how well the modelling framework is able to use additional workers,
while the problem size per worker is kept constant. It is calculated by
dividing the software’s latency 𝑇𝑊,1 on a single worker by the latency
𝑇𝑊,𝑃 on 𝑃 workers (Equation 4.2). In the case of linear scaling 𝑇𝑊,𝑃
equals 𝑇𝑊,1. In that case, doubling the number of workers (and the
number of cells in the rasters processed) does not influence the latency.

weak scaling efficiency =
𝑇𝑊,1
𝑇𝑊,𝑃

× 100% (4.2)

Before performing the scaling experiments of the operations and the
case-study model, we first determined their optimal task size, deter-
mined by the array partition size. We measured the optimal task size
given the maximum array size and number of workers as used in the
strong scaling experiments. In order to determine the variability in the
latencies of model runs, these experiments were repeated three times.
In this study we focused on the scalability of the computations. Time
spent on I/O was not taken into account when measuring latencies.

In Table 4.2 the size of the arrays used in the scaling experiments are
shown. The sizes where chosen such that in all experiments all CPU
cores would have a relatively large amount of work to perform which
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would still fit in the memory of the NUMA node. For comparison, a
raster of 96 000 × 96 000 cells can cover an area as large as Australia
with 30 × 30 m cells. Operation experiments were simulated for 500
time steps, calling the operation once for each time step, and the ex-
ample model experiments were simulated for 250 time steps. These
counts were chosen such that each model would take between half an
hour and three hours to finish.

In Appendix 4.7.2 the pseudo code can be found of the “models”
used in the scaling experiments for individual kinds of map algebra
operations. The wildfire model we used is shown in Listing 4.1.

Because scalability is the main focus in this chapter, we have not
optimized our code for performance. We did measure throughputs,
to get an impression of the performance of each experiment. Here,
throughputs are a measure of how many raster cells are being calcu-
lated per second during each experiment, assuming each experiment
results in a single raster at the end of each time step. Additionally,
to get an impression of the absolute performance of our framework
when using a single CPU core, we compared the latency of the ex-
ample model with the same model implemented using the PCRaster
modelling framework [101].

4.4.3 Usability

Besides the scalability aspects of the new modelling framework we
evaluate how easy the framework can be developed, and how well the
resulting software can be used by model developers. To characterize
this we evaluated the resulting source code with respect to one of
the aspects that are generally considered an important characteristic
of maintainable code, namely whether or not the code is modular
and contains clearly separated layers of abstraction [82]. This is not
meant to be a complete software quality analysis, but an evaluation of
some of the implications of using the AMT programming model as
implemented in the HPX library in the implementation of a modelling
framework. To characterize the usability of the framework by model
developers, we review what the implications are for the modeller to
develop a model using our framework. Ideally, there should be no
difference between using our framework and comparable alternatives.
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Figure 4.7: Latency of experiments for different kinds ofworkers and partition
sizes. Partition sizes shown are the number of cells in square partitions.

4.5 results

4.5.1 Scalability and performance

The results of the partition shape experiments show that there is of-
ten a range of partition sizes that result in relatively small latencies
(Figure 4.7). To provide the HPX schedulers within each process with
as many tasks as possible, we selected the smallest optimal partition
size to use for the strong and weak scaling experiments (Table 4.3).
The experiments also show that the variability in latencies is relatively
small at optimal partition sizes (Figure 4.7). We therefore did not
perform the strong and weak scaling experiments multiple times.
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worker local focal zonal model
core 1 000 × 1 000 1 000 × 1 000 600 × 600 650 × 650
NUMA node 1 300 × 1 300 1 000 × 1 000 975 × 975 750 × 750
cluster node 1 900 × 1 900 1 200 × 1 200 1 600 × 1 600 1 500 × 1 500

Table 4.3: Sizes of partitions used in the scaling experiments. These sizes
correspond with the smallest sizes in Figure 4.7, where the latencies are
small.

strong scaling weak scaling
workers local focal zonal model local focal zonal model
6 CPU cores 88% 81% 87% 79% 87% 80% 86% 80%
8 NUMA nodes 79% 91% 113% 77% 86% 83% 92% 74%
12 cluster nodes 65% 54% 70% 42% 77% 57% 80% 70%

Table 4.4: Scaling efficiencies of strong and weak scaling experiments when
using the maximum number of workers.

In general, the strong and weak scaling experiments show good
scalability (Figure 4.8 and Table 4.4). In most cases the efficiencies are
around 80% or higher. When scaling over cluster nodes the efficien-
cies are lower, especially in the case of the experiments with the focal
operation and the example model. But even when using 12 cluster
nodes it is still useful to use additional nodes to obtain model results
faster, or to simulate larger problems. The strong scaling experiment
of the zonal operation over NUMA nodes, shows supra-linear scal-
ing. This implies that the performance of the zonal operation when
using multiple NUMA nodes is better than can be expected given
the performance when using a single NUMA node. One reason for
this may be that the partition size used in each scaling experiment is
determined using the problem size and maximum number of workers
as used in the strong scaling experiments (Section 4.4). It is possible
that this partition size is less optimal when running the model on a
single NUMA node. This would then increase the latency of running
the zonal operation model on a single NUMA node, and increase the
associated scaling efficiencies.

Themeasured throughputs (Table 4.5) show that the local operation
experiment is able to provide results faster than the focal operation
experiment, which is faster than the zonal operation experiment. Since
the wildfire model contains more expressions per time step than the
other experiments, the speed with which it is able to fill the final raster
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(b) Focal operation.
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(c) Zonal operations.

Figure 4.8: Scaling efficiencies of experiments, over different kinds of workers.
For reference, efficiencies for linear scaling (upper dashed line) and serial
scaling (lower dashed line) are also shown.
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Figure 4.8: Scaling efficiencies (continued).

workers local focal zonal model
6 CPU cores 0.49 0.37 0.14 0.02
8 NUMA nodes 3.37 2.54 1.04 0.14
12 cluster nodes 27.28 18.51 9.18 1.00

Table 4.5: Throughputs in MLUPS (million lattice updates per second) of
weak scaling experiments when using the maximum number of workers.

at the end of each time step is lower. Given the scaling efficiencies of
the experiments, throughputs increase with the number of workers.

We compared the latency of the wildfire model with the samemodel
implemented using PCRaster1. In an experiment using a single CPU
core, with rasters of 500 × 500 cells and 5 000 time steps, PCRaster took
5 minutes and the new framework 5:45 minutes. These experiments
used a single CPU core, and performed I/O, to different file formats.

The latencies shown in Table 4.6 show how long the experiments
took. Although the amount of work per CPU core was kept more or
less constant between experiments of different kinds of workers (see
Table 4.2), the weak scaling latencies increase when going from CPU
cores to NUMA nodes to cluster nodes. This is likely due to the loss
in efficiency when changing the kind of worker. The latencies of the
networks between NUMA nodes and cluster nodes add to the total
latencies of performing an experiment.

1 The PCRaster model is available in the source code repository associated with this
chapter (Appendix A).
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workers local focal zonal model
6 CPU cores 27 36 94 68
8 NUMA nodes 33 44 107 97
12 cluster nodes 55 81 163 186

Table 4.6: Latencies rounded to minutes of weak scaling experiment when
using the maximum number of workers. Note that the number of time steps
and the shape of the rasters used in thewildfiremodel experiment are smaller
than the ones used in the other experiments (see Table 4.2).

4.5.2 Usability

The source code implementing the modelling framework currently
contains two main layers of abstraction. The first one implements the
partitioned array and related functionality for creating new arrays,
distributing partitions over processes, and transporting partition data
between processes. This layer uses facilities provided by the HPX
library, like components for implementing array partition data servers,
and serialization archives for communicating data between processes.
HPX provides a relatively high level of abstraction on top of lower level
abstractions, for example for managing OS threads, scheduling tasks
for execution, communication between processes, and communication
between cluster nodes. In the lowest abstraction level of the modelling
framework code, we did not have to concern ourselves with this.

In the second layer of abstraction in the framework, the algorithms
are implemented, using the functionality from the first layer. No lower
level abstractions are needed when implementing algorithms. For
example, in the implementation of the algorithms it is not necessary
to be aware of where partitions are located, or to manage the sending
and receiving of partition data. Such steps are therefore missing from
the descriptions of the algorithms shown in Appendix 4.7.1.

The result of being able to separate responsibilities in multiple layers
of abstraction is that it has become possible to implement the mod-
elling algorithms using a few lines of code, especially after refactoring
the code common to similar operations. For example, all code common
to the binary local operations is refactored into a single C++ function.
All concrete binary local operations use this function in their imple-
mentation, passing only the part that is unique for the actual operation.
In the case of a parallel and distributed local operation calculating the
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sum of two arrays, this part consists of a single line of code calculating
the result of summing two array elements.

4.6 discussion

4.6.1 Scalability and performance

In this chapter we presented the design and implementation of a proto-
type environmental modelling framework using asynchronous many-
tasks, supported by the HPX library. The initial set of local, focal and
zonal operations included in our framework show good weak and
strong scaling characteristics over the three kinds of workers consid-
ered. We have used a maximum number of 576 CPU cores (12 cluster
nodes with 48 CPU cores each), and our results show that it is still
beneficial to add more cluster nodes to be able to process more data
or obtain model results faster. The scalability of the example model
is comparable with the scalability of the individual operations. Apart
from selecting a good partition size, the example model did not re-
quire any tuning by the model developer. The HPX runtime is able
to schedule tasks generated by multiple modelling operations at the
same time.

Even though the scalability we measured was good, there is still
room for improvement. Also, when using our framework on larger
cluster partitions, with more than the 12 nodes we considered in this
study, scalability will likely continuously decrease. To improve the
scalability and performance of themodels createdwith our framework,
in future research we will look into the effect of the parallel genera-
tion of tasks. Currently, the main tasks implementing the modelling
operations are generated by a single process, using a single CPU core.
Using more CPU cores for this, will likely increase the speed with
which tasks are distributed over the processes. For the same reasons
we will also research the automatic load balancing between processes.
The HPX library contains facilities that make it feasible to include this
in our framework (see Heller et al. [74] for an example in which this
is already done). Increasingly, with the inclusion of more kinds of
modelling operations, some processes may have consistently less to
do than others. Because tasks follow the data, moving partitions from
one process to the other automatically shifts the computational load as
well. Note that such future improvements to how the frameworkworks
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internally will not influence how the models themselves are developed
by the model developer, but only their scalability and performance.

We have focused here on the computational aspects of a scalable
modelling framework, and disregarded that the runtime of models
includes I/O as well. In practice, the time spent on I/O can be dom-
inating the runtime of a model, and more so as the part spent on
computation scales better. Scalable I/O depends on the use of parallel
I/O, supported for example by MPI-IO [123] and higher level APIs
using it, like NetCDF [168], HDF5 [162], or the LUE physical data
model [87]. The latter API is part of the same software library as the
framework described in this chapter. Investigating how to incorporate
scalable I/O in the framework is an important next step.

Comparing our scalability and performance results with the results
of related studies is difficult. This is because we focus on the scalability
of the compute part of models, on the use of different kinds of workers,
including cluster nodes, and because other studies use different oper-
ations or models in their experiments. For example, PCML [155] does
not support distributed computing, scalability results are reported for
a maximum of 16 CPU cores, and these include time spent on I/O. The
comparison of our example model with the same model implemented
with PCRaster showed that, although these twomodelling frameworks
have a very different implementation, the new framework containing
modelling operations that are unoptimized for absolute performance
approaches PCRaster’s performance. Given the scalability characteris-
tics of the new framework, the new framework will be faster and be
able to process much larger problems when additional workers are
used.

4.6.2 Usability

Our framework allows modellers to write their models using simple
imperative statements similar to existing map algebra implementa-
tions. No technical details related to parallel and distributed comput-
ing are leaked to the model development interface, as illustrated by
the pseudocode models in Appendix 4.7.2. Currently, the modelling
operations are available as C++ API functions. Models are regular ex-
ecutables that can be run from the command line, either distributed
or non-distributed. When run distributed, multiple copies of a model
must be started. This is handled by MPI-related tools or a batch sched-
uler, which are available on every standard computer cluster. When
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run non-distributed, there is no need for a dependency of themodel on
MPI, and models can be run on regular desktop or laptop computers.

When executing models, the modeller must pass a partition size to
the model which results in the best performance. Having to determine
this partition size is something we would like to relieve the modeller
of, possibly by an automatic procedure. The integration of the APEX
performance environment for runtime adaptation [81] would allow
for the automatic selection of best partition sizes, for example.

Most of the envisioned target users are not C++ developers, but are fa-
miliarwith the Python language. As a proof of concept, we developed a
Python package containing language bindings for two local operations
(available in the source code repository, Appendix A). Eventually a
Python package will be made available containing all modelling oper-
ations. Note that the syntax for implementing environmental models
is almost the same when developing models in C++ or Python.

We have implemented and performed experiments with an exam-
ple model simulating wildfire. This model was selected because it
combines only local, focal, and zonal operations. We are confident
that other models, in which the same operations are combined, will
also result in good scaling efficiencies. A favourable property of using
asynchronous many-tasks in the implementation of modelling opera-
tions, is that it becomes less important which operations are used and
in which order they are called. Compared to approaches using the
synchronous fork-join paradigm, there is an increased chance of the
runtime being able to schedule tasks that are ready to run on workers.

Being able to scale models over multiple nodes in a cluster has the
advantage of being able to execute models faster, but also to execute
larger models. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the sizes of the rasters
we used were dependent on the kind of scaling experiment and the
amount of memory available in a single NUMA node. In a real mod-
elling study, the memory in all cluster nodes can be summed and used
to calculate the maximum raster sizes that can be used. For exam-
ple, the 12 cluster nodes used in our experiments have an aggregated
amount of memory of 3 072 GiB. Assuming only rasters containing
double precision floating point values and 10 state variables, similar
to the wildfire model we used, this results in raster sizes of about
200 000 × 200 000 cells. Due to other software using memory, the HPX
runtime using memory, and because tasks from multiple time steps
can be executing at the same time, the real size will be somewhat lower.
Assuming a cell size of 10m, the examplemodel canmodel wildfire for
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an area of 2 000 × 2 000 km. An area the size of a quarter of the Earth’s
surface can be modelled when using a cell size of 100 m. Adding more
nodes to the cluster partition would increase this maximum possible
raster size to use for this model further.

For the model developer using our framework, the usability of the
framework is important. For the framework developer, factors related
to the usability of the HPX library are important, in particular, the
(in)convenience of writing modelling operations in terms of asyn-
chronous many-tasks. Although there is a learning curve involved
in using asynchronous many-tasks, writing modelling operations in
terms of interdependent asynchronous many-tasks is comparable to
writing regular serial code. The main difference is that the framework
developer cannot assume that data is available by the time the model’s
flow of control reaches the operation. In principle all data is referred to
by futures. An operation’s tasksmust be defined as something that will
execute once the required input data is available. The big advantage,
of course, is that resulting operations scale over multiple workers. And
this is achieved without the need for using explicit message passing
using MPI, and the use of synchronization primitives, as needed when
using OS threads. It is the responsibility of the HPX runtime to sched-
ule tasks on workers. This supports a good software development
practice of defining stacks of abstraction layers with different respon-
sibilities, rather than mixing framework code with code unrelated to
modelling.

4.6.3 Future work

Given the promising results of this chapter, we will continue adding
more functionality and improving the existing functionality in our
future research. For example, besides the topics already mentioned in
this section, we will work on the integration of more advanced opera-
tions used in environmental modelling to our framework, and assess
how well they, and models using them, scale. We will add operations
with a higher computational load, and a less predictable spatial dis-
tribution of computational load, and less predictable dependencies
between tasks, than considered in this chapter. Examples of such oper-
ations are those that operate on a hydrologic flow direction network,
and operations that operate on a friction-distance path surface.
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4.7 appendix

4.7.1 Algorithms

Algorithm 1 Local operation
// Part 1, in input array's process:

{

- iterate over each input array's partition

clients, in lockstep

- attach task to each set of input partitions

- invoke part 2, passing input partition

clients

- store output partition client returned

- return output array containing output

partition clients

}

// Part 2, in input arrays partitions' process:

{

- request input partitions data

- attach task to future to input data

- calculate output data

- create output partition server

- return output partition client

}
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Algorithm 2 Focal operation
// Part 1, in input array's process:

{

// Step 1: Create halo partitions around array

- iterate over each halo partition to create

- once halo partition's shape is known

- create halo partition server in nearest

partition's process

- return halo partition client

- store halo partition client

// Step 2: Spawn tasks for performing focal

// operation on central partition

- iterate over each input array's partition

clients

- collect array partition clients involved in

calculations

- attach task to set of input partitions

- invoke part 2, passing collection of

input partition clients

- store output partition client returned

- return output array containing output

partition clients

}

// Part 2, in input array central partition's

// process:

{

- request input partitions data

- attach task to future to central input

partition data

- calculate output data for cells whose

neighbourhood fits within the partition

- return output data

- store future to output data

- attach task to futures to bordering input

partitions data, and output data for central

partition

- calculate output data for cells whose

neighbourhood is located partly outside the

partition

- create output partition server

- return output partition client

}
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Algorithm 3 Zonal operation (continued on next page)
// Part 1, in input array's process:

{

// Step 1: Per input partition, calculate a

// statistic per zone

- iterate over each input array's partition

clients, in lockstep

- attach task to each set of input partitions

- invoke part 2, passing input partition

clients

- return future to partition statistics

- store future to partition statistics

// Step 2: Merge the zonal statistics of all

// input partitions

- attach task to futures to partition statistics

- merge partition statistics

- return array statistics

- store future to array statistics

// Step 3. Per input partition, translate input

// zone to output statistic

- iterate over each input array's partition

clients

- attach task to future to array statistics

- invoke part 3, passing zone partition

client and array statistics

- return output partition client returned

- store output partition client

- return output array containing output

partition clients

}

// Part 2, in input arrays partitions' process:

{

// Calculate a statistic per zone

- request input partitions data (value and zone)

- attach task to future to input partitions data

- calculate statistic of value per zone

- return statistics

- return future to statistics

}
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Algorithm 3 Zonal operation (continued)
// Part 3, in input arrays partitions' process:

{

// Translate input zone to output statistic

- request input partition data (zone)

- attach task to future to input partition data

- reclass zone based on statistics

- create output partition server

- return output partition client

}

4.7.2 Scripts

In the scripts shown in this section, clone refers to an existing dis-
tributed partitioned array. An operation like uniform needs this in-
formation to be able to create an output array. The code of the actual
experiments is very similar to the pseudocode shown here, but is im-
plemented in C++. It can be found in the repository associated with
this chapter (Appendix A).

When the experiment models are executed by the modelling frame-
work, concurrent tasks are generated that execute in parallel on mul-
tiple workers, potentially on multiple cluster nodes. Note that none
of the model scripts contain technical details related to parallel and
distributed computing.

Listing 4.2: Pseudocode of local operation experiment.
# Initialize state with random numbers

# between zero and a large value

state = uniform(clone, 0, maximum)

for t in range(nr_time_steps):

# Raise the square root of each cell

# value in state to the power of two

state = pow(sqrt(state), 2)
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Listing 4.3: Pseudocode of focal operation experiment.
# Initialize state with random numbers

# between zero and a large value

state = uniform(clone, 0, maximum)

# A 3x3 boolean kernel filled with true

# (== kernel weight of 1)

kernel = box_kernel(1, true)

for t in range(nr_time_steps):

# For each cell in state, calculate

# the mean value of the cells that

# lie within the kernel

state = focal_mean(state, kernel)

Listing 4.4: Pseudocode of zonal operation experiment.
# Initialize state with random numbers

state = uniform(clone, -1e6, 1e6)

for t in range(nr_time_steps):

# Randomly redistribute 101 classes

zones = uniform(clone, 0, 100)

# Per zone in zones, calculate the

# sum of state values and return these

# sums

state = zonal_sum(state, zones)





5
SCALAB IL I TY AND COMPOSAB IL I TY OF FLOW
ACCUMULAT ION ALGOR ITHMS BASED ON
ASYNCHRONOUS MANY-TASKS

Adapted from: K. de Jong, D. Panja, D. Karssenberg, and M. van Krev-
eld. “Scalability and composability of flow accumulation algorithms
based on asynchronous many-tasks.” In: Computers & Geosciences 162
(2022), p. 105083. doi: 10.1016/j.cageo.2022.105083

Models simulating the state of the biological and physical
environment can be built using frameworks that contain
pre-developed data structures and operations. To achieve
good model performance it is important that individual
modelling operations perform and scale well. Flow accu-
mulation operations that support the use of criteria for
selecting how much material flows downstream are an
important part in several Earth surface simulation mod-
els. For these operations, no algorithms exist that perform,
scale, and compose well. The objective of this study is to
develop these algorithms, and evaluate their performance,
scalability, and composability. We base our algorithms on
the asynchronous many-task approach for parallel and
concurrent computations, which avoids the use of synchro-
nization points and supports composability of modelling
operations. The relative strong and weak scaling efficien-
cies when scaling a flow accumulation operation over six
CPU cores in a NUMA node are 83% and 84% respectively.
The relative strong and weak scaling efficiencies when scal-
ing a case-study model over four cluster nodes are 73%
and 84%. Our algorithms are composable: the latency of
executing two flow accumulation operations combined is
lower than the sum of their individual latencies.

5.1 introduction

The changing state of the biophysical environment through time and
space can be simulated using computer models. Modelling frame-
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works contain data structures and operations which can be used to
develop simulation models in less time, by model developers who do
not have to know about the details involved in implementing the data
structures and operations. Given the continuous increase in tempo-
ral and spatial extent and resolution of datasets, and the subsequent
increase of model complexity to incorporate more detailed environ-
mental process descriptions, it is important that modelling frameworks
support the development of models that perform and scale well over
additional hardware. For some modelling operations good perfor-
mance and scalability is easier to achieve than others. An important
aspect of a modelling operation that potentially limits its performance
and scalability when parallelized is the spatial dependency of output
values on input values. Parallelizing modelling operations generally
involves dividing the spatial domain into partitions, each of which is
processed by a separate worker, like an OS thread on a CPU core. In
case of spatial dependencies of output values on input values, data
must be exchanged between workers. The performance and scalability
of such an operation depends on how well workers are able to coop-
eratively carry out the total amount of work. Examples of modelling
operations with spatial dependencies of output values on input values
are spreading operations and flow routing operations [24].

The current chapter concerns routing of material over a D8 flow
direction raster using flow accumulation operations. In a D8 flow di-
rection raster, each cell is assigned a direction of one of its 8 neighbours
to which it drains [128]. This results in a dense non-divergent directed
acyclic graph of which the main branches correspond with the hydro-
logic network of streams and rivers. Flow accumulation operations are
part of several Earth surface simulation models, examples of which
are LISFLOOD [23], used for the European Flood Awareness System
(EFAS), and the PCR-GLOBWB global water balance model [160].

Flow accumulation algorithms that can be found in the literature
solve the problem of transporting allmaterial in downstream direction
[9, 35, 107, 135, 157, 179], but sometimes flow accumulation operations
are required that use a criterion to split the total amount of material
entering a cell (inflow) into an amount that is transported downstream
(outflow) and an amount that remains in the cell (residue, Table 5.1,
[98]). An example of such a criterion is a threshold representing the
minimum amount of material that has to be received by a cell be-
fore excess material starts to be transported downstream. Using this
operation, henceforth referred to as accu_threshold, the process of
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Operation Outflow calculation
o = accu(d, i) The total amount of inflow material.
o, r = accu_fraction(d, i, f) A fraction of the amount of inflow material.
o, r = accu_threshold(d, i, t) The amount of inflow material exceeding a

threshold.
o, r = accu_capacity(d, i, t) The amount of inflow material below a

threshold.
o, r = accu_trigger(d, i, t) The total amount of inflow material, once a

threshold is exceeded.

Table 5.1: Examples of flow accumulation operations and criteria used for
calculating the amount of outflow material o and residue r per cell, given the
flow directions d, total amount of inflow of material i, and either a fraction f

or a threshold t. All arguments are rasters.

Hortonian overland flow [76] can be simulated, for example. Examples
of other processes that can be simulated by these operations are loss
of material while on transport (using accu_fraction), flow through a
sewage system (using accu_capacity), and mass movements (using
accu_trigger).

The various existing flow accumulation algorithms have different
computational properties. We focus on flow accumulation algorithms
that use CPU cores rather than GPU devices. Distributing work over
multiple GPUs in multiple cluster nodes complicates the algorithms
and makes the implementation less portable. In Zhou et al. [179] a
review of serial algorithms is provided and a new algorithm is pre-
sented that offers better performance than those reviewed. Although
this algorithm only considers the basic flow accumulation function,
without using a criterion, it can be extended to support the flow accu-
mulation operations that do use one. One limitation of the algorithm
is that it is not capable of using multiple CPU cores, which limits its
applicability to relatively small problems. In Kotyra et al. [107] it has
been concluded that a parallel version of the algorithm by Zhou et al.
[179] performs best compared to other parallel algorithms they tested;
one limitation of their algorithm is that is not capable of using mul-
tiple nodes in a computer cluster. Barnes [9] presents an approach
for distributing flow accumulation computations over multiple pro-
cesses. For this algorithm to work, the spatial domain is partitioned
into rectangular partitions. Like in the case of the algorithm presented
in Zhou et al. [179], this algorithm only considers flow accumulation
without using a criterion, but this algorithm cannot be easily extended
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to support the other kinds of flow accumulation operations. The al-
gorithm by Barnes [9] requires that there is a linear relation between
the amount of material entering a partition and the amount leaving
it. This allows the algorithm to calculate a final result efficiently, in a
single concurrent step per partition, without having to iterate over par-
titions containing upstream parts of large scale streams to partitions
containing downstream parts. Given our requirement of being able
to use a criterion, we cannot use the final steps of this algorithm. The
criteria used by accu_threshold, accu_capacity, and accu_trigger

require that the total amount of inflow of material in a cell is known,
before the amounts of residue and outflow of material from that cell
can be calculated.

The fact that, in the general case, flow accumulation results for cells
of streams that flow from spatial domain partition to domain partition
must be calculated in order, going from upstream to downstream
direction, implies that there is a temporal load imbalance between
partitions. The larger the flow direction raster and the more partitions
involved in calculating the flow accumulation result, the larger this
load imbalance can become. This is important when flow accumulation
is used in a calculation involving other operations as well, like in a
simulation model or a GIS workflow. Performance and scalability of
such calculations will be limited when subsequent calculations have to
wait on the last partition of the flow accumulation operation to finish.
In case of such a synchronization point, workers like CPU cores or
even whole cluster nodes may be drained of useful work to do. Ideally,
partitions for which flow accumulation operation calculations have
finished should already participate in calculations of other operations.

We call a set of modelling operations composable when the time
it takes the set to finish executing is shorter than the sum of their
individual latencies. To the best of our knowledge no existing flow
accumulation algorithmhas been designed taking into account that the
flow accumulation operation will be combined with other operations.

The problem we try to solve is the parallelization and distribution of
a set of flow accumulation algorithms, some of which use a criterion
for determining how much material flows downstream from each
cell. As an additional requirement, we want the resulting operations
to be composable with other operations. Our objective, therefore, is
to design a general scheme for flow accumulation algorithms that
enables them to perform well, scale well, and compose well with other
operations.
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To reach our objective, wemake use of an approach for writing paral-
lel and distributed software called asynchronous many-tasks (AMT),
as implemented in the HPX C++ library for parallelism and concur-
rency [91]. One advantage of using AMT is that it allows the software
developer to define tasks, representing an amount of work to be per-
formed, to be asynchronously scheduled, potentially allowing work
from multiple operations to be scheduled concurrently and executed
in parallel. We designed and expressed our new algorithms in terms
of AMT concepts and the HPX API, added prototype implementations
to the LUE modelling framework [88], and performed experiments to
assess their strong and weak scalability, and their composability.

Our results show that our AMT-based algorithms are capable of
using additional hardware efficiently, and perform well when com-
bined. The strong and weak scaling efficiencies when scaling a flow
accumulation operation of six physical CPU cores in aNUMAnode are
83% and 84% respectively. When scaling a case-study model over four
cluster nodes containing 48 physical CPU cores each, the strong and
weak scaling efficiencies are 73% and 84% respectively. Also, the new
algorithms are composable: the latency of executing two flow accumu-
lation operations combined is lower than the sum of their individual
latencies.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. We start with an intro-
duction of AMT, HPX and the LUEmodelling framework (Section 5.2).
We then describe our flow accumulation algorithms (Section 5.3), and
the experiments we performed (Section 5.4). The results of the ex-
periments can be found in Section 5.5. We finish the chapter with a
discussion of the results and our conclusions (Section 5.6).

5.2 amt, hpx, and the lue modelling framework

We start with a brief introduction of some major aspects of AMT, the
HPX implementation thereof [91], and the use of AMT and HPX in
the LUE environmental modelling framework [88].

With the AMT programming model the software developer defines
relatively small tasks of work that need to be performed, and the de-
pendencies between them. Once tasks have been created, the AMT
runtime system is responsible for executing them in a correct order, us-
ing the available workers (e.g. CPU cores). To increase the chance that
an AMT program performs and scales well, it should create enough
tasks that are ready to run to keep all workers busy. Tasks are therefore
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spawned asynchronously, and they must have as few dependencies as
possible between them.

HPX is an implementation of theAMTprogrammingmodel and run-
time. It is an open source software library written in portable C++11/-
14/17/20 code. With HPX, every system, ranging from laptops to
computer clusters, is represented as a single abstract machine, con-
taining one or more localities. For our purposes, localities are equal
to operating system processes, so we will use the more familiar term
process. Each process exposes plain actions and component actions.
Plain actions are globally accessible free functions without state, and
component actions are globally accessible member functions of objects
with state. The software developer uses the HPX API to define these
actions. An HPX task is a lightweight HPX thread. A task can call
an action and can execute locally or remotely, in a different process.
When an HPX task is spawned asynchronously, a future object to the
result is returned immediately. This object represents a result that may
not be computed yet, and it allows one or more continuations to be
attached, which get called once the future they are attached to becomes
ready. Futures can be composed to represent relations between tasks.
HPX components are globally addressable (using an ID) instances of
classes. A component server is the actual instance, located in a pro-
cess. A component client is a lightweight object providing access to a
possibly remote server instance. It is semantically equal to a shared
future to the ID of the remote server instance. HPX channel compo-
nents allow asynchronous communication between different tasks in
different processes.

LUE is a modelling framework targeted at domain experts, like hy-
drologists, soil scientists and biologists. The modelling operations are
inspired by map algebra [166]. LUE currently contains a set of local,
focal, zonal, and global operations. In LUE models, time is typically
discretized in time steps, and space in raster cells. For model develop-
ers LUE provides a Python language binding, which allows them to
use the common procedural programming paradigm to implement
models. Models run unchanged on laptops and computer clusters. To
the modeller, LUE models look similar to models created with other
map algebra implementations, like ArcGIS [46], GDAL [58], GRASS
[125], and PCRaster [44]. The core data structure used in the current
LUE API is the partitioned array. A partitioned array contains array
partition clients referring to partition servers containing a rectangular
section of the overall array. In the implementation, LUE modelling
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operations attach continuations to array partition clients. These con-
tinuations asynchronously spawn work and immediately return new
array partition clients, to be used as input for other operations. De-
pending on the dependencies between the array partition clients, tasks
from multiple modelling operations can be scheduled for execution
at the same time, in parallel. LUE distributes array partition servers,
containing the array data, evenly over the processes. Work generated
by modelling operations translate input partitions to output partitions,
and execute in the same processes as the partitions they operate on. In
case of local and focal operations, an even distribution of partitions
over processes results in an even distribution of computational load.

5.3 flow accumulation

Our flow accumulation algorithms combine and extend the efficient
algorithm of Zhou et al. [179] and the distributed algorithm of Barnes
[9]. In this section we describe our algorithms and show how we
applied AMT. We use the accu_threshold operation as an example.
The other flow accumulation algorithms use the same approach. A
call to this operation looks like this:
outflow, residue = accu_threshold(flow_direction, material, threshold)

Like the flow direction, the material and threshold arguments vary
through space, and are represented by arrays.

5.3.1 Overview

Our algorithm works with partitioned arrays (Section 5.2). Cells in
a partitioned flow direction array can be classified according to their
location within the flow direction graph and within a partition (Fig-
ures 5.1 and 5.2). Cells that only receive material from upstream cells
that are located in the same partition are called intra-partition stream
cells. Cells that receive material from at least one upstream cell that
is located in another partition are called inter-partition stream cells.
A partition output cell provides material for a cell in a neighbouring
partition.

Per partition, flow accumulation calculations start with intra-parti-
tion stream cells and continue with inter-partition stream cells. Within
the intra-partition stream cells, calculations start at ridge cells, which
do not receive input from another cell, and terminate at inter-partition
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flow direction
intra-partition stream cell (ridge)

intra-partition stream cell

inter-partition stream cell
partition input cell
partition output cell

Figure 5.1: Classification of cells in a single partition of a flow direction
array. Partition output cells are marked with green “sockets”, directed at the
relevant neighbouring partition, and partition input cells are marked with
orange sockets.

stream cells, sinks, or partition output cells. Within the inter-partition
stream cells, calculations start at partition input cells and stop at sinks,
or partition output cells.

A flow accumulation calculation for a cell starts with adding the
external material—passed in as an argument to the operation—to the
amount of inflow material that the cell received from upstream, if
any. Based on the threshold criterion also passed in, the total amount
of material in the cell is then split into an amount of residue and an
amount of outflow material.

In order to be able to visit all cells in the correct order, going from
upstream to downstream in the flow direction graph, we first calculate
the number of directly neighbouring cells that drain into each cell. In
Zhou et al. [179] this is called the number of input drainage paths
(NIDP). Cells with an NIDP of zero do not receive material from
any neighbour. Most of these cells are ridge cells, but some may be
positioned at the border of the raster and part of a large scale stream
flowing into the area represented by the raster. For the purpose of
our algorithm, this latter kind of cells can be treated as ridge cells.
Cells with an NIDP of eight must be sink cells. Cells with an NIDP
between one and seven are junction cells, some of which may be sink
cells—surrounded by at least one no-data cell—but the majority will
drain to a downstream cell.

Given the NIDP values of each cell, per partition, ridge cells can be
found and used as starting points for flow accumulation calculations.
Once calculations for a ridge cell have finished and assuming it has a
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Figure 5.2: Flowdirections reclassified according to the classes fromFigure 5.1,
for a small area of the MERIT Hydro dataset [176]. The map shows the
borders of four adjacent partitions. Most cells at the borders are partition
output cells, producing material to forward to matching partition input cells
of a neighbouring partition. Relatively few cells are part of an inter-partition
stream; most are intra-partition stream cells.

downstream cell, the resulting outflow is added to the material of the
downstream cell and its NIDP value is decreased by one. If the updated
NIDP value of the downstream cell has become zero, the current cell
is the last cell draining into it. In that case, the flow accumulation
procedure is repeated for that cell. The procedure terminates when a
downstream cell is encountered which is either a junction cell with an
updated NIDP value that is larger than zero, a sink cell, or a partition
output cell. Once all ridge cells in a partition have been used as starting
points this way, flow accumulation calculations are finished for all
intra-partition stream cells. All material “produced” by these cells
has been “deposited” in inter-partition stream cells, sink cells, and
partition output cells.

Next, for each partition, the input cells for which material is avail-
able in the corresponding partition output cells in the neighbouring
partition(s) are used as starting points for the same flow accumula-
tion procedure as used during the calculations for the intra-partition
stream cells. Once calculations for all input cells and the inter-partition
stream cells downstream of them have finished, the flow accumulation
calculations for the partition have finished.

Concluding, our algorithm performs these three steps for each par-
tition: 1) calculate the NIDP for each cell, 2) calculate the flow accu-
mulation results for the intra-partition stream cells, and 3) calculate
the flow accumulation results for the inter-partition stream cells.
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Compared to the algorithm by Zhou et al. [179], we have split the
calculations in two steps: one to solve the flow accumulation for intra-
partition stream cells, and one for solving the flow accumulation for
inter-partition stream cells. This is necessary since we use a partitioned
array, and in general, partitions contain inter-partition stream cells that
can only be calculated once the flow accumulation calculations for all
upstream cells have finished. Note that in general, partitions cannot
be ordered according to their position along an inter-partition stream.
A large scale stream may visit the same partition multiple times and
multiple large scale streams may pass through the same partition
(Figure 5.2).

Compared to the algorithm by Barnes [9], we have changed the
procedure for calculating the results for the inter-partition stream cells.
As described in Section 5.1, this cannot be done in a single concurrent
step, but requires multiple steps, propagating material from partition
input cells and through inter-partition stream cells as the material
becomes available from upstream partition output cells.

5.3.2 Parallelization

A number of concurrent aspects can be identified in the above pro-
cedure. First, the NIDP values can be calculated in parallel for each
partition. A small amount of information about which partition output
cells flows into which partition input cells must be communicated. Sec-
ond, the flow accumulation results for intra-partition stream cells can
be calculated in parallel for each partition. Information about material
reaching partition output cells must be communicated to allow this
material to be used as input for partition input cells in a subsequent
step. Third, propagating material from a partition input cell through a
partition can be done in parallel for each partition.

5.3.3 Application of AMT

The next list shows the steps of our flow accumulation algorithm in
terms of the AMT approach.

1. Create channels for exchanging information about partitions
between tasks. Each channel server instance is instantiated in
the process of the partition for which information is sent.
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2. For each partition, asynchronously spawn a task to calculate the
results of the flow accumulation calculations. Each of the tasks
performs these steps:
a) Asynchronously spawn a task that calculates the NIDP for

each cell. Use channels to send information about which
partition input cell in a neighbouring partition receives ma-
terial from this partition, to a task monitoring the relevant
channel for this neighbouring partition.

b) Asynchronously spawn a task that calculates the flow ac-
cumulation results for all intra-partition stream cells. Use
channels to send information about material flowing into
a partition input cell in a neighbouring partition, to a task
monitoring the relevant channel for this neighbouring par-
tition.

c) Asynchronously spawn a task that calculates the flow accu-
mulation results for all inter-partition stream cells. Again,
use channels to send information about material flowing
into a partition input cell in a neighbouring partition, to a
task monitoring the relevant channel for this neighbouring
partition.

3. Return partitioned arrays for outflow and residue. Note that
these arrays are returned before the flow accumulation calcula-
tions have finished. They may not even have started yet.

All tasks are spawned asynchronously and return futures to results
immediately. Each next task depends on the results of the previous
task(s) and will only be created and scheduled for execution by the
HPX runtime after these results have become available. Within each
algorithmic step, tasks performing work for a certain partition only
depend on tasks performing work for directly neighbouring partitions.
These dependencies are represented by the channels which are used
to exchange information.

When calculating the results for the inter-partition stream cells in a
partition, work is only performed once material becomes available for
a partition input cell. Until that is the case, the task is automatically
suspended by the HPX runtime. It is important to note that the topol-
ogy of the flow direction graph is not explicitly used to order tasks
according to their relative position along the inter-partition streams.
Once a task calculating the flow accumulation results for a partition
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has received and propagated material for all its partition input cells,
the work for the partition is done. As soon as this happens, the cor-
responding outflow and residue result partition clients are marked
as ready, and these partitions can be used in subsequent modelling
operations.

5.3.4 Algorithm details

All processes are worker processes that are involved in the computa-
tions. Array partition server instances are evenly distributed over all
processes and work associated with partitions is distributed accord-
ingly. Partitioned arrays, containing the partition client instances are
located in the root process, which is one of the worker processes. In
this process, all modelling operations are executed, which create work
for all worker processes to execute. In the case of accu_threshold, the
following steps are performed in this process:

1. Create an array with for each partition a communicator object,
containing two sets of at most eight channel objects. One set is
used to send information about which partition output cell flows
into which partition input cell in one of the eight neighbouring
partitions. The other set is used to receive this information about
the eight neighbouring partitions.

2. Create a similar communicator array, but with channels for ex-
changing information about an amount of material a partition
input cell receives.

3. For each partition:
a) Asynchronously call a global action in the worker process

of the partition that will perform all required flow accumu-
lation calculations for that partition. Pass in the partition
clients for flow direction, external inflow of material, and
the threshold, and a communicator for NIDP and one for
material. This call immediately returns partition client in-
stances for outflow and residue.

b) Store returned partition client instances in their respective
output partitioned arrays.

These are the main steps performed by the global action in the
worker process:
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1. Once the flow direction partition is ready:
a) Send locations of partition input cells in neighbouring par-

titions that will receive material from the current partition
using the corresponding channel in the NIDP communica-
tor. Per neighbouring partition direction (north, north-east,
east, south-east, south, south-west, west, north-west), store
the location of the partition output cells.

b) Asynchronously receive locations of partition input cells
that will receive material from neighbouring partitions. Per
neighbouring partition direction, store the location of these
partition input cells.

c) Once the collections of partition input cells have been re-
ceived, calculate the NIDP for all cells in the partition.

2. Once the flow direction partition, external inflow material parti-
tion, threshold partition, NIDP partition and collections of parti-
tion output cells are ready:
a) For each cell with an NIDP of zero:

i. Start the flow accumulation procedure until a junction,
sink, or partition output cell is reached.

ii. If a partition output cell is reached, send location and
outflow to the input cell in a neighbouring partition
using the associated channel in the material commu-
nicator. If this was the last output cell associated with
the neighbouring partition, close the channel.

b) Immediately return futures to the outflow partition data,
residue partition data, and the updated NIDP counts

3. Once results of the intra-partition stream cell calculations are
ready:
a) Asynchronously create tasks that will each monitor a chan-

nel for incoming material sent from tasks handling neigh-
bouring partitions. Once material is received:
i. Start the flow accumulation procedure until a junction,

sink, or partition output cell is reached.
ii. If a partition output cell is reached, send location and

outflow to the input cell in a neighbouring partition
using the associated channel in the material communi-
cator.
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CPUs 2 AMD EPYC 7451 (2 packages)
NUMA nodes 8 (4 / package)
Cores 48 (6 / NUMA node)
Clock frequency 2.3 GHz
L1d / L1i 32 / 64 KiB / core
L2 513 KiB / core
L3 8 192 KiB / 3 cores
RAM 256 GiB (32 GiB / NUMA node)
OS CentOS 7
GNU GCC version 10.3.0
HPX version 1.7.1 [93]
MPI Open MPI version 4.0.5

Table 5.2: Hardware and software platform of cluster nodes used in experi-
ments. All cluster nodes are interconnected with InfiniBand.

iii. Stopwhen all partition input cells have received a value.

Note that only the final step, when material for partition input cells
is received from tasks managing the eight neighbouring partitions,
requires the use of a mutex to serialize concurrent access to the NIDP,
outflow, and residue partitions. In the rest of the algorithm, these
partitions are only written to by a single task.

5.4 experiments

We performed various experiments to characterise the performance,
scalability and composability of our new flow accumulation algo-
rithms. In all experiments, we used the MERIT Hydro dataset [176]
for the African continent. This dataset has a 3 arc-second resolution,
which corresponds to almost 90 m resolution at the equator. It contains
87 600 × 84 000 raster cells and represents a realistic high resolution
dataset that can be used in global and continental scale modelling
studies. All experiments were performed on one or more equivalent
cluster nodes (Table 5.2). Even though the latency of simulation mod-
els is a combination of time spent on computing output values and
on I/O, in our experiments we only considered the time spent on the
compute part.
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5.4.1 Algorithm

The algorithms described in Section 5.3 asynchronously spawn various
kinds of tasks with dependencies between them. To gain insights into
when these tasks get scheduled at runtime, we generated a trace for
a single run of two flow accumulation operations, using the same
script as used in the composability experiment (Section 5.4.3). We
performed the experiment on the same dataset as used in the weak
scaling experiment over CPU cores of accu_threshold (Table 5.3)
when using 6 CPU cores. This array has 30 000 × 30 000 cells and
contains relatively few no-data cells. The results of this experiment are
given and analysed in Section 5.5.1.

5.4.2 Performance and scalability

To put the results of the scalability experiments into perspective, we
compared the performance of our new operations with the perfor-
mance of similar operations from the PCRaster environmental mod-
elling framework [101]. We compared the latencies of a single accu

and a single accu_threshold call for the southern half of the African
continent (56 059 × 44 956 raster cells). The experiments were per-
formed on a single CPU core. All variables (inflow, threshold, outflow,
and residue) were represented by arrays containing 32 bit floating
point elements.

We performed scalability experiments, on individual calls to a flow
accumulation operation, and on a case-study model in which a flow
accumulation operation was combined with several local operations,
with data dependencies between them. The relative fraction of local
operations versus flow accumulation operations used in the case-study
model is comparable to existing hydrological models in which flow
accumulation is used, like the PyCatch catchment model [110] and the
PCR-GLOBWB global water balance model [160]. In the case-study
model a call to accu_threshold is surrounded by 57 local operations. A
feedback variable is used to add a data dependency between operations
from consecutive time steps.

To characterise the ability of each computation to use additional
workers to perform work faster, we calculated the relative strong scal-
ing efficiencies (RSE𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔). These are calculated by dividing the la-
tency 𝑇𝑆,1 on a single worker by the latency 𝑇𝑆,𝑃 on 𝑃 workers, mul-
tiplied by 𝑃, while the problem size is kept constant (Equation 5.1).
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To characterise the ability of each model to use additional workers to
perform more work, we calculated the relative weak scaling efficien-
cies (RSE𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘). These are calculated by dividing the latency 𝑇𝑊,1 on
a single worker by the latency 𝑇𝑊,𝑃 on 𝑃 workers, while the problem
size scales according to the number of workers (Equation 5.2).

RSE𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 =
𝑇𝑆,1

𝑃 × 𝑇𝑆,𝑃
× 100% (5.1)

RSE𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘 =
𝑇𝑊,1
𝑇𝑊,𝑃

× 100% (5.2)

To be able to use the differences between kinds of workers in the
interpretation of the results of the scalability results, we performed the
experiments over three kinds of workers: 1) the 6 CPU cores within
a single NUMA node, 2) the 8 NUMA nodes within a single cluster
node, and 3) 4 cluster nodes within a cluster partition.

When selecting the size of the dataset to use in scalability exper-
iments we took two factors into account. It had to be large enough
to result in latencies that hide normal fluctuations in latencies due
to the scheduling of the processes by the OS. But it had to be small
enough to fit in the memory of a single CPU worker, and to result
in latencies small enough to be feasible. Because of this, it was not
possible to perform scalability experiments over NUMA nodes and
cluster nodes for a single flow accumulation operation with the origi-
nal MERIT Africa dataset. This dataset does not contain a large enough
subset without a large number of no-data cells in them. We therefore
resampled the original dataset to double its resolution. This allowed
us to perform scalability experiments over NUMA nodes, but still not
over cluster nodes. We did perform scalability experiments over all
kinds of workers for the case-study model. Since this model contains
more operations, the latencies are higher, and the subset to use could
be smaller. The subsets of the MERIT Africa dataset and the resam-
pled version thereof used in the scalability experiments are listed in
Table 5.3. Figure 5.3 shows the bounding boxes used for the weak
scalability experiments.

Since tasks are created in continuations attached to array partitions,
the size of these partitions determines how many tasks will be created
during the execution of a computation. Small partitions result in many
tasks, increasing the chance that all workers always have enough work
to do, but also increasing the overheads of managing these tasks. Large
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worker dataset array size
accu_ CPU core MH1 12 000 × 12 000
threshold NUMA node MH2 30 000 × 30 000
model CPU core MH1 4 000 × 4 000

NUMA node MH1 10 000 × 10 000
cluster node MH2 28 000 × 28 000

Table 5.3: The scalability experiments performed for two kinds of jobs: a
single call to a flow accumulation operation, and a model in which the flow
accumulation operation is combined with local operations. Two kinds of
datasets are used: the original MERITHydro dataset for the African continent
(MH1) and a resampled version thereof, with a twice as high resolution
(MH2). Array sizes correspond to a subset of the dataset centered around a
cell in the middle of the continent (Figure 5.3). In case of weak scalability,
the array sizes shown are scaled with the number of workers.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Bounding boxes of arrays used for weak scalability experiments for
accu_threshold (a) and the case-study model (b). In solid blue the 6 areas
used for scaling over the CPU cores within a NUMA node. In dashed red
the 8 areas used for scaling over the NUMA nodes within a cluster node. In
solid gray the 4 areas used for scaling over the cluster nodes within a cluster
partition. (Base map and data from OpenStreetMap and OpenStreetMap
Foundation.)
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Figure 5.4: For the scaling experiment for accu_threshold (a) and the case-
study model (b), the latencies of running the experiment for a range of
partition sizes (number of cells) on the maximum number of workers and
maximum array size. The actual latencies are different for the different kinds
of workers. The y-axis starts at zero and increases linearly.

partitions result in few tasks, decreasing the task scheduling overheads,
but also decreasing the chance that workers will always have useful
work to do. For each combination of computation and a kind of worker
there is a range of good partition sizes for which the computation
performs best. Before each scalability experiment, we determined a
good partition size to use. For this we ran each computation on the
maximumnumber ofworkers used in the particular scaling experiment
with the maximum array size used in the weak scaling experiment.
To be able to determine the variability in the latencies, we performed
each partition size experiment 5 times.

The partition sizes we used in the scalability experiments are listed
in Table 5.4 and based on the distribution of latencies over various
partition sizes (Figure 5.4). For appropriate partition sizes, associated
with small latencies, the variability in latencies is low.We therefore did
not run the strong and weak scalability experiments multiple times.

5.4.3 Composability

In order to characterise the composability of the flow accumulation
operations, we used a model containing two calls to a flow accumu-
lation operation (Listing 5.1). In an actual model, the first one could
simulate water transport, while the second one uses the outflow result
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worker partition size (no. of cells)
accu_ CPU core 2 500 × 2 500 (6.25 × 106)
threshold NUMA node 2 500 × 2 500 (6.25 × 106)
model CPU core 1 500 × 1 500 (2.25 × 106)

NUMA node 1 500 × 1 500 (2.25 × 106)
cluster node 2 500 × 2 500 (6.25 × 106)

Table 5.4: Partition sizes used in scaling experiments.

for simulating the transport of sediment. The reason we used two
calls to the same flow accumulation operation is that we relate the
differences in latencies between model runs to the total latency of the
model runs. Using two operations with very different latencies makes
the results more difficult to interpret. We compared the latencies of ex-
ecuting the model with and without a synchronization point between
the operations. The synchronization point, represented by a call to
wait_all in Listing 5.1, prevents the execution of the second operation
until all output partitions of the first operation are ready. Without a
synchronization point, the second operation is executed as soon as
the first one has finished attaching continuations to its input parti-
tions. The hypothesis is that, in case of load imbalance, composable
operations result in lower model latencies by preventing workers from
being drained of work. We performed the experiments on the same
dataset as used in the weak scaling experiment over NUMA nodes of
accu_threshold (Table 5.3) when using 8 NUMA nodes. This array
has 85 000 × 85 000 cells and contains relatively few no-data cells.
We executed each model variant 10 times and selected the smallest
latencies.

Listing 5.1: Model used in composability experiment.
# Arguments to flow accumulation are ready

# when operation is called

outflow, residue = accu_threshold(

flow_direction, material, threshold)

if synchronize:

wait_all([outflow, residue])

# Use output of flow accumulation

outflow, residue = accu_threshold(

flow_direction, outflow, threshold)

wait_all([outflow, residue])
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Figure 5.5: Traces of flow accumulation tasks created by two calls to
accu_threshold (Listing 5.1): one without a synchronization point (a) and
one with a synchronization point (b). Both traces show the last part of the
full trace (≈ 17.5 s), excluding time spent on initializing the runtime and
reading input data. The arrows identify the moments the CPU cores start
to be drained of useful work to do. Trace tasks are an artefact of generating
the trace. HPX tasks are a detail of the runtime. The other kinds of tasks
correspond with the ones described in Section 5.3.3.

5.5 results

5.5.1 Algorithm

The trace shows which flow accumulation tasks are executing over
time (Figure 5.5a). All the time different kinds of tasks are executing
in parallel. The kind of task spending the most time on the CPU cores
changes over time. The sequence correspondswith the steps performed
per partition by our algorithms: NIDP, intra-partition, inter-partition
(Section 5.3). Concurrent tasks, operating on different partitions, get
scheduled in parallel.

5.5.2 Performance and scalability

Calculating a result for the southern half of the African continent with
our new accu operation took 1.1 minutes while PCRaster’s version
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worker RSE𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 RSE𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘

accu_ CPU core 83% 84%
threshold NUMA node 69% 56%
model CPU core 52% 77%

NUMA node 48% 67%
cluster node 73% 84%

Table 5.5: Relative strong and weak scaling efficiencies.

took 3.2minutes. Our new accu_threshold operation took 1.4minutes
while PCRaster’s version took 3.3 minutes.

Both the strong and weak scalability of accu_threshold over the
CPU cores within a NUMA node are higher than 80% (Table 5.5).
When scaling over the NUMA nodes within a cluster node, the algo-
rithm has more trouble of using additional workers effectively. Also,
the pattern of efficiencies over the number of workers becomes irregu-
lar (Figure 5.6). The speed-up when using 8 NUMA nodes compared
to using 1 is about 5.5.

To gain insights into why, in the case of scaling over NUMA nodes,
the scaling efficiencies are irregular, we performed two additional
experiments. The first experiment is targeted at determining to what
extend the flow direction field used in the experiment is responsible
for the irregularity. In the case of a weak scalability experiment, each
time a worker is added, the data set used is increased in size. If flow
accumulation calculations perform particularly well (or bad) on these
newly added parts, then this will have an effect on the efficiencies for
these workers. To determine the influence of the flow direction data
on the pattern of scaling efficiencies, we performed the same strong
and weak scalability experiments as presented in Figure 5.6a, but for
a different part of the African continent (centered in the Sahara desert
in Western Africa, instead of in Central Africa), and compared the
corresponding scaling efficiencies. The resulting pattern of scaling
efficiencies are comparable to each other (Figure 5.7), suggesting that
differences in flow direction fields are not responsible for the irregular
pattern.

The second experiment we performed is targeted at determining
whether the procedure for assigning array partitions to processes is
relevant for explaining the irregular pattern of scaling efficiencies.
When a partitioned array is created, its partitions are instantiated in
the different cooperating processes. Which one exactly depends on a
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Figure 5.6: Relative scaling efficiencies (RSE) of experiments performed for
accu_threshold (a) and the case-study model (b, Table 5.3). For reference,
efficiencies for linear scaling (upper dashed line) and serial scaling (lower
dashed line) are also shown.
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Figure 5.7: Relative strong andweak scaling efficiencies (RSE) of experiments
performed for accu_threshold. The solid lines correspond with those from
the original experiments shown in Figure 5.6a, and the dashed lines with
results of the same experiments, but for a different flow direction field.
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Figure 5.8: Relative strong andweak scaling efficiencies (RSE) of experiments
performed for accu_threshold. The solid lines correspond with those from
the original experiments shown in Figure 5.6a, and the dashed lines with
results of the same experiments, but using a different procedure for assigning
partitions to processes.

procedure for mapping 2D array partitions to a 1D array of process
IDs. LUE uses the Hilbert curve for this, but can also use an alternative,
like a linear mapping from 2D array partitions to 1D process IDs. An
advantage of using the Hilbert curve is that partitions representing
nearby areas in 2D space tend to be located in the same or a nearby
process [65]. This reduces the latencies involved when tasks managing
neighbouring partitions need to communicate with each other, like in
the case of flow accumulation. Again, we performed the same strong
and weak scalability experiments as presented in Figure 5.6a, but now
using a linear (row-major) mapping from 2D array partitions to 1D
process IDs instead of theHilbert curve. The resulting pattern of scaling
efficiencies are different from each other (Figure 5.8), suggesting that
differences in the procedures for mapping array partitions to NUMA
nodes is (partly) responsible for the irregular pattern.

To put the differences in scaling efficiencies into perspective we
looked at the absolute performancewhen using all 8 NUMAnodes in a
cluster node. When allocating partitions to processes using the Hilbert
curve, the calculations performed by the strong scalability experiment
were 27% faster (990 ms versus 1355 ms), whereas those performed
by the weak scalability experiment where 16% slower (9455 ms versus
8153 ms).

In case of the case-study model, strong scaling efficiencies are lower
than weak scaling efficiencies (Figure 5.6b). Given the latencies of the
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Figure 5.9: Speed-ups for the strong scaling experiment performed for the
case-study model (Table 5.3). For reference, speed-ups for linear scaling
(upper dashed line) and serial scaling (lower dashed line) are also shown.

model when using a whole cluster node, the scaling efficiencies are
high—around 80%. Additional cluster nodes can be used effectively.

An additional experiment was performed to determine at howmany
cluster nodes scalability stops and what the maximum associated
speed-up is. As described in Section 5.4.2, the number of workers
over which scalability experiments can be performed is limited by
the availability of a large flow direction data set without a lot of no-
data cells. To provide information to modellers who are interested
in the maximum speed-up that can be achieved, we performed the
strong scalability experiment for the case-studymodel for an increasing
number of cluster nodes. At 8 cluster nodes, the speed-up is almost 4
and does not increase anymore (Figure 5.9). When using that many
nodes the amount of hardware is very large compared to the problem
size. At 8 cluster nodes, the number of CPU cores used is 384, which
is more than the number of array partitions per raster for which tasks
are being created (121). To still be able to provide all CPU cores with
enoughwork in such a situation, requires a lot of independent tasks. At
some point there are not enough of those anymore, and the scalability
stops.

5.5.3 Composability

Running the model from Listing 5.1 without synchronization takes
less time than with synchronization (22s versus 25s). The difference is
relatively small, but in simulation models in which many operations
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are used these small performance gains may become relevant. Also,
even a small load imbalance can cause workers to be drained of useful
work to do, decreasing the scalability.

The traces in Figure 5.5 illustrate a result of a similar experiment, on
a smaller dataset run on the 6 cores within a single NUMA node (Sec-
tion 5.4.1). In case of no synchronization point between the operations,
even though there is a data dependency between the two operations,
tasks from the second call execute while those from the first operation
are still executing as well. This is especially apparent for the tasks cal-
culating NIDP values. Since these only depend on the flow direction
raster passed in, tasks created by both calls to accu_threshold can
be scheduled for execution immediately. In case of a synchronization
point between the operations, this does not happen. Only once all tasks
from the first call to accu_threshold are finished, can tasks from the
second call be scheduled for execution. This results in a larger fraction
of time that workers are drained of useful work to do, identified by
the arrows in Figure 5.5, which results in longer model latencies.

5.6 discussion

Our new algorithms support the use of various criteria to determine
how much of the total amount of material entering each cell remains
in that cell as residue and how much flows towards the downstream
cell. Compared to an existing implementation we compared the per-
formance with, the single core performance of our algorithms is better.
Given the scaling efficiencies of our new flow accumulation algorithms
and the case-study model, we conclude that in case a modeller needs
to decrease the latency of amodel, or to use amodel on a larger dataset,
additional hardware can be used effectively. The use of AMT in the
implementation of the algorithms supported the requirement that
modelling operations should be composable. We showed that con-
current tasks from consecutive flow accumulation operations were
scheduled to run in parallel. This led to an improvement of the overall
latency, which is beneficial for the scalability of whole models.

5.6.1 Performance and scalability

We conclude that the single CPU core performance of the LUE flow
accumulation algorithms is good, albeit details in the functionality of
different implementations might be different. The accu and accu_-
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threshold algorithms are more than twice as fast as the same opera-
tions in PCRaster.

The variation in the scaling efficiencies when scaling accu_thresh-

old over NUMA nodes suggests that each time workers are added
something changes in the way the total amount of work is performed.
Additional experiments showed that this is not related to differences
in the flow direction field used in the experiments, but is—at least
partly—related to how array partitions are distributed over processes.
Using a different procedure for this resulted in a different pattern of
scaling efficiencies over NUMA nodes. When using all 8 NUMA nodes
in a cluster node, in case of the strong scalability experiment, using
the Hilbert curve clearly outperformed the linear mapping procedure,
both in terms of the scaling efficiency and the absolute performance. In
case of the larger problem solved by the weak scalability experiment,
the relative scaling efficiency and the absolute performance are similar,
but in favour of the linear mapping procedure.

We did not see a similar variability in scaling efficiencies when
scaling accu_threshold over CPU cores. This is likely related to the
differences in latencies between the NUMA nodes. Different combina-
tions of NUMAnodes exchange data at different speeds, depending on
their locations in the cluster nodes. In case of using the Hilbert curve
procedure for mapping partitions to processes sometimes increases
the performance and sometimes decreases the performance relative to
what can be expected given the performance on a single NUMA node.
Using the linear mapping procedure, the performance varies less per
set of NUMA nodes.

In the scalability experiments of the case-study model, any irregular
variability in performance over NUMA nodes is likely to be hidden
by the much larger number of tasks that are performed. As long as
there is enough useful work to do, the HPX runtime hides latencies
involved in communication between processes.

5.6.2 Composability

The lack of unnecessary synchronization points within our flow ac-
cumulation algorithm results in a relatively large set of tasks that are
ready to execute. This limits the negative effect of load imbalance on
the overall latency, even when executing a single call to a flow ac-
cumulation operation. While a task managing a partition containing
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a downstream part of a large scale stream is waiting for material to
accumulate, there are likely other tasks that can do something useful.

5.6.3 Future work

Our results show that it is useful to apply the AMT approach to flow
accumulation operations. Given this and our experiences with other
operations [88], this suggests that it is useful to apply the approach
to other modelling operations as well. This can potentially result in a
set with which model developers can build a wide range of models
that perform and scale well. To increase knowledge and experience
when moving in this direction, in our view several aspects deserve
attention. Transporting material using flow accumulation operations
assumes that the duration of the simulated time step is longer than the
material requires to reach the simulated area’s outflow point. Other
useful operations exist that do not require this and model flow routing
in greater detail. Examples of these are the kinematic wave, diffusion
wave and dynamic wave operations [161]. It is unclear how to express
these operations using the AMT approach. Also, since these operations
require more computations, the temporal load imbalance resulting
from themwill have a larger impact on the scalability than in the case of
flow accumulation operations. To work around this, a procedure may
be required to redistribute partitions over processes, based on load
imbalance detected at runtime. Additionally, simulation models often
require a lot of I/O to read andwritemodel state to datasets. Traditional
serial I/Oprevents the scalability ofmodels. Using a parallel file system
and parallel I/O allows the I/O to be scalable, over I/O nodes. But it is
unclear how to best integrate parallel I/O with the AMT approach.

Finally, there are at least two opportunities for further improving the
performance of the existing modelling operations. First, as we showed,
the procedure for assigning partitions to processes is of influence
on the performance and scalability of operations. Which procedure
works best may depend on characteristics of the hardware, like the
actual differences in latencies between NUMA nodes. Additionally,
it may depend on the input data. In the case of flow accumulation
operations, grouping partitions depending on their membership of
a hydrological catchment may be useful to improve its performance.
A second opportunity to improve the performance of operations is
to integrate the use of GPGPU devices often available to the model
developer. It remains to be seen how to integrate them in a modelling
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framework generating a different set of tasks for each model, and to
what extend this increases the performance of models.



6
SYNTHES I S

As stated in the introduction, the main goal of this research is to gain
knowledge required to be able to develop a modelling framework for
building large models in which both discrete objects and continuous
fields can be simulated. This thesis contributes to two aspects of such a
framework. First, a single data model is used, to represent the state of
the environment. Information about discrete objects and continuous
fields is organized in a uniform way. Second, models created by the
framework scale automatically, supporting many calculations on large
datasets. Technical details related to how this works are hidden from
model developers.

This chapter reflects on the research in the context of the main goal.
Answers to the research questions mentioned in Section 1.4 are pro-
vided in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, aswell as the implications the results have,
and remaining challenges for which this research does not provide an
answer yet.

6.1 representing geographical state

6.1.1 Answers and implications

Research question 1A

How can the different data models currently used to represent
spatio-temporal agents and fields be generalized into a single
conceptual data model supporting the integrated simulation of
both agents and fields?

In Chapter 2 a conceptual data model has been presented that is capa-
ble of representing model state of both agent- and field-based models.
With this data model, seemingly different kinds of state variables can
be regarded as being of the same kind, or simplifications thereof. All
information related to a collection of objects is aggregated into a phe-
nomenon (Figure 2.3). Within a phenomenon, information related to a
collection of objects sharing a space and time domain is grouped into

149
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property-sets. The domains contain information about when and where
object-related information is defined. This can be object IDs, for exam-
ple, to represent when an object was “born” or when it “died”. There
are multiple approaches to represent locations in time, for example
using time points or time intervals. Which one to use depends on the
information that is referred to by the property-set. Similarly, there are
multiple approaches to represent locations in space, for example using
points, lines or polygons. The actual information within a property-set
is located in properties. For each location in time, each property within
a property-set contains a value for each object.

Several aspects of this data model make it different from existing
data models for representing model state in agent- and field-based
models. Some of these differences result from design decisions that
were taken because of the use of the data model in the context of
a modelling framework, and for performance reasons. To be able to
build a modelling framework with pre-built modelling operations it is
beneficial that there are as few dependencies as possible between the
implementation of the operations and the data model. For example,
an operation that only adds two different properties together can be
implemented in terms of two arguments containing, for all objects, the
property values to sum. There is no need for this operation to know the
type of the objects towhich the properties belong. That would decrease
the genericity of the modelling operation. To allow generic modelling
operations to be developed, that can be used in as many contexts
as possible, it is beneficial that each kind of information related to a
collection of objects is grouped together, in homogeneous collections.
This is also beneficial with respect to the runtime performance of
modelling operations. Due to the better spatial (data) locality [140],
iterating over homogeneous collections of values results in fewer CPU
cache misses than iterating over a collection of heterogeneous objects
containing values (see also Section 3.3).

A first unique aspect of the data model, therefore, is that informa-
tion related to objects, like their IDs, locations in space, and property
values, is not grouped per object but per kind of information, in the
various components of the conceptual data model. For example, all
IDs of all objects are located at the level of the phenomenon (Fig-
ure 2.3), all locations in space of all objects are located in the space
domain of a property-set, and all property values of all objects are
located in a property of a property-set. This facilitates the use of state
variables in a simulation model using high-level procedural mod-
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elling operations. In an expression like phenomenon.property_set.a
+ phenomenon.property_set.b, two properties are involved (a and
b), referring to all values of possibly large collection of objects. Generic
modelling operations can be provided by a modelling framework that
take such property values as arguments. Since such operations do not
depend on agent types used in a specific agent-based model, they can
be used by multiple models. Additionally, grouping the same object-
related information allows many diverse kinds of information related
to the same collection of objects to be aggregated. For example infor-
mation that differs with respect to variability through time, variability
through space, mobility, and lifespan can all be represented by a single
state variable organized according to the conceptual data model. And,
by standardizing the way object-related information is grouped and
organized, there is no need anymore for model developers to define
types for different kinds of agents in an agent-based model.

A second aspect of the conceptual data model that makes it different
from other data models is the implicit assumption that information
that is not explicitly linked with a time domain or space domain is
considered omnipresent in time or space. For example, properties in a
property-set without a space domain contain values that are valid for
each location in space. Like properties in a property-set that do have a
space domain these properties are spatial, but they are not bounded
in space and they do not vary through space. The same principle can
be applied to temporal information. This implicit assumption is what
makes all state information spatio-temporal information.

The conceptual data model allows state variables from the agent-
based and field-based modelling domains to be represented. All infor-
mation related to a specific kind of agent, like trees or humans, can be
represented by a single phenomenon. The locations in time and space
are represented by the time and space domains in one or multiple
property-sets, and the characteristics of the agents are represented by
properties. Relations between agents are represented by a separate
phenomenon containing “relation-objects”.

Information related to all fields in a field-based model can also be
represented by a single phenomenon. This phenomenon contains a
single object—representing the simulated spatial area—and each field
is represented by a property in a property-set. Any scalar variables
also representing a characteristic of the simulated area can be added
to the same phenomenon. Organizing information according to the
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conceptual data model removes the distinction traditionally made
between representing agents and fields.

Besides being able to represent typical state variables from the agent-
andfield-basedmodelling domains, the conceptual datamodel can rep-
resent more kinds of state variables. For example, mobile spatial fields
can be represented, by using a spatial domain that varies through time
instead of a constant spatial domain. As another example, relations be-
tween objects can be represented that vary continuously through time
and space. This allows relations to be simulated that are stronger at
certain locations in time and space, and weaker in other locations. And
the spatial discretization of property values can vary through time
(and space) as well. This may be useful in case a process is simulated
whose activity strongly varies through time (and space).

Representing all state variables (both agents and fields) in a sim-
ulation model using the same conceptual data model facilitates the
design of an easy to use modelling framework. For example, when
calculating the topographic slope of multiple areas, the developer can
now call a (future) framework operation accepting a state variable
representing the surface elevation of these areas using a statement like
this: earth.continent.slope = fr.slope(earth.continent.dem) .
This operation implicitly iterates over all areas to calculate the slope of
each of them. As another example, a group of animals can be bemoved
in a unique direction using a statement like this: animals.location
= fr.move(animals.location, offset) , in which offset contains
an offset for each animal. These example statements are similar to a
typical field-based model expressed using map algebra, but a large
amount of complex data may be referred to by the state variables.

Whenever appropriate, framework operations can be overloaded
to support state variables referring to different kinds of information
associated with a collection of objects. The model developer can then
focus more on what the state variables mean in the domain of the
simulated system, rather than having to consider the specific types. In
principle this is not new. As described in Section 1.2.2, it is customary
in field-based modelling using map algebra to combine rasters with
scalars. With the conceptual data model, this same principle can be
applied in the context of integrated simulation of both agents and
fields.
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Research question 1B

How can information related to large collections of spatio-tem-
poral objects and fields be stored using a single physical data
model?

In Chapter 3 a physical data model has been presented for storing state
variables whose information is organized according to the conceptual
data model presented in Chapter 2. One goal of the conceptual data
model is to provide the model developer with a uniform way to or-
ganize each state variable. The underlying data referred to by state
variables used in agent-based and field-based modelling varies greatly
with respect to aspects as how the locations in time and space are
represented, the variability of information through time and space,
and whether or not objects are added and removed from the collection
over time. These differences potentially result in an unfeasible large
number of individual physical data models. The physical data model
presented in this thesis is capable of representing the underlying data
using three layers of abstraction.

With the first layer of abstraction, six kinds of arrays of temporal
information related to objects can be stored. With the second one,
layered on top of the first, basic information related to the conceptual
data model can be stored: object identity, locations in time, locations
in space, and properties. With the third layer of abstraction, layered
on top of the second, collections of spatio-temporal objects can be
stored. These represent the objects referred to by the state variables in
a simulation model.

The three layers of abstraction are implemented in C++. The first
abstraction layer is implemented in terms of the HDF5 data model
[162] (Figure 3.1). The public API, for interacting with the physical
data model, is implemented in terms of the third abstraction layer. This
API is also accessible from Python.

Besides being able to represent discrete objects and continuous fields,
the physical data model has several additional features that—when
combined—set it apart from other datamodels used in spatio-temporal
simulation modelling. Locations in simulated time can be represented
in any resolution typically used in simulation modelling, ranging from
nano-seconds to millions of years. Additionally, the physical data
model does not require an associated server process and can be used
on any platform commonly used for simulation modelling, including
HPC facilities, and resulting datasets are portable between different
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platforms. Finally, the amount of information stored in a data set is
limited by properties of the hardware, not by an arbitrary limit. The
LUE software implementing the physical data model is currently being
used by the Campomodelling framework to store the simulated agents
and fields [153].

The physical data model provides a unified approach to store infor-
mation organized according to the conceptual data model. Given the
approach of separate layers of abstraction, it is likely that information
for which no support is available in the physical data model yet, can
be added in the future.

6.1.2 Remaining challenges

Although the presented conceptual and physical data models support
a uniform representation of different kinds of state variables, there
are types of information that are used in simulation models which
were not considered in detail. To be able to represent this information
and to provide good performance, these need to be considered in
future research. Important examples of these kinds of information
are 1) relations between objects, within the same phenomenon and
between different phenomena, 2) uncertainty in locations in time and
space, and in property values, 3) additional kinds of space domain
items, like lines and polygons, and their topological relations, and 4)
a spatial index to be able to filter information by a bounding box, for
example, without having to read all data. For all of these, a mapping
must be created between the raw information and the representation
of it in terms of arrays of temporal information (abstraction level 2 of
the physical data model, see Section 3.3.2).

The prototype modelling language presented in Chapter 2 and de-
veloped further as part of the Campo modelling framework [153],
represents a first step towards a model development interface for
simulating systems of agents and fields. Several aspects of such a
language remain to be considered. For example, given a data model
that is able to uniformly represent state variables that actually refer to
very diverse kinds of data, and a set of modelling operations, it may
not always be clear what the operations do. For example, assuming
park.area.biomass refers to the biomass raster property of a collec-
tion of parks, and deer.location.weight refers to the weight scalar
property of a collection of deer, it is not immediately clear what the
addition operation in the expression park.area.biomass + deer.-
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location.weight calculates and returns. There are two spatial do-
mains involved, of the park.area and deer.location property-sets.
The operation could return new rasters, new points, or fail because
of the ambiguity. Perhaps certain operations should only be allowed
when information referred to by the arguments are part of the same
phenomenon, or even the same property-set. A set of simple rules is
needed that makes it clear what to expect when passing state variables
to operations. Further research is needed to define these.

With respect to the physical data model, additional research is
needed to make performing I/O scale with additional I/O nodes. The
HDF5 data model used by the physical data model provides a par-
allel I/O API for performing I/O to a parallel file system. Given the
many kinds of information that can be represented by the physical
data model, it is yet unclear what a good strategy is to achieve scalable
I/O in all cases, and how to hide the complexity related to performing
parallel I/O from the user of the data model.

6.2 scalable computing

6.2.1 Answers and implications

Research question 2A

How can the AMT approach be applied in the implementation
of a modelling framework which results in models that perform
well and scale well over CPU cores and cluster nodes?

In the research presented in Chapters 4 and 5 the AMT approach
is applied in the design and implementation of a field-based mod-
elling framework containing a set of local, focal, zonal, global, and
flow routing operations. When developing a modelling framework for
scalable models, there are multiple aspects the framework developer
must consider. Since the model developer using the framework will
combine individual building blocks to define models, the framework
developer must design these building blocks in such a way that work
is automatically distributed over the available workers, and that the
resulting models perform and scale well. The AMT approach as sup-
ported by the HPX library lends itself well for this because it hides
much of the complexity usually involved with implementing parallel
and distributed software. All hardware, parallel and distributed or
not, is presented as a single abstract machine, consisting of a num-
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ber of cooperating processes. Each of these processes contains task
queues and a task scheduler per CPU core. As long as there are enough
tasks ready to run, all CPU cores will be busy doing useful work. The
responsibility of the framework developer is to define the tasks and
the dependencies between them, and distribute these evenly over the
processes.

Parallelization and distribution of modelling operations working
on large datasets requires the data to be distributed as well. In the
approach presented in this thesis, the spatial domain is decomposed
into rectangular partitions. Expressing modelling operations in terms
of partitioned arrays results in the flexibility requiredwhen developing
for an unknown number of cooperating processes with an unknown
number of CPU cores, and an unknown amount of memory. Since
the partition size can be configured, it is possible to optimize task
sizes and the number of tasks to achieve the best performance given a
specific hardware configuration. If the partition size were dependent
on the data, like the shape of hydrological catchments for example,
this would not be possible.

Implementing the partitioned array as a collection of futures to
array partitions makes the type useful for representing rasters that
are translated by modelling operations. In general, the responsibility
of a field-based modelling operation then is to attach asynchronous
continuations to the futures to array partitions, and return a new
partitioned array containing futures to new array partitions. Because
of the asynchrony, defining themodel and actually executing themodel
become separated from each other. As described earlier, this has the
advantage of being able to provide the hardware with more useful
work to do. Since modelling operations only need to define the work to
be performed, rather than executing the work, executing the modelling
operations of a model finishes much faster than executing the work
defined by those operations.

An aspect of AMT that is especially useful in a modelling frame-
work is the fact that it is possible for tasks from subsequent modelling
operations to execute in parallel. This is a consequence of the fact that
tasks are spawned asynchronously, which results in a future object
to each task’s result, and that continuations can be attached to such a
future object. This approach makes it convenient to supply a computer
or a computer cluster with tasks from multiple modelling operations.
Whatever the combination of modelling operations, if there is poten-
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tial for concurrent tasks created by different operations to execute in
parallel, then this may happen.

Our experimental results show that operations and case-study mod-
els built with a modelling framework using AMT work well. Perfor-
mance and scalability are both good in general. The framework’s mod-
elling operations can be developed independently, as free functions,
and combinations of these operations work well together. There is
therefore no need for an interpreter to analyse and optimize models.
This simplifies the framework and allows the operations to be called
from existing high-level scripting languages, like Python.

Care must be taken though, to the total number of continuations
attached by modelling operations. In simulations involving many op-
erations on large amounts of data, the data structures used by HPX to
keep track of futures and their continuations can become large. In such
cases it may be necessary to limit the amount of memory required
by these data structures. A solution for this is to explicitly keep track
of how many operations have attached continuations to futures, and
temporarily pause calling modelling operations when some threshold
is reached.

In Chapter 4 the usability of the AMT approach to the framework
developer was evaluated. The biggest difference compared with alter-
natives like using MPI and OpenMP, is that with a modelling frame-
work implemented using AMT, most data is referred to by futures.
All calculations must be expressed as continuations to (compositions
of) futures. The ParalleX execution model is very different from the
ones implemented by MPI and OpenMP, for example. The framework
developer has to become familiar with it, of course, and be up to date
with the relatively recent additions to the C++ standard. The learning
curve associated with using AMT/HPX can be steep, depending on
the experience of the framework developer.

Research question 2B

How can the AMT approach be applied in the implementation
of a set of parallel and distributed flow accumulation operations
that perform well and scale well over CPU cores and cluster
nodes?

In Chapter 5 details of a set of flow accumulation algorithms imple-
mented using AMT have been presented. Each of these algorithms
uses a similar scheme, in which a single task per input array partition
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is defined, which has the responsibility to do whatever it takes to calcu-
late the flow accumulation result for that partition. Each of these tasks
uses additional tasks for performing different kinds of work. The result
is a calculation that is performed asynchronously and without any
tasks having to wait for information that is not of its concern. Tasks are
only dependent on tasks managing directly neighbouring partitions.

There are a number of benefits of this approach. For a large part,
load imbalance within each process is hidden by tasks of the flow
accumulation operation itself. Tasks managing partitions containing
downstream parts of a stream network are skipped until the infor-
mation that is required for them to execute becomes available. In the
meantime, tasks managing partitions containing upstream parts of
a stream network are scheduled for execution by the AMT runtime.
Because modelling operations are composable, any remaining load
imbalance can be hidden by tasks from subsequent operations in the
model.

Another benefit of the approach is that for the framework developer,
there is less complexity to handle. There is no need to consider solving
the flow accumulation problem for the whole spatial domain. The
problem is limited to solving the problem for a single partition. This
may well be an approach that can be used for many other modelling
operations as well. Because of the “loose connections” between tasks
managing neighbouring partitions and the absence of connections be-
tween tasks managing non-neighbouring partitions, the AMT runtime
has a good opportunity to automatically hide any load imbalances, at
least within each process.

The results of the experiments presented in Chapter 5 show that the
performance and scalability of the new flow accumulation operations
is good. It is useful to increase the amount of hardware used to execute
the operations if a result must be calculated in less time or if a result
must be calculated for a larger raster.

6.2.2 Remaining challenges

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the AMT runtime of the HPX library
supports stealing tasks from queues within a each process. This is con-
venient in case of load imbalance within processes. In reality however,
there will also be load imbalance between processes, for example due
to a non-uniform spatial distribution of no-data values. This can be
solved by the modelling framework, by monitoring the load imbalance
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between processes and migrating array partitions from busy processes
to less busy processes. There is a cost involved in this migration, so
additional research is required to define a heuristic that results in a
good adaptive response to such load imbalance.

The modelling operations we considered have a relatively low com-
putational intensity: once array elements arrive at the CPU core’s
register, only one or a few computations are performed using these
elements as inputs, before moving to other elements. Given the dif-
ference between the latencies involved in accessing array elements
from main memory and the upper CPU cache levels, and the speed
with which a CPU core can do computations, the throughput of these
operations is memory I/O bound. In general, this limits their perfor-
mance, and within a NUMA node their scalability as well, compared
to operations that have a higher computational intensity. This problem
is hard to solve for operations that happen to have a low computational
intensity, but there is an opportunity for replacing sets of much-used
combinations of operations by single operations. For example, models
calculating the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) based
on two bands from a remote sensing image, always perform the same
calculations: (near_infrared - red)/ (near_infrared + red). For
such a case an ndvi operation can be implemented, increasing the com-
putational intensity (although not much), and hence the performance
and possibly the scalability. Another example is the Penman equation
for calculating evaporation [161], which is used in many hydrological
models. It is likely that various modelling domains have their own
set of frequently used combinations of basic operations. Integrating
frequently used combinations of operations into their own operations
also renders the need for—potentially large—temporary data struc-
tures that would otherwise be needed. An ndvi operation does not
need one, whereas without such an operation two are needed (one for
the numerator and one for the denominator).

Replacing combinations of basic operations by more complex ones
arguably goes against the idea of a modelling framework consisting of
generic building blocks. The frequency with which a certain combi-
nation of operations is used, and the impact of any performance and
scalability issues, can be used as a guideline to determine whether it
is worth the effort to implement an additional operation.

Given the good results of using AMT in the context of a field-based
modelling framework, a future challenge is to apply this approach to
modelling operations supporting the creation of agent-based models.
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This would probably require a data structure for evenly distributing
information related to collections of agents. One way to achieve this is
to use the spatial distribution of the agents to guide the distribution
of this information, much like how this is done with the partitions of
the partitioned array presented in Chapter 4. This has the advantage
that when agents need to sense each other or their environment, this
information is likely nearby already, in the same process. But this ap-
proach assumes that agents are likely to be evenly distributed over
space and that this distribution stays that way during the simulation.
It is unlikely that this is often the case. Distributing information about
spatially clustered agents evenly over the processes will result in in-
creased network latencies, but not distributing it evenly results in more
load imbalance. Further research is needed to find a good approach for
distributed computing with large sets of mobile agents, in the context
of information about the environment that is spatially continuous and
stationary.

To make the current LUE framework useful for general use in field-
based simulation modelling the existing set of modelling operations
can be extended with more operations. Various local, focal, zonal, and
global operations are still missing, but can be added without much
effort. Operations working on a cost friction-distance path surface [24]
and flow routing operations that take flow velocity into account [161]
are more involved, but necessary to end up with a complete set of map
algebra operations. As a first step, to make the framework useful in
the domains of global hydrological modelling and global land-use
change modelling, additional AMT-based flow routing algorithms are
currently being designed.

6.3 integrated agent- and field-based modelling

The previous sections have focused on answers on the research ques-
tions that the research described in this thesis tries to answer, their
implications, and remaining research topics that are related to that
research. In this section we broaden the scope to the main goal to
which this research contributes, namely to gain knowledge required
to be able to develop a modelling framework for simulating large
spatio-temporal systems of agents and fields.
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6.3.1 Implications

The research presented in this thesis is especially relevant for frame-
work developers. It provides information that can be used for the
design and development of a modelling framework for simulating
large spatio-temporal systems of agents and fields. The conceptual
and physical data models are defined in such a way, that they can
be extended to include additional information, possibly for specific
modelling domains and applications.

Given the data models and the fact that fields are represented by it
as properties of objects, any field-based model can be considered to
be an agent-based model. In a field-based model the state of a single
anonymous object (the simulated area) is simulated, and this state is
represented by rasters and scalars. This insight provides a path towards
a modelling framework that generalizes both agent- and field-based
modelling frameworks. Agents and fields may not be that different
as they are generally considered to be. For practical purposes, and
within the domain of spatio-temporal simulation modelling, fields can
be considered to be a subset of agents.

AMT has proven to be a good approach for use in a modelling
framework. Good performance and scalability can be achieved. By
hiding much of the underlying technology related to assigning work
to parallel and distributed hardware, the framework developer is freed
of much of the complexity associated with that, and can focus on the
modelling operations themselves.

A major benefit of using AMT for the model developer is that, be-
cause of the asynchrony, the executionmodel of the model is separated
from the execution model of the modelling operations. Although the
model definition is executed according to the execution model of the
host language, like Python or C++, the tasks generated by the mod-
elling operations are executed according to the execution model of
the AMT runtime. The model developer can use a familiar program-
ming language to define seemingly serial models, while the framework
developer has the freedom to use the potential of the AMT facilities
to express the work to be performed, using all hardware available at
runtime.

Given the above, there is no need for the modeller to run large
models on multiple subsets of the spatial domain. The effort required
to perform large modelling studies can become similar to executing a
small one. Additionally, because with the presented data models all
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information related to the same objects is aggregated, and stored in
a single dataset, the complexity with respect to data management is
reduced. All information about certain kinds of objects is aggregated
within a single dataset, and all model state can—-optionally—be stored
in a single dataset.

6.3.2 Remaining challenges

This research does not provide all knowledge required to develop a
framework for simulating large spatio-temporal systems of agents and
fields. Several aspects of such a framework remain to be investigated,
either related to modelling concepts or to the framework design.

A framework supporting the development of integrated agent- and
field-based models must provide the model developer with an easy
to use uniform model development interface. In Chapter 1 it was
mentioned that agent-based models are typically expressed using
the object-oriented (OO) programming paradigm, while field-based
models are typically expressed using the procedural programming
(PP) paradigm. In Listing 6.1 and Listing 6.2 simplified examples of
two user-defined operations are shown, implemented using those two
paradigms. When OO is used, a modelling operation is a member
function of an agent class. Assuming global variables are not used, the
model developer can implement the operation in terms of variables
passed in as arguments, and member variables. In case of using PP, the
model developer must implement the operation in terms of variables
passed in as arguments. Because of these differences, to the model
developer free functions are easier to write and reason about. They
are easier to write because OO requires more syntax to be able to refer
to member variables. For example, in Python member variables need
to be qualified by self., while in C++ they sometimes need to be qual-
ified by this->. Besides having to know about the syntax for defining
classes, constructors and member functions, this is an additional bur-
den on the model developer. Pure free modelling functions are easier
to reason about because only local information is used—passed in as
arguments—and they have no state or side effects. Since maintenance
of software is expensive, it matters whether software is perceived as
complex or simple.
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Listing 6.1: Perform a user-defined operation on a collection of agents using
the object-oriented programming paradigm.
class Agent(fr.Agent):

def __init__(self):

# ...

def my_operation(self):

self.property_a = \

fr.an_operation(self.property_a, self.property_b)

for i in range(nr_time_steps):

for agent in agents:

agent.my_operation()

Listing 6.2: Perform a user-defined operation on a collection of agents using
the procedural programming paradigm.
def my_operation(property_a, property_b):

return fr.an_operation(property_a, property_b)

for i in range(nr_time_steps):

agents.property_a = my_operation(

agents.property_a, agents.property_b)

A result of using OO for expressing models for the framework de-
veloper is that it may limit the opportunity for frameworks to provide
support. As shown in Listing 6.1, fr.an_operation is passed in two
variables ( self.property_a , and self.property_b ), which are the
individual member variables of a single agent. The same operation
in Listing 6.2 is also passed in two variables, but each of these refers
to all values for all agents. In the latter case, since the operation has
to perform more work, the implementer of an_operation has more
opportunity to optimize the operation, for example by parallelization.

Note that we are only contrasting OO versus PP as a means to im-
plement simulation models. Given this limited scope, there is a case
to be made for a model development interface that uses PP instead of
OO, also for expressing agent-based models. In general, it is beneficial
for both the user and the developer of a modelling framework when
the responsibility of the framework is maximized. In our view, the
model developer should not have to explicitly know about and use the
exact types of the state variables, but only pass them into modelling
operations which return new information. When the framework is
updated, for example to support scalable models, models created with
the framework should not have to be changed. Similarly, when the
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state variables are updated, for example, to account for temporal or
spatial variability, models created with the framework should also not
have to be changed. Whether or not this ideal can be achieved is a topic
for future research.



Part III

APPENDIX





A
SOFTWARE

The research presented in this thesis has resulted in version 0.3.0 of
the LUE software [89], consisting of two parts. The first is called LUE
data model, and contains all code related to the physical data model
presented in Chapter 3. The C++ and Python APIs support performing
I/O of model state variables to HDF5 data sets. The LUE data model
is currently already being used in the Campo environmental mod-
elling framework [153]. The second part is called LUE framework, and
contains all code related to the modelling framework and operations
presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The C++ and Python APIs allow for
scalable models to be created. Work in currently ongoing to make the
LUE framework useful in the context of global hydrological modelling.
This involves completing an initial set of modelling operations.

A feature of themodelling algorithms that has not been focused on in
this thesis is that they are configurable at compile-time. A policy-based
design is used to make the algorithms useful in multiple contexts, and
to make them efficient. Elementary aspects that are configurable are
1) how to detect no-data values in the arguments of algorithms, 2)
how to detect values that fall outside of the algorithm’s valid domain,
3) how to detect values that fall outside of the output type’s repre-
sentable range, and 4) how to mark no-data values in the result. Some
algorithms can have additional policies, for example in the case of
focal operations for handling halo cells, that fall outside of the extent
of a raster.

The idea is that some functionality of the modelling algorithms is
optional, and in case it is not required, the compiled algorithm will
not contain that functionality and does not loose performance because
of it. Additionally, in the different contexts in which the algorithms
are used, different conventions may be used, for example with respect
to the encoding of no-data. The LUE modelling algorithms can be
compiled with support for such alternative conventions.

LUE is free to use by model developers. It can be installed on Linux,
MacOS, and Windows. The source code is licensed according to an
open source license. The development team welcomes researchers and
software developers who want to cooperate to the development of the
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software. More information, including documentation and a support
channel can be found on the LUE website (Table A.1).

home page lue.computationalgeography.org
source code github.com/computationalgeography/lue
version 0.3.0 K. de Jong and O. Schmitz. computationalgeography/lue: LUE-0.3.0:

Scientific database and environmental modelling framework.
Version 0.3.0. Sept. 2021. doi: 10.5281/zenodo.5535686

Table A.1: More information about the LUE software.

The research presented in the various chapters of this thesis is based
upon intermediate versions of the software. Information about these
versions can be found in Table A.2.

Chapter More information
2 pcraster.geo.uu.nl/misc/developments/generic-modelling-of-fields-

and-agents,
github.com/pcraster/datamodel_prototype

3 github.com/pcraster/paper_2019_physical_data_model
4 github.com/computationalgeography/paper_2020_scalable_algo-

rithms
5 github.com/computationalgeography/paper_2021_routing

Table A.2: URLs to more information about the software presented in the
various chapters of this thesis.

https://lue.computationalgeography.org
https://github.com/computationalgeography/lue
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5535686
https://pcraster.geo.uu.nl/misc/developments/generic-modelling-of-fields-and-agents
https://pcraster.geo.uu.nl/misc/developments/generic-modelling-of-fields-and-agents
https://github.com/pcraster/datamodel_prototype
https://github.com/pcraster/paper_2019_physical_data_model
https://github.com/computationalgeography/paper_2020_scalable_algorithms
https://github.com/computationalgeography/paper_2020_scalable_algorithms
https://github.com/computationalgeography/paper_2021_routing
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SUMMARY

Simulating the state and processes that are part of a real-world envi-
ronmental system using a computer model can be a useful way to help
better understand how such a system works, or to make predictions
of the state of such a system at unvisited locations in time or space, or
under modified conditions. Examples of processes that are simulated
using computer models are meteorological processes to predict tomor-
row’s weather, hydrological processes to predict floods, transmission
processes to understand the spread of a virus, and crowd dynamics to
improve the design of a new train station.

The focus of the research presented in this thesis is on simulation
modelling of geographical systems, in which the state of such a system
is simulated forward through time. In a simulation model, the state of
a system is represented by a set of state variables, and the processes
by a set of modelling operations. During a simulation, the modelling
operations update the state variables, simulating the change of the
system’s state over time. Depending on the characteristic of the real-
world phenomena which the state variables represent, some state
is most conveniently represented by discrete objects, and other by
continuous fields. For example, the properties of individual trees can
be represented by objects, but the distribution of biomass in a forest
may be better represented by a continuous field, depending on the
data availability and the purpose of the modelling study.

Developing a non-trivial simulation model takes a lot of time, and
involves developing software.Modelling frameworks exist that contain
pre-built building blocks that make it easier for model developers to
build their models. They hide much of the complexity involved in
implementing the data structures and algorithms required to represent
state variables and modelling operations.

In the domain of geographical simulation modelling, two major
approaches are used for developing simulation models using a mod-
elling framework: agent-based modelling and field-based modelling.
In agent-based modelling, state variables are represented by discrete
objects and modelling operations manipulate these. Continuous fields
can be used, but mostly as a way for the objects to sense the environ-
ment. In general, it is not possible to develop advanced field-based
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models using an agent-basedmodelling framework. On the other hand,
in field-based modelling state variables are represented by continuous
fields and modelling operations manipulate these. It is not possible to
develop advanced agent-based models using a field-based modelling
approach.

The overall goal behind the research presented in this thesis is to
gain knowledge required to be able to develop a modelling framework
for simulating large spatio-temporal systems of both agents and fields.
That knowledge is especially relevant for developers of modelling
frameworks. The objectives focused on are related to integrating the
different representations used in agent- and field-based modelling,
and to improving the scalability of models created with a modelling
framework.

representing geographical state

The problem that is the focus of the first part of this thesis is that,
to be able to represent the state of a geographical system, it is often
necessary to be able to represent some of it using discrete objects,
and some of it using continuous fields. The current generation of
modeling frameworks is not capable of allowing the model developer
to conveniently create simulation models in which this is the case.

The approach taken to improve this situation is inspired by the map
algebra approach used in some field-based modelling frameworks.
This is a convenient approach for implementing models because the
syntax of model expressions is similar to that of mathematical expres-
sions, with which model developers are already familiar. The high
level of abstraction is a result of abstracting away the differences be-
tween spatial rasters and scalars, and by implicitly iterating over all
cells within modelling operations. As a first step towards a modelling
framework supporting the integrated simulation of both agents and
fields, a conceptual data model is presented, with which the differ-
ences between discrete objects and continuous fields are abstracted
away. Many kinds of information related to objects, like their location
in simulated time and space, their properties, and their relations can
be represented by it. Fields can be represented as well, as a spatial
property of a “research area” object. The conceptual data model can
serve as a blueprint for a type for state variables in a new modelling
framework and as such, is something model developers will interact
with when developing their models. A future modelling framework
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can support operations that, besides iterating over any raster cells, also
iterates over all objects. That would keep the syntax of simulationmod-
els similar to current field-based models, but would allow integrating
agent- and field-based modelling.

In addition to the conceptual data model, a physical data model
is presented with which state variables, organized according to the
conceptual data model, can be stored in a data set. The actual infor-
mation referred to by state variables can be very different, depending
on several aspects. For example, the contents of some collections of
objects may vary through time, in case those objects can be “born”
and “die”, or not. Also, objects may be mobile or stationary, they may
have zero or more properties, some of which may be variable through
time or constant, etc. Three layers of abstractions are defined with
which this diverse information about objects can be organized in a
dataset. With the lowest level of abstraction, six general kinds of arrays
of temporal information can be stored, and with the upper level, the
actual spatio-temporal objects the state variables refer to can be stored.
The physical data model is implemented as a library, providing C++

and Python APIs on top of the upper level of abstraction, and can be
used to performing I/O to an HDF5 dataset.

scalable computing

Simulation models often become larger over time, either due to an
increase in the size of the state variables or an increase of the number
of modelling operations, or both. This happens, for example, because a
new satellite has been taken into production, providing more detailed
information about the state of the environment. In order to still be able
to execute models that become larger, these models must be able to
efficiently use more hardware. Otherwise they may take too long to
execute, or may fail to execute at all.

Simulation models that scale well are able to use additional hard-
ware efficiently. For a model developed using a modelling framework
to scale well, the modelling framework must scale well. This implies
that its data structures and algorithms must support the development
of scalable models, whatever the combination of state variables and
modelling operations.

An approach for developing scalable software which is especially
promising in the context of modelling frameworks is called asyn-
chronous many-tasks (AMT). When using AMT the software devel-
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oper can define tasks that perform some work and the dependencies
between these tasks. The AMT runtime is responsible for making sure
these tasks get executed as fast as possible using all available hardware,
taking their interdependencies into account. Some of the potential ad-
vantages of AMT in the context of a modelling framework is that there
tends to be fewer synchronization points in the code, which limit the
scalability, and that concurrent tasks from multiple modelling opera-
tions can be scheduled for execution in parallel, hiding some of the
load imbalance that may be present.

The problem that is the focus of the second part of this thesis is that
of how the AMT approach can be used in the design and implemen-
tation of a modelling framework, given the requirement that models
developed with it perform and scale well.

To represent continuous fields in models, a partitioned array data
structure is designed and implemented. To represent processes, a set
of local, focal, zonal, global, and flow routing operations is designed
and implemented that accept partitioned arrays as arguments and
return new partitioned arrays. A useful feature of the use of AMT is
that modelling operations execute faster than the work that is asyn-
chronously spawned by them. This makes it possible for concurrent
work from subsequent modelling operations to execute in parallel.

The flow routing algorithms are implemented in terms of tasks that
have the responsibility of calculating a result for a single partition.
These tasks only depend on tasks handling directly neighbouring
partitions, and information can be exchanged between them. Tasks
handling partitions containing upstream parts of large scale streams
finish before those handling partitions containing downstream parts
of large scale streams, and the corresponding result partitions can
already participate in any subsequent modelling operations.

Experimental results show that the performance and scalability of
models created with the new framework is good. Additional hardware
can be used efficiently. Additionally, an experiment executing two flow
routing operations showed that load imbalance of the first call was
hidden by work spawned by the second operation.

The partitioned array data structure and the modelling operations
were implemented in C++ and used the HPX AMT library and runtime.
Model developers can use the Python language to define their models.
These models can execute unmodified on laptops and on computer
clusters.
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integrated agent- and field-based modelling

The conceptual and physical data models for representing various
kinds of state variables used in agent- and field-based modelling can
be used as a basis for representing state variables of an integrated
modelling frameworkwith which both discrete objects and continuous
fields can be manipulated. The AMT approach used in the implemen-
tation of a prototype modelling framework containing a partitioned
array data structure and a set of local, focal, zonal, global and flow
routing operations proves to be a good approach. Model developers
can develop large models with it that are capable of using additional
hardware efficiently, either to get model results sooner or to be able to
run the model on larger data sets.

Several topics remain to be researched. An important one is how
to design a model development interface that is easy to use by model
developers, hiding all complexity that is unrelated to defining model
state and processes, and with which integrated agent- and field-based
models can be developed. Another topic is how to use AMT in a mod-
elling framework for scalable agent-based modelling and integrated
agent- and field-based modelling.





SAMENVATT ING

Ruimtelijke processen in het landschap kunnen worden nagebootst
met behulp van een computermodel. Dit kan om meerdere redenen
waardevol zijn. Ten eerste kan een computermodel helpen om beter
te begrijpen hoe het ruimtelijke systeem werkt. Ten tweede kan het
worden gebruikt om voorspellingen te maken voor locaties of mo-
menten in de tijd waarvoor geen metingen beschikbaar zijn. Tot slot
kan het worden gebruikt om scenarios van gewijzigde condities door
te rekenen. Voorbeelden van processen die worden nagebootst met
computermodellen zijn meteorologische processen om het weer van
morgen te voorspellen, hydrologische processen om overstromingen
te voorspellen, overdrachtsprocessen om te begrijpen hoe een virus
zich verspreidt en “crowd dynamics” om het gedrag van menigtes te
simuleren om het ontwerp van een nieuw treinstation te verbeteren.

De focus van het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven
ligt op het modelmatig nabootsen van geografische systemen, waarin
de staat van het systeem voorwaarts door de tijd wordt gesimuleerd.
In een simulatiemodel wordt de staat van een systeem gerepresen-
teerd door de set van toestandvariabelen, en de processen door een
set van modelleeroperaties. Tijdens een simulatie verversen de model-
leeroperaties de toestandvariabelen, waarmee de verandering van de
staat door de tijd wordt nagebootst. Afhankelijk van de eigenschappen
van de fenomenen uit de echte wereld die door de toestandvariabelen
worden gerepresenteerd, kan de ene staat beter worden gerepresen-
teerd door discrete objecten en andere beter door continue velden. De
eigenschappen van individuele bomen kunnen bijvoorbeeld worden
gerepresenteerd door objecten, maar de verdeling van biomassa in een
bos kan mogelijk beter worden gerepresenteerd door een continu veld,
afhankelijk van de beschikbaarheid van gegevens en het doel van de
modelleerstudie.

Het ontwikkelen van simulatiemodellen kost veel tijd en omvat
het ontwikkelen van software. Er bestaan modelleerraamwerken met
daarin bouwstenen die het voor modelontwikkelaars makkelijker ma-
ken om hun modellen te maken. Deze verbergen veel van de complexi-
teit die betrekking heeft op het implementeren van de datastructuren
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en algoritmes die nodig zijn om de toestandvariabelen en modelleer-
operaties te representeren.

Binnen de geografie en verwante domeinen worden met name twee
aanpakken gebruikt voor het ontwikkelen van simulatiemodellen met
modelleerraamwerken: agent-gebaseerdmodelleren en veld-gebaseerd
modelleren. Met agent-gebaseerdmodelleren worden toestandvariabe-
len gerepresenteerd door discrete objecten, die door modelleeropera-
ties worden gemanipuleerd. Continue velden kunnen wel worden ge-
bruikt, maar met name als eenmanier om de omgeving van de agenten
te representeren. In het algemeen is het niet mogelijk om geavanceerde
veld-gebaseerde modellen te ontwikkelen met een agent-gebaseerd
modelleerraamwerk. Andersom worden met veld-gebaseerd model-
leren toestandvariabelen gerepresenteerd door middel van continue
velden, die door modelleeroperaties worden gemanipuleerd. Het is
niet mogelijk om geavanceerde agent-gebaseerde modellen te ontwik-
kelen met een veld-gebaseerd modelleerraamwerk.

Het achterliggende doel van het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift
wordt beschreven is om kennis te verkrijgen die nodig is om een mo-
delleerraamwerk te kunnen ontwikkelen voor het simuleren van grote
ruimtelijk-temporele systemen van agenten en velden. Die kennis is
met name relevant voor ontwikkelaars van modelleerraamwerken. De
doelen waarop gefocust wordt zijn gerelateerd aan de integratie van
de verschillende representaties die worden gebruikt in agent- en veld-
gebaseerd modelleren, en aan het verbeteren van de schaalbaarheid
van modellen die met een modelleerraamwerk worden gemaakt.

het representeren van geografische staat

Het probleemwaar in het eerste deel van deze thesis opwordt gefocust
is dat, om de staat van een geografisch systeem te representeren, het
vaak nodig is om een deel ervan te representeren door middel van
discrete objecten, en een deel door middel van continue velden. De
huidige generatie modelleerraamwerken stelt de modelontwikkelaar
niet in staat om op een handige manier simulatiemodellen te maken
waarvoor dit geldt.

De aanpak waarvoor gekozen is om deze situatie te verbeteren is
geïnspireerd door de “map algebra” aanpak die wordt gebruikt in
sommige veld-gebaseerde modelleerraamwerken. Dit is een handige
aanpak voor het implementeren van modellen omdat de syntax van
modelexpressies vergelijkbaar is met die van mathematische expres-
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sies, waarmee modelontwikkelaars al bekend zijn. Het hoge abstrac-
tieniveau is het resultaat van het wegabstraheren van de verschillen
tussen ruimtelijke rasters en scalars, en door impliciet over alle cellen
te itereren in de modelleeroperaties. Als een eerste stap richting een
modelleerraamwerk die het geïntegreerd modelleren van agenten en
velden ondersteunt, wordt een conceptueel datamodel beschreven,
waarmee de verschillen tussen discrete objecten en continue velden
worden weggeabstraheerd. Veel verschillende soorten aan objecten
gerelateerde informatie, zoals hun locatie in de gesimuleerde tijd en
plaats, hun eigenschappen, en hun onderlinge relaties, kunnen ermee
worden gerepresenteerd. Velden kunnen er ook mee worden gerepre-
senteerd, als een ruimtelijke eigenschap van een “onderzoeksgebied”
object. Het conceptuele datamodel kan als een blauwdruk dienen voor
een type voor toestandvariabelen in een nieuw modelleerraamwerk
en is als zodanig iets waar modelontwikkelaars mee zullen werken als
ze hun modellen ontwikkelen. Een toekomstig modelleerraamwerk
kan operaties ondersteunen die, behalve over rastercellen te itereren,
ook itereren over alle objecten. Daarmee zou de syntax van simulatie-
modellen vergelijkbaar kunnen blijven met huidige veld-gebaseerde
modellen, maar integratie van agent- en veld-gebaseerd modelleren
mogelijk worden.

Naast het conceptuele datamodel, wordt een fysisch datamodel be-
schreven waarmee de toestandvariabelen, georganiseerd volgens het
conceptuele datamodel, kunnen worden opgeslagen in een dataset.
De eigenlijke informatie waaraan gerefereerd wordt door toestandva-
riabelen kan erg verschillend zijn, afhankelijk van allerlei aspecten. De
inhoud van een collectie objecten kan bijvoorbeeld variëren door de
tijd, wanneer objecten worden “geboren” of “dood” gaan, of constant
blijven. Daarnaast kunnen objecten mobiel zijn of stationair, en kun-
nen ze geen of meerdere eigenschappen hebben, waarvan sommige
variëren door de tijd of constant zijn, etc. Drie abstractielagen zijn ge-
definieerd waarmee deze diversiteit aan informatie over objecten kan
worden georganiseerd in een dataset. Met de laagste abstractielaag
kunnen zes algemene soorten arrays met temporele informatie worden
opgeslagen, en met de hoogste abstractielaag kunnen de eigenlijke
ruimtelijk-temporele objecten waaraan de toestandvariabelen refere-
ren worden opgeslagen. Het fysische datamodel is geïmplementeerd
als een bibliotheek met C++ en Python APIs bovenop de bovenste ab-
stractielaag, en kan worden gebruikt om te lezen uit of te schrijven
naar een HDF5 dataset.
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schaalbare berekeningen

In de loop van de tijd worden simulatiemodellen vaak groter, doordat
de grootte van de toestandvariabelen toeneemt of het aantal model-
leeroperaties, of beide. Dit gebeurt bijvoorbeeld wanneer een nieuwe
satelliet in gebruik is genomen, die meer gedetailleerde informatie
levert over de staat van de omgeving. Om groter wordende modellen
nog steeds te kunnen executeren, moeten deze modellen de beschik-
bare hardware efficiënt kunnen gebruiken. Anders kan het zijn dat het
executeren ervan te lang duurt of dat ze helemaal niet meer kunnen
worden geëxecuteerd.

Goed schalende simulatiemodellen zijn in staat extra hardware ef-
ficiënt te gebruiken. Om een model dat met behulp van een model-
leerraamwerk is ontwikkeld goed te laten schalen, moet het model-
leerraamwerk goed schalen. Dit betekent dat de datastructuren en
algoritmes ondersteuning bieden voor het ontwikkelen van schaal-
bare modellen, ongeacht de combinatie van toestandvariabelen en
modelleeroperaties.

Een aanpak om schaalbare software te ontwikkelen die met name
veelbelovend is in de context van modelleerraamwerken, is de “asyn-
chronous many-tasks” (AMT) aanpak. Hiermee kan de softwareont-
wikkelaar taken definiëren die elk een deel van het werk uitvoeren,
en de afhankelijkheden tussen deze taken. De AMT runtime is ervoor
verantwoordelijk dat deze taken zo snel mogelijk worden uitgevoerd,
gebruik makend van alle beschikbare hardware, en rekening houdend
met hun onderlinge afhankelijkheden. Enkele potentiële voordelen
van AMT in de context van een modelleerraamwerk is dat er minder
synchronisatiepunten neigen te zijn, die de schaalbaarheid beperken,
en dat onafhankelijke taken van meerdere modelleeroperaties tegelij-
kertijd ingedeeld kunnen worden om te worden uitgevoerd, waarmee
een deel van de onbalans in de werklast die mogelijk aanwezig is
verborgen wordt.

In het het tweede deel van deze thesis wordt gefocust op het pro-
bleem van hoe de AMT aanpak kan worden gebruikt in het ontwerp
en de implementatie van een modelleerraamwerk, gegeven de eis dat
modellen die ermee worden ontwikkeld goed presteren en schalen.

Om continue velden te representeren in modellen is een geparti-
tioneerde array ontworpen en geïmplementeerd. Om processen te
representeren is een set van lokale, focale, zonale, globale, en stro-
mingsnetwerkoperaties ontworpen en geïmplementeerd, die gepartiti-
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oneerde arrays als argumenten accepteren en nieuwe gepartitioneerde
arrays teruggeven. Een nuttige eigenschap van het gebruik van AMT
is dat modelleeroperaties sneller worden uitgevoerd dan het werk dat
asynchroon door hen wordt geïnitieerd. Dit maakt het mogelijk dat
onafhankelijk werk van opeenvolgende modelleeroperaties gelijktijdig
kan worden uitgevoerd.

De stromingsnetwerkoperaties zijn geïmplementeerd in termen van
taken die de verantwoordelijkheid hebben om een resultaat te bereke-
nen voor een enkele partitie. Deze taken hangen alleen af van taken
die directe buurpartities afhandelen, en informatie kan hiertussen
worden uitgewisseld. Taken die partities afhandelen met daarin bo-
venstroomse delen van grootschalige stromen zijn eerder klaar dan
taken die partities afhandelen met daarin benedenstroomse delen van
grootschalige stromen, en de bijbehorende resultaatpartities kunnen
al deelnemen in eventuele volgende modelleeroperaties.

Resultaten van experimenten laten zien dat de prestaties en schaal-
baarheid van modellen die gemaakt zijn met het nieuwe raamwerk
goed zijn. Extra hardware kan efficiënt worden gebruikt. Daarnaast
liet een experiment waarin twee stromingsnetwerkoperaties werden
uitgevoerd zien dat onbalans in de werklast van de eerste aanroep ver-
borgen werd door werk dat was geïnitieerd door de tweede operatie.

De gepartitioneerde array datastructuur en de modelleeroperaties
zijn geïmplementeerd in C++ en maken gebruik van de HPX AMT
bibliotheek en runtime. Modelontwikkelaars kunnen de Python taal
gebruiken om hun modellen te definiëren. Deze modellen kunnen
ongewijzigd worden uitgevoerd op laptops en computerclusters.

geïntegreerd agent- en veld-gebaseerd modelleren

De conceptuele en fysische datamodellen voor het representeren van
allerlei soorten toestandvariabelen die worden gebruikt in agent- en
veld-gebaseerd modelleren kunnen worden gebruikt als een basis
voor het representeren van toestandvariabelen met een geïntegreerd
modelleerraamwerk waarmee discrete objecten en continue velden
kunnen worden gemanipuleerd. De AMT aanpak die gebruikt is in de
implementatie van een prototype modelleerraamwerk met daarin een
gepartitioneerde array datastructuur en een set van lokale, focale, zo-
nale, globale, en stromingsnetwerkoperaties, blijkt een goede aanpak
te zijn. Modelontwikkelaars kunnen er grote modellen mee ontwik-
kelen die in staat zijn om extra hardware efficiënt te gebruiken, om
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sneller modelresultaten te verkrijgen, of om grotere datasets te kunnen
doorrekenen.

Er resteert nog een groot aantal onderwerpen die nader onderzoek
behoeven. Een belangrijk onderwerp is hoe een model-ontwikkel in-
terface kan worden ontwikkeld die makkelijk bruikbaar is voor model-
ontwikkelaars, die alle complexiteit verbergt die niet gerelateerd is aan
het definiëren van staat en processen, en waarmee geïntegreerde agent-
en veld-gebaseerde modellen kunnen worden ontwikkeld. Een ander
onderwerp is hoe AMT kan worden gebruikt in een modelleerraam-
werk voor schaalbaar agent-gebaseerd modelleren en geïntegreerd
agent- en veld-gebaseerd modelleren.
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